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Preface

This document is currently being prepared for a second-year graduate level
PDE course offered at Michigan State University. The goal is to offer a one
semester, conceptual overview of some of the issues and techniques in the
study of dispersive equations. The intended audience for these notes are
advanced undergraduate students and beginning graduate students. The
only real assumptions made in terms of prerequisite preparation are a firm
grasp of multivariable calculus and basic real analysis. However, the firmer
the students’ background is in analysis the more benefit they can derive
from these notes. So while not strictly necessary, some familiarity with
Fourier theory, measure theory, and Hilbert space theory (as, for example,
expounded in volumes one and three of the textbooks by Eli Stein and Rami
Shakarchi) will be immensely helpful. Indeed, seeing as the mainstay of
the classical techniques for analyzing linear dispersive equations is that of
oscillatory integrals, large portions of these notes can be aptly subtitled
“applications of Fourier analysis”. In terms of scope, this document is truly
at the level of an introduction. In the presentation explicit computations are
preferred over far-reaching general theorems. And while some nonlinear
theory and applications will be introduced, the selected material represents
only one corner of the recent developments in the field. The hope is that
some of the discussions in these notes will pique the interests of students,
and lead them to further study in this direction.

The subject of these notes are dispersive equations. A first question one
may ask is: “What is dispersion?” The dictionary definition says that to
disperse is to spread out over a wide area. In physics, and, by extension, in
the study of partial differential equations, dispersion refers to the specific
phenomenon that a collection of “particles” travelling at different speeds
will tend to spread out. The word “particles” in the previous sentence
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Of course, this description is
still anachronistic. Newton’s

original theory of optics, with
which he gave an explanation
of refraction (the mechanism
behind the splitting of white

light by triangular prisms), is
corpuscular. While Huygens

had advocated, around the
same time, his wave theory, the
nature of light as waves was not
fully appreciated until Young’s

interference experiments a
century later.

Fresnel surface: also called the
wave surface, it is the

hypersurface in the space-time
frequency space defined by the

dispersion relation of the
physical model.

was left in quotes because the origins of this terminology lie in the study
of optics from the th and th century (to refer to, for example, the
emittance of a rainbow of colors when white light shines through a prism),
and so from the very get-go the phenomenon was understood with “wave
packets” playing the role of “particles”. With the great hindsight available
to us from quantum theory, however, we will begin these notes by tackling
the problem of the dynamics of collections of particles, and later on moving
toward the equations governing continuous fields. The initial focus on the
particle picture is not accidental: the modern development of the study of
dispersive equations relies a lot on analyses performed on “phase space”.
The particle picture where the phase space is commutative forms a good
starting point before tackling the “quantum” theory where the phase space
is not commutative (Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle). With in mind
these connections both physical and mathematical, the beginning chapter
of this notes makes some short detours into the realms of basic theoretical
physics, and throughout appeals will be made toward “physical intuition”
whenever available.

The second and third chapters develop the main Fourier analytic tools
used for the classical study of dispersive equations. The importance of
Fourier analysis can be seen through the quantization process moving
from classical to quantum mechanics; and from this point of view the
properties of solutions to dispersive equations is tied to the geometry of the
corresponding Fresnel surface. As is well-known the principle curvatures
of this surface play important roles in determining both the long-time
decay behavior of solutions, as well as their short-time integrability. These
are usually studied through oscillatory integral techniques which will
be described in chapter  of these notes. Some of the dispersive decay
estimates can also be recovered through purely physical space arguments
based on considering the inherent symmetries of the partial differential
equations. We develop these “vector field” type methods in chapter . The
application of this method to the wave and Klein-Gordon equations are
fairly well known and originates in the works of Sergiu Klainerman in the
s. The subsequent development to other models are more recent, with
contributions by David Fajman, Jérémie Joudioux, Jacques Smulevici, and
(separately) the author all in the mid s.

One of the main results in the study of linear dispersive equations is that
of Strichartz estimates. These estimates can be regarded as dual estimates
to the Fourier restriction estimates and manifests in the control of space-
time integrals of the solutions based on their initial data. Modern proofs of
Strichartz estimates use the T T ∗ method and a healthy dose of interpolation
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theory. The relevant material are developed in chapter .
In chapter , the material developed thus far are applied to solve some

basic problems in local and global wellposedness of the initial value prob-
lems for nonlinear dispersive equations. The results here are far from the
cutting edge, and are presented mainly as a tool to introduce the notion of
wellposedness and expose the students to some of the basic results in the
field. Students interested in further study of nonlinear dispersive equations
should consult the lecture notes of Terence Tao for development up to the
early s. The Oberwolfach Seminars of Herbert Koch, Daniel Tataru,
and Monica Vişan contain some further results through . More recent
results are typically only found in the original research articles.

If you have any suggestions for improvements, questions on the material,
or general comments, please feel free to e-mail me at wongwwy@member.ams.
org. I would also love to hear from you if you’ve found these notes useful
in anyway, whether for your own studies, for research, or for teaching.

Design philosophy and TEXnical details

The present document is prepared and typeset using LATEXε. The docu-
ment class used is a custom class called wwwnotes built over the standard
report class; you can find the source code at the Git repository https:

//gitlab.msu.edu/wongwil/www-textools. The font used is from the
Johannes Kepler project, accessible as the package kpfonts on CTAN.

The layout of the pages is heavily inspired by the works of Edward
Tufte. In particular are the use of a wide margin and side notes instead of
footnotes, the limit to two levels of topic headings (Chapter and Section
in this document), and the citable “thought units” (in this document para-
graphs delimited by a number at the start and the symbol ¶ at the end).
The following paragraphs contain some tips on how to effectively use this
document.

. (Cross referencing) Every item that can be cross-referenced (such as
this one) is labelled chapter#.item#. The item number increases mono-
tonically throughout the chapter. At the top of every page you can find,
similar to what appears in dictionaries, a numeric range; this is designed
to help you locate antecedents of references. The notation “(Prev. ref. #)”
indicates that there are no new items defined on the current page, and the
# shows the most recently defined item number.

The items that can be cross-referenced are: equations, theorem-like
assertions, conjecture-like queries, and thoughts (such as this one). Occa-
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Ref. .: “Concerning cross
references”

“Assertions” refer to definite
statements such as Theorems or
Definitions which may or may
not be justified. “queries” refer
to tentative statements such as

Conjectures, and “thoughts”
refer to a block of text,

potentially consisting of several
paragraphs, following a

coherent idea.

Ref. .: “Concerning cross
references”

sionally the references are found together with a note reminding you what
the antecedent is. For example, Thought . refers to this very item. And
in the margin you will see a short description of the reference.

The items that can be cross-referenced all have fixed scope; that is, they
have a beginning and an ending. The equations are easy to identify. For
the other three types, they all begin with the item number and end with a
‘mark’. For “assertions” the mark is ‘�’. For “queries” the mark is ‘♦’. And
for “thoughts” the mark is ‘¶’. Since this is a mathematical text, there are
also “proofs”, whose ends are denoted by ‘�‘. ¶

. (Margin notes) This document makes extensive use of margin notes.
The guiding principle of margin notes is that they provide helpful, but
optional annotation to the running text. In particular, their removal should
not be detrimental to the understanding of the text proper. Therefore,
there will not be any footnote in the traditional sense (where the flow of
reading is interrupted by the appearance of a superscript, with the reader
compelled to certain distraction by tangential remarks); if something is
important enough to grab the attention of the reader, it should appear in
the text proper. Marginalia will largely comprise historical and tangential
remarks, as well as suggestions for further reading. (In addition to the
aide to deciphering cross references described in Thought ..) The reader
should feel free to ignore them all. Additionally, the author hopes that
active readers of mathematical treatises may find beneficial the ample
margins. ¶

. (Citations) Since these are lecture notes, in-line citations will not be
given. Suggestions for further reading, as well as discussion of the history
of progression of a particular result, can all be found in the margin notes
insofar as they appear. The list of further readings are also collected at the
end of this document. ¶
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Chapter 

Dispersion: A First Look

Dispersion is most easily understood in terms of collections of particles.
In this chapter we will start from this point of view and derive some
basic consequences thereof. We will then switch gears and discuss linear
dispersive equations, especially the physical intuitions for the phenomena
exhibited by wave-like theories of continuous fields. We will introduce our
main examples in this chapter, while leaving their analysis to subsequent
ones.

The story of N particles

Consider N particles moving on R
d ; for simplicity we will assume that the

particles don’t interact with each other. Then each particle is described
by its position xi : R→ R

d (with i ∈ {1, . . . ,N }) as a function of time. By
Newton’s first law the particles travel on straight lines, so we can write

xi(t) = xi(0) + vit (.)

where vi is the (constant-in-time) velocity of the ith particle. We have very
simple upper and lower bounds for the distances. Using that

dij (t)
def= xi(t)− xj (t) = [xi(0)− xj (0)] + (vi − vj )t,

we can bound

t ·
∣∣∣vi − vj ∣∣∣ − ∣∣∣dij (0)

∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣dij (t)∣∣∣ ≤ t · ∣∣∣vi − vj ∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣dij (0)

∣∣∣. (.)
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In particular, for generic velocities, the distance between any pair of parti-
cles is approximately a linear function of time.

The equation (.) captures the fundamental idea of behind dispersion.
From it we can derive some immediate consequences.

. Exercise
What are the limits

lim
t→±∞

maxi,j
∣∣∣dij (t)∣∣∣
t

, lim
t→±∞

mini,j
∣∣∣di,j (t)∣∣∣
t

in terms of the velocities {vi}? �

. Exercise
Consider the function

ρ(R,t) = sup
y∈Rd

#
{
i ∈ {1, . . . ,N }

∣∣∣ |xi(t)− y| < R},
which can be described as the maximum number density at scale R and
time t.

. Show that, as long as N > 0, for any R > 0 and t ∈ R it holds that
ρ(R,t) ≥ 1.

. Show that, for generic initial data, for any R ∈ (0,∞) the density
converges to 1 as t→ ±∞. More precisely, show that whenever R,t
satisfies

|t| >
maxi,j

∣∣∣xi(0)− xj (0)
∣∣∣ + 2R

mini,j
∣∣∣vi − vj ∣∣∣

we have ρ(R,t) = 1. �

The estimate in the second part of the previous exercise can be refined.
First, given t1, t2 ∈R and Ω1,Ω2 ⊂R

d , we can let

X(t1,Ω1, t2,Ω2) =
{
i ∈ {1, . . . ,N }

∣∣∣ xi(t1) ∈Ω1 and xi(t2) ∈Ω2

}
be the set of particles that traverses fromΩ1 at time t1 toΩ2 at time t2. Then
clearly i ∈ X requires vi ∈ 1

t2−t1 (Ω2 −Ω1) (with element-wise subtraction).
Now fix t1 = 0 and Ω1 any set that contains in the initial {xi(0)}. Running
Ω2 over all balls of radius R at some late time t2, we see that the density
of the distribution of particles can be directly controlled by the velocity
density of the initial distribution. This naturally leads us to the formulation
in terms of kinetic theory.

© Willie Wai-Yeung Wong 
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See the vast literature on the
Boltzmann and Landau
equations.

This is in fact nothing more
than the “method of
characteristics”.

Kinetic theory

Kinetic theory is an intermediate description of molecular motion between
the Newtonian particle picture and the continuum fluidic approximation.
In kinetic theory, instead of considering individual particles, we consider
the distribution of particles in phase space and its associated evolution.
Supposing the physical space has dimension d, Newton’s laws of motion tell
us that the trajectories of particles are determined by their instantaneous
position and velocity (being a second order differential equation). So we
can take as our phase space for the particles R

d ×Rd . A distribution of
particles, then, is a function

ρ : R×Rd ×Rd →R+, (.)

representing the density (over phase space) of the particles at a particular
position x with a particular velocity v at time t. It takes non-negative values
as we don’t allow negative number of particles.

The study of kinetic theory proper captures the Newtonian interaction
of particles by collision by some multilinear integral operator acting on ρ.
We, however, will again take the (unphysical) simplifying assumption that
individual particles don’t interact. This reduces the equation of motion to
Newton’s first law:

∂tρ(t,x,v) + v · ∇(x)ρ(t,x,v) = 0. (.)

The symbol ∇(x) is the gradient with respect to the spatial coordinates x; that
∇(x)ρ is a R

d valued function whose ith component is ∂
∂xi
ρ. The equation

(.) is in conservative form, and states simply that along the straight-line
trajectories x + vt, the particle density is constant (if a particle starts at
position x and moves with velocity v, then it will remain always on the line
x+ vt). This equation is sometimes called the Vlasov equation or simply the
linear transport equation.

The particle interpretation allows us to write down explicitly the solu-
tion to this first order scalar partial differential equation. Since the density
remains constant on the line x+ vt, we have that

ρ(t,x,v) = ρ(0,x − tv,v). (.)

The explicit solution (.) allows us to write down our first “dispersive
estimate”. First, thinking back to the N -particle picture, what we are
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See the next chapter for a
discussion of Schwartz space.

interested in is the physical space density given by

ρ(t,x) def=
∫
R
d

ρ(t,x,v) dv (.)

where we summed up all the particles (with different velocities) located
at the point x. From the N -particle picture, we expect this physical space
density to decay.

. Remark
The fact that we have integrated in v is important here. The Vlasov equation
(.) acts by linear transport, and one can easily check that for any p ∈ [1,∞],
the norm

∥∥∥ρ(t,•,•)
∥∥∥
Lp(Rd×Rd )

is constant in time. What we assert in the

previous paragraph, however, is that the norm ‖ρ(t,•)‖Lp(Rd ) for p > 1 decays
as a function of time. �

. Theorem (Dispersive estimate for Vlasov equation, version )
Let ρ0 ∈ S (R2d). The solution to (.) with initial data ρ(0,x,v) = ρ0(x,v)
satisfies

sup
x∈Rd

ρ(t,x) . 〈t〉−d . (.)
�

. Convention (. and the Japanese bracket)
In the statement of Theorem ., several notational conventions were
introduced. We will throughout adopt the convention, which is by now
standard in the literature, that

A . B

means
∃C ∈R+ s.t. A ≤ CB.

So the statement in the previous theorem should be read as

. . . with initial data ρ(0,x,v) = ρ0(x,v) satisfies, for some C > 0,
the estimate supx∈Rd ρ(t,x) ≤ C〈t〉−d .

The question of “on what does the constant C depend” is generally clear
from context. For example, in Theorem . it is understood that the
constant C may depend on ρ0, but not on t. Sometimes it pays to emphasize
the dependence, in which case the notation .E,F,G will be used where E,F,
and G (for example) are quantities which influence the value of C.

© Willie Wai-Yeung Wong 
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For more on Sobolev spaces and
embedding theorems, a
standard reference is Adams
and Fournier, Sobolev spaces.

Another notation introduced is the Japanese bracket, which is defined as

〈t〉 def=
√

1 + t2 (.)

for any real-valued t. �

Proof (Theorem .) Using (.) we can write∫
R
d

ρ(t,x,v) dv =
∫
R
d

ρ0(x − tv,v) dv.

Doing a change of variable with w = 〈t〉v we have that

=
1
〈t〉d

∫
R
d

ρ0

(
x − t
〈t〉
w,

1
〈t〉
w
)

dw.

The integral is now over the plane{(
x − t
〈t〉
w,

1
〈t〉
w
)
∈R2d

∣∣∣∣∣ w ∈Rd}
with the induced surface measure. So, writing Π for the set of all d dimen-
sional affine subspaces of R2d , we have∫

R
d

ρ(t,x,v) dv ≤ sup
P ∈Π

∫
P

ρ0 dσ

︸         ︷︷         ︸
C

〈t〉−d ,

with the constant C clearly independent of t and x. So the estimate is
proved.

Note that the norm

ρ0 7→ sup
P ∈Π

∫
P

ρ0 dσ

is the L1 trace norm for restricting a function on R
2d to its d dimensional

affine subspaces. By Gagliardo’s Sobolev trace theorem, this means that the
constant C can also be bounded by the W d,1(R2d) norm of the initial data.�
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. Exercise
In the proof of Theorem ., we see that the constant C can be determined
by the W d,1 norm of the initial data. (For completeness, let us recall the
definition ∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

W k,1(Rd×Rd )
def=

∑
|α|+|β|≤k

∫
R
d×Rd

∣∣∣∣∂αx∂βvφ(x,v)
∣∣∣∣ dv dx

where α,β are d-dimensional multi-indices.) Show that this estimate is
sharp. More precisely, show that if k < d is a non-negative integer, then

there exists a sequence of initial data {ρ(j)
0 }j∈N such that

•
∥∥∥∥ρ(j)

0

∥∥∥∥
W k,1
≤ 1 for every j;

• writing ρ(j) for the corresponding solutions to (.), there exists some
ε > 0 fixed such that for every t, there exists some j ∈N satisfying
supx ρ

(j)(t,x) ≥ ε.

Hint: Think back at the particle picture. What would ρ0 be for a point
particle? �

. (Some characteristics of dispersive estimates) As we have seen in
the preceding discussion, our dispersive estimates controls the decay in
time of the L∞ norm (for the present discussion, ignore the v variable) by
the initial data measured with d derivatives in the L1 norm. This exhibits
two characteristics that are common-place for dispersive estimates: first is
that L∞ decay is controlled by measuring the data in L1, and the second is
that there is a definite loss of smoothness (see previous exercise). Both of
these have physical explanations.

That the point-wise decay in time is controlled by some integral norm of
the initial data arises from the intuition that dispersion occurs because the
physical extent of the particles spreads out while the total mass is conserved.
With the same mass divided among a greater volume, the spatial density
(which is what

∫
ρ dv measures) must decay. But for this argument to be

sensible, the total mass had better be finite: otherwise the particles leaving
a spatial domain can be replenished by particles arriving from arbitrarily
far away. This would be the case, for example, for a solution of the Vlasov
equation that is spatially homogeneous.

The same idea of “conserved mass divided among ever-growing volume”
also serves to explain the dependence on smoothness. For the intuition
to hold, that the pointwise density decays, we need that the conserved
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mass is approximately evenly distributed among the available volume.
If not, one can easily imagine a lopsided distribution where almost all
the mass concentrate at one point and decay is not evident. Smoothness
of the distribution clearly provides a measure of equidistribution of the
mass density. Another way to see this is to recall our discussion in the
N particle picture, where we have seen that the rate of spreading out of
the particles is proportional to how disparate the particle velocities are.
(In fact, the worst case scenario for our dispersive estimate is precisely
the particle picture, where all the mass concentrate at discrete points!)
For two phase-space distributions, the one that is more concentrated and
particle-like will tend to be rougher. And so, as seen in the previous
exercise, the loss of smoothness in the estimates are necessary, and reflect
our need to distinguish between particle-like initial distributions, and those
distributions that are more like a fluid. ¶

. (Methods of proof) The proof we have given above for Theorem .
is based on the fundamental solution (.) to the linear Vlasov equation
(.). This method of proof is relatively direct, and can be easily adapted
to deal with semilinear type problems (imagine (.) but with the right
hand side, instead of being zero, being some nonlinear function of ρ) using
Duhamel’s principle. On the other hand, this method is not-so-stable when
the equations are perturbed in a way that changes the principal part (i.e. the
part with the highest order derivatives) of the equation. In the remainder of
this section we develop an alternative dispersive estimate using the vector
field method. This method was originally developed in the context of wave
equations and has been shown to be more stable for applications in both
linear and nonlinear applications where the principal part of the equation
differs from the standard linear expressions. The main idea is a careful
exploitation of conservation laws to obtain weighted integral estimates. ¶

. (Conservation laws) Since the Vlasov equation (.) is in divergence
form (by definition ∇(x) commutes with multiplication by v), we have that
for every fixed v the integral∫

R
d

ρ(t,x,v) dx =
∫
R
d

ρ(0,x,v) dx

is conserved, provided that it makes sense at t = 0. This then implies, in
fact, a conservation law for every velocity multiplier: let g : Rd →R be any
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measurable function, then

E[g](t) def=
∫
R

2d

ρ(t,x,v)g(v) dx dv

is constant in time. Recalling that ρ represents the particle density, so the
quantity E[1] is the conserved total mass. Next, let e ∈Rd be any unit vector,
and let g(v) = e · v. The quantity E[g] represents the conserved total linear
momentum in the direction e. If we let g(v) = 1

2v · v, then E[g] analogously
gives the conserved total energy. ¶

Another way to interpret the conservation laws above is to regard them
as the statement that the functions g = g(v) commutes with the differential
operator ∂t + v · ∇(x). In fact, for any differential operator K that commutes
with ∂t +v ·∇(x), we can define E[K] its associated conserved quantity using
the same argument as before.

. Exercise (More conservation laws)
. For i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,d}, i , j, set K = xivj − xjvi . Verify that the multiplier
K generates a conservation law. What is its physical meaning?

. For i ∈ {1, · · · ,d}, set K = vit − xi .

(a) Verify that K generates a conservation law.

(b) The conservation law generated by K can be re-written in the
form

∂t

∫
R

2d

ρ(t,x,v)xi dx dv = ∂t

∫
R

2d

ρ(t,x,v)vit dx dv.

Give a physical interpretation of this formula. �

. (Even more conservation laws) The view of conservation laws as aris-
ing from operators commuting with the evolution equation is in fact that
of Noether’s theorem in Hamiltonian mechanics. The Lagrangian counter-
part of Noether’s theorem ties these conservation laws to symmetries of
the equations. So we are lead to considering the natural symmetry of the
Vlasov equation (.), namely that of the Galilean symmetry. If ρ(t,x,v) is
a solution, then so are

• Space-time translations: for any τ ∈R and ξ ∈Rd , ρ(t + τ,x+ ξ,v).
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• Rotational symmetry: for any orthogonal matrix O, ρ(t,Ox,Ov).

• Galilean boost: for any w ∈Rd , ρ(t,x − tw,v −w).

• Spatial scaling: for any λ ∈R+, ρ(t,λx,λv).

• Temporal scaling: for any λ ∈R+, ρ(λ−1t,x,λv).

Note, in particular, that these symmetries are continually parameterized:
the space-time translation by (τ,ξ) ∈R×Rd , the rotations by O ∈ SO(d,R),
boosts by w ∈ R

d , and scalings by λ ∈ R+; furthermore, the symmetry
operations acts by the identity when, in the translation case (τ,ξ) = (0,0),
in the rotation case O = Id, in the boost case w = 0, and in the scaling cases
λ = 1. Now, let ρ be a solution, and let ργ be a one parameter family of
solutions, obtained, for each γ , from the action of the above symmetries.
Assume that this family is “differentiable in γ”. Then by the linearity of
(.) the derivative d

dγ ρ|γ=0 is also a solution of the Vlasov equations.

What are the various d
dγ ρ? It turns out the possible ones correspond-

ing to the classes of the symmetries above can all be obtained as linear
combinations of the following linear operators on ρ:

• Corresponding to space-time translations: ∂tρ and ∂xiρ.

• Corresponding to rotations: (xi∂xj − xj∂xi + vi∂vj − vj∂vi )ρ.

• Corresponding to boosts: t∂xiρ+∂viρ.

• Corresponding to spatial scaling: x · ∇(x)ρ+ v · ∇(v)ρ.

• Corresponding to temporal scaling: −t∂tρ+ v · ∇(v)ρ.

In particular, all of these operators can be written as acting on ρ by some
vector field K . ¶

Now, if one were to compute the conserved quantities associated to most
of the symmetries described in the previous paragraph, one would find that
the integral E[K] evaluates to identically zero. Part of the problem is that
while ρ is by definition non-negative, Kρ, for some arbitrary differential
operator K , is generally unsigned. And in fact in our situation we have
often perfect cancellations. This can however by remedied by the following
observation: our linear equation (.) really says that the directional deriva-
tive of ρ, as a function on R

2d+1, in the direction of a certain fixed vector
field ∂t + v · ∇(x) is zero. So in particular, if ρ solves the Vlasov equation
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Without using the words, what
is really going on is that the

continuous family of
symmetries above are actually
via actions by Lie groups. The

discussion here is getting at the
concept of infinitesimal

generators of symmetries, i.e.
elements of the corresponding

Lie algebra.

This proof is an adaptation of
the argument from Smulevici,

“Small data solutions of the
Vlasov-Poisson system and the

vector field method”.

(without necessarily satisfying the constraint that ρ ≥ 0 everywhere), and
if f : R→ R is any function, then f (ρ) solves (.) also, in the sense that
the particular directional derivative of f (ρ) exists and is equal to zero, even
when f is not necessarily differentiable.

In the case where f is differentiable, this conclusion is simply drawn
from the chain rule

(∂t + v · ∇(x))f (ρ) = f ′(ρ)(∂t + v · ∇(x))ρ. (.)

. Theorem (Dispersive estimate for Vlasov equation, version )
Let ρ0 ∈S (R2d). The solution to the Vlasov equation (.) with initial data
ρ(0,x,v) = ρ0(x,v) satisfies

sup
x∈Rd

ρ(t,x) ≤ |t|−d
∥∥∥ρ0

∥∥∥
L1
xW̊

d,1
v

where the norm

‖f ‖L1
xW̊

k,1
v

=
∑
|α|=k

�
R

2d

|∂αv f | dv dx.

�

. Remark
Compare the conclusion of this theorem to that of Theorem ., we see
that in this case if we sacrifice the estimate on short time behavior (namely,
when t ≈ 0; this is the difference between |t| and 〈t〉), we can sharpen the
constant so that instead of using derivatives over the full phase-space R

d ,
we only need derivatives in the velocity (v) variables. This makes precise
the idea which was mentioned before, that the dispersion depends on the
regularity of the velocity distribution of the initial data. �

Proof (Theorem .) Observe that we can translate between pointwise
and integral estimates by integration. More precisely, for x ∈ Rd , let Rx
denote the rectangle

Rx
def=

{
y ∈Rd

∣∣∣ yi ≤ xi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,d}}.
Then by fundamental theorem of calculus we have

ρ(t,x) =
∫
Rx

∂x1∂x2 · · ·∂xdρ(t,y) dy

=
∫
Rx

∫
R
d

∂x1∂x2 · · ·∂xdρ(t,y,v) dv dy. (.)
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Next, observe that by rapid decay we have∫
R
d

∂viρ(t,x,v) dv = 0

for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,d}. So we can rewrite (.) using the Galilean boosts:

ρ(t,x) = t−d
∫
Rx

∫
R
d

G1 · · ·Gdρ(t,y,v) dv dy. (.)

where Gi = t∂xi +∂vi . From here we estimate

ρ(t,x) ≤ |t|−d
�
R

2d

∣∣∣G1 · · ·Gdρ(t,y,v)
∣∣∣ dv dy.

From our discussion above, we observe that
∣∣∣G1 · · ·Gdρ(t,y,v)

∣∣∣ solves Vlasov’s
equation, and so the L1 conservation of mass holds. Which means

ρ(t,x) ≤ |t|−d
�
R

2d

∣∣∣G1 · · ·Gdρ(0, y,v)
∣∣∣ dv dy.

Now, when t = 0, the vector field Gi simplifies to ∂vi , and so we have, finally,

ρ(t,x) ≤ |t|−d
�
R

2d

∣∣∣∂v1 · · ·∂vdρ(t,y,v)
∣∣∣ dv dy ≤ |t|−d

∥∥∥ρ0

∥∥∥
L1
xW̊

d,1
v

as desired. �

. Exercise
As discussed in Remark ., the estimate proved in Theorem . degen-
erates as |t| → 0. Prove, using a modification of the arguments immediately
above, that

sup
x∈Rd

ρ(t,x) ≤ 〈t〉−d
∥∥∥ρ0

∥∥∥
W d,1(Rd×Rd )

.

(Hint: we want to make use of a conservation law, so we want to do this
by applying a set of d vector fields. The final result tells you that, at the
initial data level, these vector fields involve differentiations also in the x
coordinates.) �
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There is a vast literature on
formalizing “quantization”, the

mathematical process of
starting from a classical

mechanical system (described
by, for example, a symplectic

manifold) and forming a
quantum mechanical system.
Our discussion here is much

more rudimentary; see the first
part of Cohen-Tannoudji et al.,
Quantum Mechanics (among

many other standard textbooks)
for more details.

The quantum phase space

When one sees “dispersive partial differential equations” in the literature,
generally one refers not to the (semi-)classical equations of kinetic theory
described in the previous section, but to the partial differential equations
governing their quantum mechanical counterparts. In the quantum me-
chanical picture, the position distribution representing the particles cannot
be specified independently from the momentum (velocity) distribution,
thanks to the celebrated Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle.

. (A crash course in quantum mechanics) The fundamental idea here
is that of the de Broglie hypothesis. In his  PhD dissertation, de Broglie
proposed the idea of wave-particle duality. Earlier works of Planck and
Einstein have postulated that electromagnetic waves can be considered
as particles with energy E = ~ω and momentum p = ~k, with ω being the
temporal angular frequency and k being the wave vector (a monochromatic
plane wave with frequency ω and wave vector k is described by the am-
plitude function φ(t,x) = exp(iωt + ik · x); observe that E/p = ω/k is the
wave velocity as expected). De Broglie took the idea one step further and
proposed that all particles can be considered as waves, with frequency and
wave vector obtained from what is now known as the de Broglie relations
(which is really just rewriting the Planck-Einstein equations),

ω =
E
~

, k =
p

~

,

where E is the kinetic energy and p the momentum (which is proportional
to particle velocity by its mass) of the particle.

Now, a pure particle of energy E and momentum p is then associated to
the monochromatic plane wave

φ(t,x) = exp(iωt + ik · x)

where ω,k satisfy the de Broglie relations given above. Notice that for
monochromatic plane waves

k = −iφ(t,x)∇(x)φ(t,x)

where φ denotes complex conjugation, we see the idea that, in quantum
mechanics, the spatial gradient is (up to a scaling constant) the “momentum
operator”. (Similarly, the time derivative is the “energy operator”.)

Assuming a linear physical theory, waves obey the superposition prin-
ciple. So at any space-time position we should expect the field strength φ
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for our particles to be the sum of the corresponding monochromatic plane
waves of a bunch of different particles with different energies and momenta.
That is to say, we expect that the “amplitude” of our “matter wave” to be in
fact

φ(t,x) =
∫

R×Rd

φ̃(ω,k) exp(iωt + ik · x) dω dk. (.)

The amplitude here should be compared with the spatial density ρ(t,x) =∫
R
d ρ(t,x,v) dv in the kinetic theory picture: it is the sum of all particles of

different energy-momentum (velocity in the Vlasov case) that impinge on a
space-time point.

Equation (.) should remind us of the (inverse) Fourier transform,
where ω and t are conjugate variables, and also k and x. Whereas a classical
matter distribution is a function over the classical phase space R

d ×Rd ,
a quantum matter distribution is interpreted as either a physical space(-
time) distribution φ(t,x), or alternatively a conjugate space(-time) distribu-
tion φ̃(ω,k). In the classical case specifying either or both of the physical
space or velocity space traces (in other words specifying

∫
R
d ρ(t,x,v) dv

or
∫
R
d ρ(t,x,v) dx) is not enough to constraint the distribution itself; in

the quantum case specify either φ or φ̃ gives the other by the Fourier
transform. ¶

. (Equations of motion) In this picture, the equations of motion are
captured in the relation between energy and momentum; in other words,
between ω and k. Here we give some examples.

. Schrödinger’s equation. For classical Newtonian physics, the kinetic
energy is proportional to the square of the momentum. This leads
us to postulate ω = |k|2 as the relation. This in turn means that the
corresponding monochromatic plane waves exp(iωt + ik · x) solve the
equation

i∂tφ−4φ = 0, (.)

where the Laplace operator is 4 def=
∑d
i=1∂

2
xixi

. This equation can also
be “derived” from the Vlasov equation (.) by replacing, in the term
v · ∇(x), the velocity v by the momentum operator i∇(x).

. Airy equation. Let P be any polynomial of d variables k1, . . . , kd with
real coefficients; more precisely let

P (k) =
∑
|α|≤N

Aαk
α
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where α ranges over multi-indices, Aα are real numbers, and for
α = (α1,α2, . . . ,αd) the monomial

kα = (k1)α1(k2)α2 · · · (kd)αd .

The postulate ω = P (k) leads to the corresponding plane waves being
solutions to the equation

i∂tφ+ P (i∇(x))φ = i∂tφ+
∑
|α|≤N

Aα∂
αφ = 0.

In the case where d = 1 and P (k) = k3, this is known as the Airy
equation, or the linear Korteweg-de Vries equation

∂tφ−∂3
xxxφ = 0. (.)

. Relativistic dynamics. For the special-relativistic dynamics of parti-
cles, the relation between energy and momentum are such that the
difference between the square of the energy and the square of the
momentum is a constant depending on the rest mass of the parti-
cle. Therefore for massive particles we can postulate the relation
ω2 − |k|2 = 1 and for massless particles the relation ω2 − |k|2 = 0. The
former leads to the Klein-Gordon equation:

∂2
ttφ−4φ+φ = 0; (.)

the latter leads to the linear wave equation:

∂2
ttφ−4φ = 0. (.)

Equations (.), (.), (.) and (.) are the fundamental examples
that we will discuss in this set of notes. Their solutions, going back to the
description above, can be identified as the (inverse) Fourier transform (.)
of distributions supported on the set {ω = |k|2}, {ω = k3}, {ω2 − |k|2 = 1}, and
{ω2 = |k|2} respectively. Note that these sets are smooth hypersurfaces,
except for the isolated singularity at the origin of the last example. In
fact, in the first three examples, the sets are graphs over the hyperplane
{(0, k) ∈ R ×Rd}. In view of this, we will frequently decouple the time
parameter t from the spatial position, and treat our field φ as a time-
dependent distribution that has either a physical space representation
φ(t,x) or a momentum space representation φ̂(t,k). ¶
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Incidentally this is another way
of stating Heisenberg’s
Uncertainty Principle.

The connection of the quantum phase-space with the Fourier trans-
form is both a blessing and a curse. On the plus side, that Heisenberg’s
Uncertainty Principle implies that the physical and momentum space rep-
resentations can not be both concentrated near a point implies that there
are some limits to how much the “particle” picture can place obstructions
on the decay. Returning to Exercise ., we see that in the N particle
case, we have an obstruction to the decay of the number density at scale R.
Since particles are indivisible, when there are at least one particle, we have
ρ(R,t) ≥ 1 always. In the case of Vlasov equation, on the other hand, the
spatial density ρ(t,x) decays provided the initial distribution is smooth enough;
and as we saw in Exercise ., the “particle-like” situations provide gen-
uine obstructions to dispersive decay. In the quantum set-up, by removing
the pure particle situation from consideration, we expect that this obstruc-
tion to be ameliorated. On the minus side, in the classical Vlasov situation,
the position and momentum are independent; but in the quantum picture,
the they are two-sides of the same coin. So while in the discussion above for
kinetic theory we can act on the velocity coordinate (see, for example, the
arguments in Thought .) with zero effect on the spatial coordinate and
vice versa, for quantum systems the fact that the position and momentum
operators do not commute will introduce additional complications and
artifacts into our computations. These ideas will be explored in more detail
in the following chapters.

To give an illustration of the effects of quantization, where we identify
the velocity variable v with i∇(x), let us return to the discussion of conser-
vation laws given in Thought ., Exercise ., and Thought .. For
the classical Vlasov equation we’ve seen that the quantity∫

R
2d

ρ(t,x,v)v · v dx dv

is conserved in time, and we associated this to the conservation of kinetic
energy. On the other hand, we also saw that if ρ solves the Vlasov equation,
so does ∇(x) · ∇(x)ρ due to the spatial translation symmetry (applied twice).
This implies that ∫

R
2d

∇(x) · ∇(x)ρ(t,x,v) dx dv

(which evaluates to zero) is a conserved quantity. In the quantum situation
of the Schrödinger equation, these two conservation laws should be “iden-
tified” by our discussion above. Similarly, we have that the multiplier e · v
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corresponding to linear momentum can be identified with the differential
operator e · ∇(x) that is a symmetry of the Vlasov equation, and that the two
multipliers given in Exercise . can be identified with the differential
operators for rotations and Galilean boosts respectively. We will return
to conservation laws and commuting vector fields for the Schrödinger
equation in a later chapter.
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Chapter 

Fourier Theory: the Basics

At the end of the previous chapter we described briefly the quantum phase
space, where if we accept the de Broglie hypothesis of wave-particle du-
ality, then the principle of superposition leads us directly to (.) which
relates the physical space distribution of the particle density to the mo-
mentum space distribution of the particles. The relation is reminiscent
of the Fourier transform. Therefore it shouldn’t come as a surprise that
much of the modern understanding of dispersive equations are built upon
the foundation of Fourier theory. In this chapter we will review the more
pertinent of its basic aspects. Many results will be stated without proof.
For more background, the first chapter of Stein and Weiss, Introduction
to Fourier analysis on Euclidean spaces is a good reference, as is Stein and
Shakarchi, Fourier analysis.

Techniques based on Fourier theory that are more specific to the analysis
of dispersive equations will be presented in the course of the following
chapters with full details. Readers familiar with the basics of the Fourier
transform can skip or skim this chapter.

The Fourier transform

Let φ : Rd →C. The basics of our discussion is the formula

φ̂(ξ) def= F [φ](ξ) def=
1

(2π)
d
2

∫
R
d

φ(x)e−iξ·x dx. (.)
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We interpret F as an operator sending functions on R
d to functions on R

d ,
whenever the above expression is well-defined. The linearity of integration in
particular implies that F is a linear operator. Noting that |exp(−iξ · x)| = 1,
we have that a sufficient condition for F [φ] to be well-defined is that
φ ∈ L1(Rd); that is, φ is absolutely integrable. In this case, we have the
estimate ∣∣∣F [φ](ξ)

∣∣∣ ≤ 1

(2π)
d
2

∫
R
d

∣∣∣φ(x)e−iξ·x
∣∣∣ dx =

1

(2π)
d
2

∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
L1(Rd )

and so we conclude that F : L1(Rd)→ L∞(Rd) is a bounded linear operator.
In fact, we have more than just boundedness.

. Proposition (Uniform continuity)
If φ ∈ L1(Rd), then φ̂ is uniformly continuous. �

. Exercise
Prove the above proposition following the outline below:

. First prove that

lim
R→∞

∫
|x|>R

∣∣∣φ∣∣∣ dx = 0.

. Show that for every R,ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that whenever
|x| ≤ R and |ξ − ξ ′ | < δ, ∣∣∣e−iξ·x − e−iξ ′ ·x∣∣∣ < ε.

. Prove uniform continuity, by splitting the integral∫
R
d

φ(x)
[
e−iξ·x − e−iξ

′ ·x
]

dx

into an integral over a compact region and an integral near infinity. �

. Remark (Normalizations of the Fourier transform)
In the literature, the Fourier transform is defined usually as one of the
following three operations.

F [φ](ξ) =


∫
R
d φ(x)e−iξ·x dx
1

(2π)d/2

∫
R
d φ(x)e−iξ·x dx∫

R
d φ(x)e−2πiξ·x dx
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The choice of convention is largely cosmetic. The first or second are often
preferred by specialists in partial differential equations as in those cases
the momentum operator is i∇(x) instead of 2πi∇(x). The second and (more
frequently) the third are often preferred by harmonic analysts and func-
tional analysts as in those definitions the Fourier transform extends to a
unitary mapping of L2(Rd) to itself. The purpose of this remark is just to
warn the readers that, when comparing formulae from different sources,
make sure to double check the normalization of the Fourier transform, as
several conventions are in use in the literature. �

The following two Propositions can be proved by direction computation
and we omit their proofs here.

. Proposition (Basic properties : conjugation, reflection)
Let φ ∈ L1(Rd). Denote by R : L1(Rd)→ L1(Rd) the mapping φ(x) 7→ φ(−x).
Then

F [Rφ] = RF [φ] (.a)

F [φ] = RF [φ] (.b)
�

. Proposition (Basic properties : scaling, translation, modulation)
Let φ ∈ L1(Rd). For λ > 0, y ∈ R

d , and ζ ∈ R
d , denote by Sλ, τy ,µζ the

mappings from L1(Rd) to itself given by

Sλφ(x) = λd/2φ(λx), τyφ(x) = φ(x+ y), µζφ(x) = φ(x) · eiζ·x.

Then

F [Sλφ] = Sλ−1F [φ] (.a)

F [τyφ] = µyF [φ] (.b)

F [µζφ] = τ−ζF [φ] (.c)
�

The next Proposition is also standard, and captures the interchange
of the momentum parameter and its physical space representation as a
differential operator.

. Proposition (Basic properties : differentiation)
Let φ ∈W 1,1(Rd). Then for any j ∈ {1, . . . ,d},

F [∂xjφ](ξ) = iξjφ̂(ξ).
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Conversely, if φ is such that 〈•〉φ ∈ L1(Rd), then φ̂ is differentiable and

F [xjφ](ξ) = i∂ξj φ̂(ξ). �

. Exercise (Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma)
Prove that whenever φ ∈ L1(Rd), for every ε > 0 there exists R > 0 such that

sup
|ξ |>R

∣∣∣φ̂(ξ)
∣∣∣ < ε.

(Hint: approximate φ by a function in W 1,1 and apply the previous Propo-
sition.) �

. Exercise (Baby Paley-Wiener)
In this exercise you will prove that if φ ∈ L1(Rd) is such that there exists
R > 0 where φ||x|>R ≡ 0, then φ̂ is real analytic. This is a primitive version of
the Paley-Wiener theorem.

. First show that the assumption implies φ̂ is differentiable using Propo-
sition .. By induction show that φ̂ is infinitely differentiable.

. Using the assumption show the following uniform bound: for every
multi-index α ∣∣∣∂αφ̂(ξ)

∣∣∣ ≤ R|α|∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
L1 .

. Use this to conclude that the Taylor series of φ̂ at every point has
infinite radius of convergence.

. Show further (using Taylor’s remainder theorem) that there exists
r > 0 such that for every ξ,ξ ′ satisfying |ξ − ξ ′ | < r, the Taylor series
of φ̂, centered at ξ, converges to φ̂(ξ ′) pointwise. From this conclude
that φ̂ is real analytic. �

The space S ; Fourier inversion

We have already seen that the Fourier transform is a bounded linear map
from L1 to L∞: the domain and co-domain are not equal. Even though
the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma (Exercise .) guarantees that the Fourier
transforms of absolutely integrable functions decay at infinity, the decay
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One can equip S with the
topology of a Fréchet space, by
using this defining condition,
indexed by the multiindices α
and β, as its countable family
of seminorms.

does not come at a precise rate and in general the Fourier transforms are
not absolutely integrable. This is also seen in Proposition .. Using the
same notation as given there, we observe that∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

L1 =
∥∥∥λd/2Sλφ∥∥∥

L1 .

And therefore simply from scaling considerations we see that F cannot be
a bounded linear map from L1 to itself.

. Exercise
Make the above argument rigorous; that is, using the scaling property in
Proposition ., show the Fourier transform is not a bounded linear map
from L1 to itself. �

If we want to think of the Fourier transform as a mapping from some
function space to itself, a constraint is given by Proposition .. We saw
there that differentiability of a function translates to decay of the Fourier
transform, and that decay of the function translates to the differentiability
of the Fourier transform. Therefore in constructing a function space that is
preserved under the Fourier transform, differentiability and decay should
go hand-in-hand. One option is, of course, to forego both differentiability
and decay; we will address some of those function spaces later on. For
much of our purpose (proving a priori estimates for partial differential
equations), it is convenient for the computations to assuming that we have
differentiability available.

.Definition (Schwartz space)
An infinitely differentiable function φ is said to be in the Schwartz space
S (Rd) if

sup
x∈Rd

∣∣∣xα∂βφ∣∣∣ <∞
for every pair of multiindices α and β. �

.Definition (Convolution)
When the formula below is well-defined, we say that the convolution of
two functions f and g is

f ∗ g(x) def=
∫
R
d

f (x − y)g(y) dy.

Notice that by a direct change of variables we also have

f ∗ g(x) =
∫
R
d

f (y)g(x − y) dy,
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that is to say, f ∗ g = g ∗ f . �

. Lemma
If φ,ψ ∈S , then so are

• ∂αφ for any multi-index α;

• P ·φ for any polynomial P ;

• the pointwise sum φ+ψ;

• the pointwise product φ ·ψ;

• the convolution φ ∗ψ. �

. Proposition
If φ ∈S (Rd), then φ̂ ∈S (Rd). �

Proof Follows from Proposition . directly. �

. Example (Gaussian)
Consider the family of functions, parametrized by s ∈ (0,∞),

gs(x) = e−
s
2 |x|

2

defined on R
d . We claim that gs ∈ S . First, using the well-known fact

that exponential grow faster than any power, it is easy to check that
lim|x|→∞ P (x)gs(x) = 0 for any polynomial P . Next, observe that for any
multi-index α, the derivative can be written as

∂αgs =Q(α)gs

for some polynomial Q(α). Therefore gs ∈S for every s ∈ (0,∞).
The L1 norm of gs can be computed with the following well-known trick.

First, observe the formula

gs(x) = gs(x
1)gs(x

2)gs(x
3) · · ·gs(xd).

And hence if we compute
∫
R

exp(−s|x|2/2) dx we can get
∫
R
d gs dx by raising

it to the dth power by Fubini’s theorem. The case d = 2, however, can be
computed directly, using that in polar coordinates

∫
R

2

exp(− s
2

(x2 + y2)) dx dy =

∞∫
0

2π∫
0

exp(− s
2
r2)r dr dθ =

2π
s
.
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So that ∫
R
d

gs(x) dx =
(2π
s

) d
2
.

With this we can also compute the convolution of two such functions:

gs ∗ gt(x) =
∫

exp
(
− s

2

∣∣∣x − y∣∣∣2 − t
2

∣∣∣y∣∣∣2) dy

=
∫

exp
(
− s+ t

2

∣∣∣y∣∣∣2 + sx · y − s
2
|x|2

)
dy

=
∫

exp
(
− s+ t

2

∣∣∣∣y − s
s+ t

x
∣∣∣∣2) · exp

(
− st

2(s+ t)
|x|2

)
dy

=
( 2π
s+ t

) d
2
g st
s+t

(x).

The Fourier transform of gs can also be computed. Noting that gs =
s−d/4S√sg1 (in the notations of Proposition .), it suffices to compute ĝ1.
For this we will repeatedly use Proposition .. First, since g1 ∈S , we have
that ĝ1 is differentiable, and

∂ξj ĝ1 = −iF [xjg1].

Next, observe that
∂xjg1 = −xjg1

by the chain-rule of differentiation, and hence we have that

∂ξj ĝ1 = iF [∂xjg1] = −ξj ĝ1

with the second equality again following from Proposition .. Using
integrating factors we see that this implies

∇(ξ)
[
e

1
2 |ξ |

2
ĝ1(ξ)

]
= 0,

and hence
ĝ1(ξ) = Cg1(ξ)

for some constant C. To find out the value of this constant, we evaluate
using (.)

ĝ1(0) =
1

(2π)d/2

∫
R
d

g1(x) dx = 1,

and conclude that g1 is its own Fourier transform. �
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. Lemma (Parseval’s formula)
If φ,ψ ∈S , then ∫

φ(x)ψ̂(x) dx =
∫
φ̂(x)ψ(x) dx.

�

Proof (Sketch) This follows by direct computation using (.). �

. Theorem (Fourier inversion)
If φ ∈S , and φ̂ is defined as in (.), then

φ(x) =
1

(2π)
d
2

∫
R
d

φ̂(ξ)eix·ξ dξ = F [φ̂](−x).

�

Proof Using that gs = s−d/4S√sg1, we have that ĝs = s−d/2g1/s, and
∫
ĝs dx =

(2π)d/2. Therefore (2π)−d/2ĝs, as s→ 0, is an approximation of identity. In
particular, we have that

φ(y) = lim
s→0

1
(2π)d/2

∫
φ(y + x)ĝs(x) dx.

Applying Parseval’s formula we get

φ(y) = lim
s→0

1
(2π)d/2

∫
F [τyφ](x)gs(x) dx.

As s→ 0 clearly gs(x)→ 1 pointwise, and hence we get

φ(y) =
1

(2π)d/2

∫
F [τyφ](x) dx.

Now using Proposition . we get

φ(y) =
1

(2π)d/2

∫
µyφ̂(x) dx

which is exactly as claimed. �

. Example (Eigenspaces of the Fourier transform)
In Example ., we’ve seen that g1(x) = exp−1

2 |x|
2 is its own Fourier trans-

form. Now, observing that F : S → S , we can ask whether there are
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other functions that are also its own Fourier transform. It turns out that
there are many such functions.

By the Fourier inversion formula, we have thatF F [φ](x) = φ(−x). This
means that F (4)[φ] = φ; that is to say, F is a linear operator whose fourth
power is the identity. This means that its eigenvalues are the fourth roots
of unity: ±1 and ±i. To generate eigenfunctions of the Fourier transform,
we can observe that, given any φ ∈ S , F acts by cyclic permutation on
the ordered quadruple (φ,F [φ],F (2)[φ],F (3)[φ]), and so the subspace
spanned by those four functions is an invariant subspace of F acting on S .
Using those four functions as the basis vectors of this invariant subspace,
F acts as the permutation matrix

1
1

1
1


and one checks easily that the eigensubspaces Eλ corresponding to eigen-
values λ are

E1 = span(1,1,1,1), E−1 = span(1,−1,1,−1);

Ei = span(1,−i,−1, i), E−i = span(1, i,−1,−i).

This in particular implies that every φ can be decomposed as φ = φ1 +φ−1 +
φi +φ−i with each factor living in the corresponding eigenspace of F , and
furthermore, this allows us to define fractional Fourier transforms. �

The relation between the Fourier transform an its inverse can be used to
derive the following propositions. The latter, Plancherel’s Theorem, shows
that the Fourier transform is an isometry for the L2 inner product.

. Proposition (Basic properties : convolution and product)
If φ,ψ ∈S , then

F [φ ∗ψ] = (2π)d/2φ̂ · ψ̂ (.a)

F [φ ·ψ] =
1

(2π)d/2
φ̂ ∗ ψ̂. (.b)

�

Proof (Sketch) The first equality follows by direct computation and switch-
ing the order of integration, using Proposition . in the process. The
second equality follows by applying the Fourier inversion formula to the
first one. �
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. Proposition (Plancherel)
If φ,ψ ∈S , then ∫

φψ dx =
∫
φ̂ψ̂ dξ.

In particular, ∫ ∣∣∣φ∣∣∣2 dx =
∫ ∣∣∣φ̂∣∣∣2 dξ.

�

Proof (Sketch) Follows from applying Lemma . to φ and F −1[ψ], and
using Proposition .. �

. Exercise (Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma, part )
Prove that the decay given by Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma (Exercise .)
has no rate. More precisely:

Let {εn}n∈N be any sequence of positive real numbers tending to zero as
n→∞. Show that there exists a function φ ∈ L1(R) such that the inequality∣∣∣φ̂(n)

∣∣∣ > εn
holds for infinitely many n ∈N.

(Hint: take some subset S ⊂N and let φ be [using the Fourier inversion
formula] a function whose Fourier transform consists of many little bumps
centered around points in S. It suffices to choose S in a way that guarantees
that φ is absolutely integrable.) �

Fourier transform on L2; the space S ′

In the previous sections, we have initially defined the Fourier transform
(.) as a bounded linear mapping L1→ L∞; we saw further that restricting
the domain to S the image of the Fourier transform also sits in S . One
particular aspect of this is Proposition ., which asserts that for functions
on S , the Fourier transform preserves the L2(Rd ,C) inner product

〈φ,ψ〉 =
∫
R
d

φ(x)ψ(x) dx.

It turns out that the Fourier transform can be extended uniquely to a Hilbert
space isometry of L2(Rd ,C) to itself. We outline the procedure here:
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. First, we note that S is dense in L2, in that given any φ ∈ L2 we can
find a sequence φn of functions in S such that∥∥∥φ−φn∥∥∥L2 → 0.

. By virtue of convergence, we have that this sequence is Cauchy. Since
F preserves the L2 norm for Schwartz functions, we have that φ̂n is
a sequence of functions in S , bounded in L2 norm, and Cauchy with
respect to the L2 distance.

. Therefore φ̂n converges to an unique element in L2: we define this
element to be φ̂.

This procedure is also how we will understand a priori estimates for
solutions of partial differential equations. Abstractly, in many situations we
can construct a solution operator U (t) mapping from data in some space X
to some solution space Y ; for many of the equations that we will consider,
X = Y =S . For initial data in X we can prove an estimate based on norms
W and Z of the form

‖U (t)f ‖Z ≤ C(t)‖f ‖W .

Then, provided that X is dense in W and Y is dense in Z, the exact same
procedure above allows us to extend the solution operator U (t) to a map-
ping U (t) :W → Z with the same bounds. And therefore, for the remainder
of these Notes, we generally will not be too concerned with regularity and
integrability of functions that are being treated, since for the most part they
can be assumed to lie in S or some related function space.

Aside from S and L2, the Fourier transform can be extended also to a
self-map on the space S ′ of tempered distributions.

.Definition (Tempered distributionsS ′)
The space S ′(Rd) is the set of all linear mappings S → C satisfying the
following continuity condition: If Φ ∈ S ′, there exists m,n ∈ N and a
constant C such that for every ψ ∈S the inequality∣∣∣Φ(ψ)

∣∣∣ ≤ C ∑
|α|≤m

sup
x∈Rd
〈x〉n

∣∣∣∂αψ(x)
∣∣∣

holds (α ranging over multiindices). �
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. Example
For a given x ∈ Rd , the evaluation map S 3 φ 7→ φ(x) ∈ C is a tempered
distribution. For historical reasons this distribution is often referred to as
the Dirac δ function centered at x and the evaluating is written

φ 7→
∫
R
d

δx(y)φ(y) dy,

even though δx is in no sense an actually integrable function. Clearly this
operation satisfies the definition of the tempered distributions: letting
m = n = 0, we have trivially ∣∣∣φ(x)

∣∣∣ ≤ sup
x∈Rd

∣∣∣φ(x)
∣∣∣.

Similarly, letting Ω be any measurable subset of Rd . The map

φ 7→
∫
Ω

φ(x) dx

satisfies, for m = 0 and n = d + 1∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω

φ(x) dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω

〈x〉d+1φ(x)〈x〉−1−d dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤

∫
R
d

〈x〉n
∣∣∣φ(x)

∣∣∣〈x〉−1−d dx

≤


∫
R
d

〈x〉−1−d dx

 · sup
x∈Rd
〈x〉n

∣∣∣φ(x)
∣∣∣.

Using that 〈x〉−1−d is integrable on R
d , this shows that the above operator∫

Ω
• dx of integrating over Ω is a tempered distribution.
The example in the previous paragraph can be further generalized: let

p ∈ [1,∞], and let f ∈ Lp(Rd). Let P be any polynomial, and finally let α be
some multi-index. Then the evaluation

φ 7→
∫
R
d

f (x)P (x)∂αφ(x) dx

is another tempered distribution. �
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See Trèves, Topological Vector
Spaces, Distributions and
Kernels for proof and more
detailed discussions.

For applications, the following structure theorem gives a more concrete
way of thinking about tempered distributions.

. Theorem (Structure theorem for tempered distributions)
Every tempered distribution can be written as the finite linear combination
of operators of the form

φ 7→
∫
R
d

p(x)∂αφ(x) dx

where p(x) is a continuous function that grows at most polynomially. �

. Example
Consider the δx distribution again. This time let us focus on the case d = 1
(the higher dimensional case is analogous). How can we express φ(x) as an
integral in the form given by Theorem .?

The answer can be found by noting that, if δx were an integrable func-
tion, then by all rights its integral should satisfy

y∫
−∞

δx(z) dz “=”

0 y < x

1 x < y

and so morally speaking the Dirac δ is the “derivative” of the Heaviside
step function. Inspired by this, we can choose

p(y) =

0 y ≤ 0
y y > 0

which is clearly continuous. Then we have

∞∫
−∞

p(y − x)φ′′(y) dy =

∞∫
x

(y − x)φ′′(y) dy.

Integrating by parts we get

= (y − x)φ′(y)
∣∣∣∣∞
x︸           ︷︷           ︸

=0

−
∞∫
x

φ′(y) dy = φ(x),

giving us the desired representation. �
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One should think of the
principal value distribution as
the “multiplicative inverse” of

the distribution φ 7→ xφ,
which, through the Fourier
transform, tells us that the

principal value distribution is
related to the inversion of

differentiation. It appears in
the definition of the Hilbert

transform, and is the simplest
example of a singular integral

operator.

Now, the Fourier transform F :S →S , and S ′ is the set of continu-
ous linear functionals on S , so from linear algebra the “transpose” of F
should give a map S ′→S ′ . In other words,

.Definition
If Φ ∈S ′ is a tempered distribution, we define its Fourier transform as the
tempered distribution

Φ̂ :S 3 φ 7→ Φ(φ̂). �

When ψ ∈ S , we can define a distribution by φ 7→
∫
φψ dx. We see that

the above definition is compatible with the notion of Fourier transform for
Schwartz functions by virtue of Parseval’s identity (Lemma .).

. Example
Returning again to the δ distribution. Consider the distribution δ0 centered
at x = 0, and let us compute its Fourier transform. By definition∫

δ̂0φ dx =
∫
δ0φ̂ dξ = φ̂(0).

On the other hand, by the definition of the Fourier transform (.), we have

φ̂(0) =
1

(2π)d/2

∫
φ dx.

So we can say that the Fourier transform of δ0 is the constant function
(2π)−d/2. �

. Example
For a more involved example, let’s consider the principal value distribution
for functions on R. Given φ ∈S (R), we can define

p.v.
1
x

: φ 7→ lim
ε→0


−ε∫
−∞

φ(x)
x

dx+

∞∫
ε

φ(x)
x

dx

 .
First, let us verify that this is indeed a tempered distribution. We can
compute

−ε∫
−∞

φ(x)
x

dx+

∞∫
ε

φ(x)
x

dx =


−1∫
−∞

+

−ε∫
−1

+

1∫
ε

+

∞∫
1

 φ(x)
x

dx.
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The first and last terms can be bounded by, for example∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−1∫
−∞

φ(x)
x

dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
−1∫
−∞

1
x2 · 〈x〉

∣∣∣φ(x)
∣∣∣ dx ≤ sup

x∈R
〈x〉

∣∣∣φ(x)
∣∣∣.

For the middle two terms, observe that

−ε∫
−1

1
x

dx+

1∫
ε

1
x

= 0,

we can write
φ(x) = φ(x)−φ(0) +φ(0)

to get

−ε∫
−1

φ(x)
x

dx+

1∫
ε

φ(x)
x

dx =

−ε∫
−1

φ(x)−φ(0)
x

dx+

1∫
ε

φ(x)−φ(0)
x

dx.

Now, since φ(x)−φ(0) evaluates to 0 as x = 0, and that φ is smooth, we have
that φ(x)−φ(0) = xψ(x) for some smooth function ψ. Now, ψ(x) = φ(x)−φ(0)

x
and hence, by the mean value theorem, equals φ′(y) for some y ∈ [0,x]. This
allows us to control uniformly∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

−ε∫
−1

φ(x)
x

dx+

1∫
ε

φ(x)
x

dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
1∫
−1

∣∣∣ψ(x)
∣∣∣ dx ≤ 2sup

x∈R

∣∣∣φ′(x)
∣∣∣.

Putting together the estimates we see that p.v.1x is indeed a tempered
distribution.

To compute its Fourier transform, first write

[ �
p.v.

1
x

]
(φ) = lim

ε→0


−ε∫
−∞

φ̂(ξ)
ξ

dξ +

∞∫
ε

φ̂(ξ)
ξ

dξ

 .
Now

−ε∫
−∞

φ̂(ξ)
ξ

dξ =
1
√

2π

−ε∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

φ(x)
e−ixξ

ξ
dx dξ.
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So [ �
p.v.

1
x

]
(φ) =

1
√

2π
lim
ε→0

∞∫
ε

∞∫
−∞

φ(x)
e−ixξ − eixξ

ξ︸        ︷︷        ︸
=−2i sin(xξ)/ξ

dx dξ.

Since for fixed ξ, sin(xξ)/ξ is an odd function, we can write[ �
p.v.

1
x

]
(φ) = − i

√
2π

lim
ε→0

∞∫
ε

∞∫
−∞

[φ(x)−φ(−x)]
sin(xξ)
ξ

dx dξ.

Now, since φ(x)−φ(−x) is an odd Schwarz function, we can define Φ(x) =∫ x
−∞φ(y)−φ(−y) dy. We note that Φ(x) is obviously even, and smooth, with

limx→±∞Φ(x) = 0. The superpolynomial decay of φ implies that Φ also has
rapid decay, and hence Φ ∈S . We can then integrate by parts in x.[ �

p.v.
1
x

]
(φ) =

i
√

2π
lim
ε→0

∞∫
ε

∞∫
−∞

Φ(x)cos(xξ) dx dξ

=
i
√

2π

∞∫
0

∞∫
−∞

Φ(x)eixξ dx dξ

where we used that Φ is even. Since Φ ∈ S we can replace by its Fourier
transform

= i

∞∫
0

Φ̂(−ξ) dξ.

By Proposition ., we also have Φ̂ is even. So

=
i
2

∞∫
−∞

Φ̂(ξ) dξ

=
i
2

√
2πΦ(0)

by the Fourier inversion formula. We can expandΦ(0) =
∫ 0
−∞φ(x)−φ(−x) dx

to finally get [ �
p.v.

1
x

]
(φ) =

∞∫
−∞

[
−
√
πi
√

2
sgn(x)

]
φ(x) dx
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and identify the term in the brackets with the Fourier transform of the
principal value distribution. �

. Remark
Formally integrating by parts the structure theorem, we have that tempered
distributions can built from operations

φ 7→
∫
R
d

(−1)|α|∂αp(x) ·φ(x) dx.

Therefore it is customary to identify a distribution Φ ∈S ′ with the object
“(−1)||α||∂αp”. This is especially apt as for many reasonable functions f the
operation

φ 7→
∫
R
d

f (x)φ(x) dx

is a tempered distribution, so rather than thinking of f and the operation it
defines from the above expression as two different objects, it is convenient
just to denote the corresponding tempered distribution also by the symbol
f . We will adopt this convention throughout: when a function f is given
on R

d and asserted to be a tempered distribution, the linear operation we
refer to is the one defined above.

We’ve already seen this notation used earlier, when looking at the ex-
pression

∫
R
d δx(y)φ(y) dy for the evaluation map at x, phrased in terms

of the Dirac δx. For “integration over a measurable subset Ω”, the corre-
sponding function would be the characteristic function 1Ω. And from the
previous example, the Fourier transform of the principal value distribution

should be identified with the function −
√
πi√
2

sgn(x). �

The method with which we defined the Fourier transform can also be
extended to other linear operations that send S to itself. In particular,
many of the operations listed in Lemma . extend to mappings ofS ′ . For
example, if Φ is a tempered distribution, then we can define its derivative
by the formula

∂αxΦ :S 3 φ 7→ Φ((−1)|α|∂αxφ). (.)

(the factors of −1 come up because we are formally “integrating by parts”,
see the previous remark) and multiplication by a polynomial can be defined
by

P ·Φ :S 3 φ 7→ Φ(P ·φ). (.)
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See Hörmander, The analysis
of linear partial differential

operators. I for a more
complete discussion of such
properties of distributions.

One can check that when Φ can be represented by integrating against a
Schwartz function, the definitions above agree with the interpretation in
Remark ..

This method of definition is compatible with linear mappings of S →
S ; however, this is not compatible with bilinear mappings. And so, prod-
ucts of tempered distributions and convolutions of tempered distributions
are not, in general, well-defined. However, we can define, when Φ ∈ S ′
and φ ∈S the operations

Φ ·φ :S 3 ψ 7→ Φ(φ ·ψ) (.)

and
Φ ∗φ :S 3 ψ 7→ Φ(φ ∗ψ). (.)

. Remark
Convolution and point-wise multiplication, as mentioned above, cannot be
defined as full bilinear mappings on S ′. They, however, can be defined
as partial functions. For example, if Φ ∈S ′ is a distribution with compact
support (this means that there exists a compact set K ⊂R

d such that when-
ever φ ∈ S vanishes identically on K , Φ(φ) = 0), then one can check that
Φ ∗φ is in fact in Schwartz class. This means that convolutions of tempered
distributions against distributions of compact support are well-defined.

There are similar criteria for the point-wise product of tempered distri-
butions to be well-defined; a thorough analysis of the situation requires the
notion of the wavefront set, which can be thought of as a method to measure
the degree of singularity of a tempered distribution in the full quantum
phase space. We will not engage in a discussion here. �

Uncertainty principle

The colloquial formulation of the uncertainty principle states that

“You can’t know the position and momentum of a particle at
the same time.”

Some aspects of this we have already seen in our discussion of the Vlasov
equation. In Exercise . we explored the impact of lowered regularity of
initial data on decay rates. TheW d,1 condition in the proof of Theorem .
should be thought of as a “phase space regularity” condition that prevents

© Willie Wai-Yeung Wong 
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Lusin’s Theorem states that
given a measurable function φ
on a compact set X, for every ε
there exists a compact set
E ⊂ X where X \E has measure
< ε and φ|E is continuous.

the initial data to be concentrated around a hyperplane of dimension strictly
less than d. This means that the initial phase-space distribution must be
such that no more than half of the phase-space variables can be known to
infinite precision. (A point particle is represented by a Dirac δ distribution.)
So it is underneath this primitive version of uncertainty principle that
dispersion holds.

The uncertainty principle is, however, baked into quantum systems.
And some of the basic dispersive phenomena that we will described for
quantum systems can trace their foundations, at least in part, to this simple
concept. And the reason that the uncertainty principle appears really is due
to the quantum phase space that underlies the equations: the uncertainty
principle is, above all, a statement about the Fourier transform.

A first manifestation of the uncertainty principle comes as a direct con-
sequence of the Paley-Wiener Theorem (see Exercise .), and is commonly
stated in the form “a function and its Fourier transform cannot both have
compact support.”

. Corollary
Suppose φ ∈ L1(Rd) and has compact support, and φ̂ also has compact
support. Then φ ≡ 0. �

Proof By the Paley-Wiener Theorem we have that φ̂ is real analytic from
our hypotheses. The hypotheses also implies that φ̂ vanish on some open
set. By analyticity it vanishes everywhere. Parseval’s identity implies then
for every Schwartz function ψ,

∫
R
d φψ dx = 0. This implies that φ ≡ 0 by

Lusin’s theorem. �

. Remark
The final steps of the above proof also gives a proof of the statement that
F : L1→ L∞ is injective. �

A quantitative version of the uncertainty principle can be derived from
the fact that the momentum operator ∇(x) (which we can think of as be-
ing multiplication in frequency space thanks to Proposition .) does not
commute with the position operator x.

∂xix
i − xi∂xi = 1

as differential operators on functions. This manifests in the following
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computation. Let f ∈S . For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,d}:∫
R
d

|f |2 dx =
∫
R
d

(∂xix
i)|f |2 dx

= −
∫
R
d

xi (f ∂xi f + f ∂xi f ) dx

after integrating by parts. Now rewrite as

= −
∫
R
d

xif ·∂xi f + xif ·∂xi f dx

we can apply Cauchy-Schwarz to get

≤ 2


∫
R
d

(xi)2|f |2 dx


1
2

∫
R
d

|∂xi f |
2 dx


1
2

.

With help with Proposition . and Proposition ., we can rewrite the
inequality as

‖f ‖2L2 ≤ 2
∥∥∥xif ∥∥∥

L2

∥∥∥∥ξ i f̂ ∥∥∥∥
L2
. (.)

Inequality (.) is usually called Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, where
the name comes from interpreting |f |2 as a probability density, and hence
(xi)2 is the variance of the position operator xi , interpreted as a random
variable. This inequality should be understood as saying that the function
f cannot be such that both f and f̂ concentrate near the origin (the origin is
not special here, due to translation invariance of the L2 norm; concentration
would imply, for example,

∥∥∥xif ∥∥∥
L2 ≈ 0), without the function itself to be

small.
We conclude this section with Hardy’s uncertainty principle, which we

won’t prove here (it relies on complex analytic techniques, specifically the
Phragmén-Lindelöf principle). Whereas the Paley-Wiener result mentioned
above states that f and f̂ cannot both have compact support, Hardy’s
principle states that f and f̂ cannot both decay too fast. In fact, the joint
decay rates exhibited by the Gaussian functions are optimal, and that the
Gaussians are the unique optimizers.
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. Theorem (Hardy’s uncertainty principle)
Let f be a Schwartz function. Suppose that there exists C,Ĉ such that the
pointwise estimates

|f (x)| ≤ Ce−
1
2 |x|

2
,

∣∣∣∣f̂ (ξ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ĉe− 1

2 |x|
2

hold for all x,ξ. Then f (x) = Aexp−1
2 |x|

2 for some constant A. �

. Exercise
Let f be a Schwartz function. Suppose that there exists positive constants
C,Ĉ,a, â such that the pointwise estimates

|f (x)| ≤ C exp
(
− a

2
|x|2

)
,

∣∣∣∣f̂ (ξ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ĉ exp

(
− â

2
|x|2

)
hold for all x,ξ. Show that

• If aâ = 1, then f (x) = Aexp− a2 |x|
2 for some constant A.

• If aâ > 1, then f (x) ≡ 0.

(Hint: use Hardy’s uncertainty principle plus scaling.) �

Some applications to dispersive equations

Let us return to our original purpose of understanding (.) as a repre-
sentation formula for the solution to dispersive equations. The discussion
above readily shows that, after prescribing Schwartz class initial data for
the Schrödinger (.), Airy (.), and Klein-Gordon (.) equations, one
can construct solutions that are Schwartz for every instant in time.

Take, for example, Schrödinger’s equation. Taking the Fourier transform
in the spatial variables formally gives us the equation

i∂tφ̂+ |ξ |2φ̂ = 0 (.)

which is an ordinary differential equation for every fixed frequency ξ. This
implies that

φ̂(t,ξ) = ei|ξ |
2tφ̂(0,ξ). (.)

Noting that ξ 7→ exp(i|ξ |2t) is smooth with norm 1 for every t ∈ R, this
implies that as long as φ̂(0,•) ∈S (which would be the case if φ(0,•) ∈S ),
so is φ̂(t,•) and hence also φ(t,•).
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Similarly, the Airy equation has Fourier transform

∂tφ̂+ iξ3φ̂ = 0. (.)

Thus its solutions can be recovered from

φ̂(t,ξ) = e−iξ
3tφ̂(0,ξ), (.)

which implies that Schwartz initial data gives rise to Schwartz (in space)
solutions.

The Klein-Gordon equation, being second order, has to be treated
slightly differently. The Fourier transform of the equation takes the form

∂2
ttφ̂+ (|ξ |2 + 1)φ̂ = 0. (.)

The general form of the solution to the ordinary differential equation is

φ̂(t,ξ) = Aeit〈ξ〉 +Be−it〈ξ〉.

The two amplitudes A and B corresponds to the fact that, for a second order
equation, we need to prescribe both the initial value and the initial velocity.
Rewriting we get

φ̂(t,ξ) = cos(t〈ξ〉)φ̂(0,ξ) +
sin(t〈ξ〉)
〈ξ〉

∂̂tφ(0,ξ). (.)

Since cos(t〈ξ〉) and sin(t〈ξ〉)/〈ξ〉 are both smooth, bounded functions, this
implies that as long as the initial data φ(0,•) and ∂tφ(0,•) are Schwartz
class, so is φ(t,•) for every time t.

. Exercise
Prove that the functions

R
d 3 ξ 7→ cos(|ξ |)

and

R
d 3 ξ 7→ sin(|ξ |)

|ξ |

are smooth and bounded. As a consequence show that given φ0,φ1 ∈
S (Rd), there exists a solution φ of the wave equation (.) on R×Rd such
that φ(0,x) = φ0(x) and ∂tφ(0,x) = φ1(x), and that φ(t,•) ∈S (Rd). �
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Ref. .: “Fourier transform
properties: convolution and
product”

The Fourier representation formulae (.), (.), and (.) involves
multiplying the Fourier transform of the initial data with a bounded smooth
function. Now, recall that bounded smooth functions are in fact tempered
distributions. One can easily show that Proposition . also holds if one
takes the product or convolution of Φ ∈ S ′ with φ ∈ S . Therefore, the
discussion above proves

. Theorem (Existence of fundamental solution)
For every t ∈R, there exist tempered distributions

G
(Sch)
t ,G

(Airy)
t ,G

(KG)
t ,G

(wave)
t ∈S ′(Rd)

such that:

• The function φ(t,x) = G(Sch)
t ∗φ0(x) solves the Schrödinger equation

(.) with initial data φ(0,x) = φ0(x).

• The function φ(t,x) = G
(Airy)
t ∗φ0(x) solves the Airy equation (.)

with data φ(0,x) = φ0(x).

• The function φ(t,x) = (∂tG
(KG)
t ) ∗φ0(x) +G(KG)

t ∗φ1(x) solves the Klein-
Gordon equation (.) with data φ(0,x) = φ0(x) and ∂tφ(0,x) =
φ1(x).

• The functionφ(t,x) = (∂tG
(wave)
t )∗φ0(x)+G(wave)

t ∗φ1(x) solves the wave
equation (.) with initial data φ(0,x) = φ0(x) and ∂tφ(0,x) = φ1(x).

The initial data φ0,φ1 are assumed to be in S . �

. Remark
We can formally write, for example,

G
(Sch)
t (x) =

1
(2π)d

∫
R
d

exp[it|ξ |2 + ix · ξ] dξ.

This should be compared to (.); the integrand is simply the set of all
monochromatic plane wave solutions to Schrödinger’s equation. Similar
computations can be performed for the other fundamental solutions.

Note that the power of the factor 2π is d: this is due to d/2 coming from
the inverse Fourier transform, and d/2 coming from Proposition ..

Necessarily, at t = 0, we have that G(Sch)
0 = G(Airy)

0 = δ0. For the Klein-

Gordon and wave equations, it is the terms ∂tG
(KG)
0 and ∂tG

(wave)
0 that

equals the Dirac δ. �
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Variations of this technique
lead to the RAGE theorem (due

separately to Ruelle, Amrein
and Georgescu, and Enss) of

quantum dynamics; see
Chapter  in Teschl,

Mathematical methods in
quantum mechanics.

In the subsequent chapters, we will study the qualitative and quantita-
tive properties of the fundamental solutions described above. Here we give
one simple example.

. Example (Qualitative decay for solutions to Schrödinger’s equation)
Consider the formula (.), which implies

φ(t,0) =
1

(2π)d/2

∫
R
d

ei|ξ |
2tφ̂0(ξ) dξ.

Express the integral now in polar coordinates (r,ω) ∈R+ ×Sd−1, we have

φ(t,0) =
1

(2π)d/2

∞∫
0

∫
S
d−1

eir
2tφ̂0(rω)rd−1 dω dr.

Now perform the change of variables ρ = r2, we get

φ(t,0) =
1

2 · (2π)d/2

∞∫
0

∫
S
d−1

eiρtφ̂0(ρω)ρ(d−2)/2 dω dρ.

Let ψ be the function on R defined by

ψ(ρ) def=

ρ(d−2)/2
∫
S
d−1 φ̂0(ρω) dω, ρ ≥ 0;

0, ρ < 0.

Then
φ(t,0) =

1
2 · (2π)(d−1)/2

ψ̂(−t).

Since φ0 ∈ S , we have that φ̂0 decays rapidly and is bounded near the
origin, and therefore ψ(ρ) is absolutely integrable (as (d − 2)/2 > −d for
every d ≥ 1). This means that φ(t,0) is given by the Fourier transform of an
absolutely integrable function, and hence by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma
Exercise . converges to 0 as t→±∞. Note further that there is nothing
special about the origin: we can apply the translation operator to φ and
run the proof again centered at any point x ∈Rd . So as a consequence we
have proven that: if φ solves Schrödinger’s equation (.) with Schwartz
class initial data, then for any x ∈Rd , it holds that limt→∞φ(t,x) = 0.

The same result holds also for solutions to the Airy, Klein-Gordon, and
wave equations, essentially by the same argument. �
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Ref. .: “Fourier transform
properties: differentiation”

Chapter 

Oscillatory Integrals:
Boundedness and Decay

In the previous chapter we discussed the basics of Fourier theory; in this
chapter we will talk about some more advanced applications. The starting
point is the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma, its application in Example .,
and Proposition ..

Let us recall: by the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma (Exercise .), the
Fourier transform φ̂ of an absolutely integrable function φ ∈ L1(Rd) is not
only uniformly continuous, but also decays to zero as |ξ | → ∞. On the
other hand, this decay carries no guaranteed rate by Exercise .. A rate
of decay however is guaranteed when we are willing to sacrifice derivatives.
By Proposition ., when φ is in the Sobolev space W 1,1(Rd), we can relate
the Fourier transforms F [∂jφ](ξ) = iξjφ̂(ξ). Since F [∂jφ] is a bounded
function, this implies that∣∣∣φ̂(ξ)

∣∣∣ ≤ ∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
W 1,1〈ξ〉−1.

More generally, if φ ∈ W k,1(Rd) then
∣∣∣φ̂(ξ)

∣∣∣ ≤ ∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
W k,1〈ξ〉−k , a fact which

motivated our definition of the Schwartz space S .
It is natural to ask whether we can do the same thing to get higher

rates of time-decay for solutions to Schrödinger’s equation, in view of the
application of the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma to derive a “rate-less” decay
in Example .. The answer is mixed. Revisiting the proof: we applied the
Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma to the function ψ that vanishes on the negative
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half line and is equal to

ψ(ρ) = ρ(d−2)/2
∫

S
d−1

φ̂0(ρω) dω

when ρ ≥ 0, where φ̂0 ∈S is given. This function ψ is absolutely integrable:
in fact, rapidly decreasing near infinity. However, ψ is not, in general, in
S . Given that

lim
ρ→0+

∫
S
d−1

φ̂0(ρω) dω =
∣∣∣Sd−1

∣∣∣ · φ̂0(0),

we have that ψ cannot be continuously differentiable more than d−2
2 times

at the origin, since ψ(ρ) is identically zero to the left and grows like ρ
d−2

2 to
the right. So the integration by parts argument can be applied only bd−2

2 c
times, resulting in the following proposition.

. Proposition
Let φ be a solution to Schrödinger’s equation (.) with initial data φ0 ∈
S on dimension d ≥ 3. Then for every x there exists some constant C
depending on φ0 and x such that∣∣∣φ(t,x)

∣∣∣ ≤ C〈t〉−b d−2
2 c. �

. Remark
The improved decay to the Fourier transform can also be studied for initial
data in Hölder classes Ck,σ ; in the case of odd dimensions this allows us
to bridge the gap between d−2

2 and bd−2
2 c. Nonetheless, as we will see

later on in this chapter, the sharp decay rate for solutions to Schrödinger’s
equation is t−d/2, so while the method above comes close, it still leaves a
gap. Therefore we will not focus too much attention discussing the details
of this method; what one should keep in mind from this illustration is
that firstly, decay rates generally increase with the dimension d (in full
agreement with what we saw with Vlasov’s equation), and secondly, the
obstacle of decay happens where the dispersion relation ω =ω(ξ) = |ξ |2 has
a critical point. At this stage the connection between the critical point and
the finite rates of decay is a bit harder to see, and explaining it will be the
point of departure for this chapter. �
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Ref. .: “Fourier transform
properties: differentiation”

For more about oscillatory
integrals, see Stein, Harmonic
analysis: real-variable
methods, orthogonality, and
oscillatory integrals.

Stationary phase: obstructions to decay

Let us begin by examining the proof of Proposition . in more detail. Let
φ ∈S (R). Let us consider the integral∫

φ(x)e−ixξ dx.

Using that ∂x(xξ) = ξ, we can write∫
φ(x)e−ixξ dx =

∫
φ(x) · −iξ

−iξ
· e−ixξ dx

=
i
ξ

∫
φ(x) ·∂xe−ixξ dx = − i

ξ

∫
∂xφ(x)e−ixξ dx. (.)

In the last equality, we integrated by parts. The exact argument of (.)
can be generalized. Recall that the support of a (continuous) function is the
closed set

suppφ def= {x ∈Rd | φ(x) , 0}. (.)

For convenience we will set the following notation for use in this chapter.

.Definition
Let η : Rd → R be a smooth function, and let φ ∈ S (Rd). For every λ ∈ R
we introduce the notation

Iη,φ(λ) def=
∫
R
d

φ(x)eiλη(x) dx.

The quantity Iη,φ(λ) is often called an oscillatory integral of the first kind in
the literature. �

. Lemma
Let η : Rd → R be a smooth function, and let φ ∈ S (Rd). Suppose
there exists c > 0 such that

∣∣∣∇η(x)
∣∣∣ ≥ c for every x ∈ suppφ. Then for

every N ∈N, there exists a constant CN which depends on c, N , and on
supα≤N+1 supx∈suppφ

∣∣∣∂αη(x)
∣∣∣, such that

∣∣∣Iη,φ(λ)
∣∣∣ ≤ CN
〈λ〉N

∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
WN,1 . �
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Don’t worry too much if you
don’t find this relation obvious.

Roughly speaking the
singularity means that if you

try to rewrite Iη,φ(λ) in the
form of a one-dimensional

Fourier transform, whatever
change of variables you make

there will be a “fold” in the
parametrization. The

connection can be made a bit
clearer if you look through
Whitney, “Singularities of

Mappings of Euclidean Spaces”.

Ref. .: “Decay of
Schrödinger via

Riemann-Lebesgue”

Proof Using that ∇exp(iλη) = iλ∇η exp(iλη), we have

φeiλη =
φ

iλ
∣∣∣∇η∣∣∣2∇η · ∇eiλη . (.)

Integrating by parts this means

Iη,φ(λ) =
i
λ

∫
∇ ·

φ∇η∣∣∣∇η∣∣∣2 eiλη dx.

Writing L the operator

Lφ = ∇ ·
φ∇η∣∣∣∇η∣∣∣2

we see, by induction

∣∣∣Iη,φ(λ)
∣∣∣ ≤ λ−N ∫ ∣∣∣L(N )φ

∣∣∣ dx.

Point-wise L(N )φ is bounded by up-to-N derivatives of φ multiplied against
factors involving up-to-(N + 1) derivatives of η, with a linear dependence
on the φ terms. And hence putting the φ terms in L1 we get the claimed
decay rates, after noting also that

∣∣∣Iη,φ(λ)
∣∣∣ ≤ ∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

L1 by definition. �

In the case of the standard Fourier transform, fix ω ∈ S
d−1 and let

η(x) = ω ·x. This function being linear we have that its gradient has nonzero
norm. Writing ξ in polar coordinates as λω with λ ∈R+, we have that the
Fourier transform φ̂(ξ) is proportional to Iη,φ(−λ) for the above-chosen η
and λ.

The crucial condition in this lemma, however, is that
∣∣∣∇η∣∣∣ ≥ c. The

appearance of
∣∣∣∇η∣∣∣ in the denominator of (.) is related to the finite differ-

entiability of ψ in the discussion of Example . at the beginning of this
chapter. Returning to the representation formulae (.), (.), and (.),
we see that t plays the role of λ, and η(ξ) takes the forms |ξ |2, ξ3, and ±〈ξ〉
respectively. In all three of those cases ∇η(0) = 0, and therefore Lemma .
does not apply. The main results of this chapter are extensions which can
be applied to study the decay rates of solutions to the Schrödinger, Airy,
and Klein-Gordon equations.
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Estimates when d = 1

As often happens, we understand the situation in the one dimensional case
much better. Using the special structures of the one dimensional real line,
we can get sharper estimates compared to Lemma .. The first results
proven in this section are frequently referred to collectively under the
name of “Van der Corput Lemma”. Throughout this section we will let
(a,b) be an open interval, where the end-points are allowed to be infinite.
We take η to be a smooth, real-valued function on (a,b) with continuous
extension to its closure, and φ a smooth, complex-valued function with
continuous extension to the closure of (a,b). We also assume that φ and its
first derivative φ′ are absolutely integrable on (a,b).

. Lemma (Van der Corput, part )
Suppose that

∣∣∣η′∣∣∣ ≥ 1 on its domain of definition, and suppose further that
η′ is monotonic. Then∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

b∫
a

φeiλη dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
1
λ

[∥∥∥φ′∥∥∥
L1 + 3

∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
L∞

]
.

Furthermore, if φ has compact support in (a,b), then the estimate can be
improved to ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

b∫
a

φeiλη dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
2
λ

∥∥∥φ′∥∥∥
L1 .

�

Proof We proceed as in the proof of Lemma .. Noting that

φeiλη =
φ

iλη′
∇eiλη ,

integrating by parts we get

b∫
a

φeiλη dx =
i
λ

b∫
a

(
φ′

η′
−
φη′′

(η′)2

)
eiλη dx+

φ

iλη′
eiλη

∣∣∣∣b
a
.

Using that
∣∣∣η′∣∣∣ ≥ 1, the first term in the integral we can bound by λ−1

∥∥∥φ′∥∥∥
L1 .
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For the second term we use∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
b∫
a

φη′′

(η′)2 e
iλη dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

L∞

b∫
a

∣∣∣∣∣∣ η′′(η′)2

∣∣∣∣∣∣ dx.

The assumption that η′ is monotonic, however, implies that

b∫
a

∣∣∣∣∣∣ η′′(η′)2

∣∣∣∣∣∣ dx =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
b∫
a

η′′

(η′)2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1
η′(b)

− 1
η′(a)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1.

Putting everything together gives∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
b∫
a

φeiλη dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
1
λ

[∥∥∥φ′∥∥∥
L1(a,b)

+
∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

L∞(a,b)
+
∣∣∣φ(a)

∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣φ(b)

∣∣∣] , (.)

which immediately implies the desired results. �

Comparing Lemma . and Lemma ., we see that Van der Corput’s
lemma has the extra assumption that φ′ is monotonic. But from this it
sharpens the decay result so that the constant CN , which in Lemma .
would depend on the second derivative of η, now has no dependence on
higher derivatives of η, nor on the length of the interval (a,b). This allows
us to generalize the result to deal with cases where η has critical points. A
first example being:

. Lemma (Van der Corput, part )
Suppose

∣∣∣η′′∣∣∣ ≥ 1 on its domain of definition. Then∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
b∫
a

φeiλη dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
1√
|λ|

[∥∥∥φ′∥∥∥
L1 + 8

∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
L∞

]
.

�

Proof Observe that if η′(x0) = 0, then by the fundamental theorem of
calculus

η′(x0 + y) =

x0+y∫
x0

η′′(z) dz
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Ref. .: “Van der Corput:
non-stationary case”

and so with the hypothesized bound
∣∣∣η′′∣∣∣ ≥ 1 (which implies η′′ has constant

sign) we get ∣∣∣η′(x0 + y)
∣∣∣ ≥ y.

This means that for any δ > 0, among (a,b) there exists at most one unique
interval I , with length no more than 2δ, on which

∣∣∣η′∣∣∣ ≤ δ. The complement
of I can thus be written as the union of at most two intervals.

We split the integral

b∫
a

φeiλη dx =
∫
I

φeiλη dx+
∫
Ic

φeiλη dx.

Within the region I we estimate∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
I

φeiλη dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ |I |
∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

L∞
≤ 2δ

∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
L∞
.

Let J be a connected component of Ic. The function δ−1η satisfies
∣∣∣(δ−1η)′

∣∣∣ ≥
1 on J with (δ−1η)′ being monotonic. So we can apply Lemma . to get∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∫
J

φeiλη dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
J

φei(δλ)·(δ−1η) dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
1
δλ

[∥∥∥φ′∥∥∥
L1(J)

+ 3
∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

L∞

]
.

Therefore, since there are at most two pieces, we get∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ic

φeiλη dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1
δλ

[∥∥∥φ′∥∥∥
L1(Ic)

+ 6
∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

L∞

]
.

Combining the estimate on I and Ic we get the lemma as claimed. �

The trick going from one derivative to two derivatives can be repeated
inductively.

. Lemma (Van der Corput, part )
Suppose the kth derivative

∣∣∣η(k)
∣∣∣ ≥ 1 on its domain of definition, for some

k ≥ 2. Then ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
b∫
a

φeiλη dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
1

|λ|
1
k

[∥∥∥φ′∥∥∥
L1 + (5 · 2k−1 − 2)

∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
L∞

]
.

�
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Ref. .: “Decay of
Schrödinger via

Riemann-Lebesgue”

. Exercise
Prove Lemma . by induction on k. �

. Example (Applications to dispersive equations)
As an immediate application, let us revisit some of the representation
formulae discussed before. Fix the dimension d = 1. Looking back into the
discussion of Example ., for Schrödinger’s equation, the solution can be
represented by

φ(t,x) =
1
√

2π

∫
R

eitξ
2
eixξφ̂0(ξ) dξ.

Setting η(ξ) = 1
2ξ

2 and grouping together eixξφ̂0(ξ) as the amplitude, an
application of Lemma . gives us that∣∣∣φ(t,x)

∣∣∣ ≤ 1√
4π|t|

[∥∥∥∥φ̂0
′∥∥∥∥
L1

+ |x|
∥∥∥φ̂0

∥∥∥
L1 + 8

∥∥∥φ̂0

∥∥∥
L∞

]
. (.)

We see that this already gives us an improvement over both Example .
and Proposition ..

A similar result holds for solutions to Airy’s equation, where the decay
rate found is now |t|−1/3; this uses Lemma .. For solutions to the linear
wave equation in d = 1, the situations is vastly simpler. The dispersion rela-
tion for the wave equation in one dimension implies that, if the initial data
(both position and velocity) is in S , then there exists Schwartz functions
φ+ and φ− such that

φ(t,x) =
1
√

2π

∫
R

φ+(ξ)eitξeixξ +φ−(ξ)e−itξeixξ dξ.

And so for fixed x we can conclude that φ(t,x) decays faster than any
polynomial: the same conclusion can be reached using the method of
characteristics in physical space.

The Klein-Gordon equation requires a small trick. Observe that the
phase function is η(ξ) = 〈ξ〉. We see that η′′ = 〈ξ〉−3 is not bounded below,
and so Lemma . cannot be applied directly. To get around this problem,
notice that η′′ and η′ are not small both at once. More precisely, for |ξ | ≥ 1,
we have that

∣∣∣η′∣∣∣ = |ξ |
〈ξ〉 ≥

1
2 , while for |ξ | ≤ 1, we have

∣∣∣η′′∣∣∣ = 〈ξ〉−3 ≥ 1
8 .

Therefore we can apply Lemma . to the region {|ξ | ≥ 1} and Lemma . to
the region {|ξ | ≤ 1} to conclude that solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation,
for fixed x ∈R, must decay like t−1/2 in time. �
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. Remark (Is the wave equation dispersive?)
Let us re-examine the wave equation (.)

∂2
ttφ−4φ = 0

which, we recall is based on the dispersion relation ω2 = |k|2. This we can
rewrite as ω = ± k

|k| · k, and from this we derive that its classical analogue
equation would be the following modification of Vlasov’s equation:

∂tρ+
v

|v|
· ∇(x)ρ = 0. (.)

The fact that the velocity dependence is of the form v/ |v| means that we
are essentially losing one dimension worth of dispersion: particles of “mo-
menta” v and λv for any λ > 0 will travel with the same speed, and so will
not separate spatially.

This is especially noticeable in dimension d = 1. The dispersion relation
means that all positive momenta particles will be moving with one speed,
and all negative momenta ones will be moving with another, and so in
dimension , the wave equation behaves not like the kinetic theory picture, but
like the N -particle picture. And in particular, in dimension d = 1 the wave
equation cannot really be considered as dispersive. Indeed, by the method
of characteristics we see that solutions of the linear wave equation in one
dimension, like the solutions in the N -particle picture (Exercise .), has a
threshold below which the amplitude cannot decay.

In higher dimensions, however, some remnants of dispersion remain
available. Due to the fact that particles travel in the direction given by
their momentum, angular dispersion is still available, and so by dimension
counting we expect that wave equation in d ≥ 2 dimensions decays like
Schrödinger equation in (d − 1) dimensions. �

. Exercise
The equation (.) can be rephrased as follows. Fix d ≥ 2. Let ρ : R×Rd ×
S
d−1→R+ be the distribution function. Assume ρ solves

∂tρ(t,x,ω) +ω · ∇(x)ρ(t,x,ω) = 0,

where we naturally identify ω ∈ Sd−1 with a corresponding unit vector in
R
d . Formulate and prove an analogue of Theorem . for ρ. �

. Remark
The discussion of the Klein-Gordon equation in Example . above brings
up an important technique when applying Van der Corput Lemmas. Since
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the Lemmas are independent of the length of the interval (a,b), we can
freely localize the estimates by chopping up our domain into smaller pieces.
For considering asymptotic behavior, one can first restrict to the set where
η′ is bounded below by some positive constant. Only on the remainder,
where η′ is small, do we need to consider the higher order Van der Corput
estimates. So among the points where η′ is small, we use Lemma . for
the subset where η′′ is bounded below, and only on the remainder where
both η′ and η′′ are small do we start consider higher order estimates like
those in Lemma .. We return to this again below when we discuss the
asymptotic behavior of oscillatory integrals. �

The Van der Corput lemma establishes a decaying upper bound for the
oscillatory integral. A natural follow-up question is: can the integral

b∫
a

φeiλη dx

be developed as an asymptotic series in inverse powers of λ? The answer to
this question is encapsulated in the method of stationary phase. We will not
give a full account of the method here; rather, we content ourselves with an
illustration on how to compute the leading term of the asymptotic series
for solutions to the Schrödinger equation.

. Example (Leading order asymptotic for  dimensional Schrödinger)
Consider the integral ∫

R

φ(x)eiλx
2

dx,

where φ ∈S . Knowing that this integral decays at least as fast as λ−1/2, we
can ask about the limit

lim
λ→∞

λ
1
2

∫
R

φ(x)eiλx
2

dx = ?

A first thing to notice is that if our smooth φ is such that φ(0) = 0, then
the limit vanishes. This is due to the observation that if φ is smooth and
φ(0) = 0, then there exists some smooth ψ such that φ(x) = xψ(x); we have
already seen this argument in action implicitly in Example ., and a
stand-alone proof is given in Lemma . below. Using the observation, we
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see that when φ(0) = 0, the integral∫
R

φ(x)eiλx
2

dx =
∫
R

ψ(x)xeiλx
2

dx = − i
2λ

∫
R

ψ(x)∇eiλx
2

dx.

So after integrating by parts we obtain, as claimed, that

lim
λ→∞

λ
1
2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
R

φ(x)eiλx
2

dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ lim
λ→∞

1

2λ
1
2

∥∥∥ψ′∥∥∥
L1 = 0.

By the linearity of the integral in φ, we then conclude that

lim
λ→∞

λ
1
2

∫
R

φ(x)eiλx
2

dx

must be proportional to φ(0). It thus remains to compute what the constant
of proportionality is. Our argument above showed that we can choose
φ(x) at our convenience for this computation, so we will choose φ(x) =
exp(−1

2x
2). We can rewrite

−1
2
x2 + iλx2 = −1

2
〈2λ〉x2 · 1− 2iλ

〈2λ〉
;

the final fraction has norm , and can be written as e2iθ0 for some θ0 ∈
(−π/4,π/4). Now using that the mapping z 7→ exp−z2 for z ∈C is holomor-
phic, and on the sector z = reiθ with θ ∈ (−π/4,π/4) we have that exp(−z2)
decays to zero at infinity. So by contour integration, we conclude that∫

R

e−
1
2 x

2+iλx2
eiθ0 dx =

1

〈2λ〉
1
2

∫
R

e−
1
2 x

2
dx =

(
2π
〈2λ〉

) 1
2

.

Noting that as λ→∞ we have θ0→−π/4, we conclude that

lim
λ→∞

λ
1
2

∫
R

φ(x)eiλx
2

dx = eiπ/4
√
πφ(0), (.)

and thereby giving the first term of the asymptotic expansion of the oscilla-
tory integral.
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Ref. .: “Fourier transform
properties: differentiation”

Ref. .: “Van der Corput:
stationary case, k ≥ 3”

Now, returning to the actual Schrödinger’s equation, we have that in the
case d = 1

φ(t,x) =
1
√

2π

∫
R

eitξ
2
eixξφ̂0(ξ) dξ.

And hence asymptotically

lim
t→∞

t
1
2φ(t,x) =

eiπ/4
√

2
φ̂0(0) =

eiπ/4

2
√
π

∫
R

φ0(y) dy.
�

. Lemma (Baby Malgrange Preparation)
If φ ∈S (R) and φ(0) = 0, then there exists ψ ∈S (R) so that φ(x) = xψ(x).�

Proof Since φ ∈ S , we can compute φ̂ ∈ S . By the Fourier inversion
formula applied to x = 0 we get

0 = φ(0) =
1
√

2π

∫
R

φ̂(ξ) dξ.

Consider the function ψ̂(x) def= −i
∫ x
−∞ φ̂(ξ) dξ. The above identity implies

that ψ̂ ∈S also, and therefore is the Fourier transform of some Schwartz
function ψ. By Proposition ., this means

F [xψ](ξ) = i
d

dξ
ψ̂(ξ) = φ̂(ξ)

and so xψ = φ. �

Estimates in higher dimensions

In higher dimensions, we do not have the same η independent bounds that
we saw in the Van der Corput Lemmas. The direct analogue of the higher-
order Van der Corput Lemma turns out not to be as useful for analyzing
dispersive equations; we state it here without proof for completeness. It
proof is basically identical to the that of Lemma ., but combined with
localizations to small balls using a partition of unity argument.
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. Proposition
Suppose φ ∈ S (Rd) and η : Rd → R is smooth and that, for some multi-
index α with k = |α| ≥ 1, we have

∣∣∣∂αη∣∣∣ ≥ 1 on suppφ. Then there ex-
ists some constant C dependent on the dimension d, the number k, and
sup|β|≤k+1 supx∈suppφ

∣∣∣∂βη∣∣∣, such that∣∣∣Iη,φ(λ)
∣∣∣ ≤ Cλ− 1

k

(∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
L∞

+
∥∥∥∇φ∥∥∥

L1

)
. �

For our purposes, more interesting are the cases where the critical
point is isolated. In the case where the isolated critical points are non-
degenerate, meaning that the Hessian matrix at the critical point is invertible,
one can recover better decay rates. We will not prove the statement for
general stationary phase integrals, but will illustrate this approach using
the Schrödinger and Klein-Gordon equations.

. Theorem (Decay of solutions to Schrödinger)
Let η(x) = x2. Then there exists a constant C depending only on the dimen-
sion d such that for every φ ∈S (Rd),∣∣∣Iη,φ(λ)

∣∣∣ ≤ C〈λ〉−d/2∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
W d,1 . �

Proof Let χ0 be a bump function satisfying

• χ0 ∈ C∞0 (Rd) and takes value in [0,1],

• χ0 is rotationally symmetric: χ0(x) = χ0(y) when |x| =
∣∣∣y∣∣∣,

• χ0(x) ≡ 1 when |x| ≤ 1 and 0 when |x| ≥ 2.

Define χm(x) = χ0(2−mx); χm is supported on the ball of radius 2m+1. For a
given m, we can split the integral

Iη,φ(λ) = Iη,χmφ(λ) + Iη,(1−χm)φ(λ).

The first term is easy to estimate: using the compact support of χm we get∣∣∣Iη,χmφ(λ)
∣∣∣ ≤ 2d(m+2)

∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
L∞
.

For the second term, we observe that using r = |x| we can write

Iη,(1−χm)φ(λ) =
∫
R
d

(1−χm(r))φ(x)eiλr
2

dx

=
1

2iλ

∫
R
d

(1−χm(r))φ(x)r−1∂re
iλr2

dx;
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The space W̊ k,p is the
homogeneous Sobolev space
using exactly k derivatives.

we used the fact that (1−χm(r) is supported exterior of the ball of radius
2m. Let L denote the operator f 7→ ∂r

f
r , repeating the integration by parts

we get

Iη,(1−χm)φ(λ) =
1

(2iλ)d

∫
R
d

L(d)[(1−χm(r))φ(x)]eiλr
2

dx.

The expression L(d) can be written as a sum of terms of the form

1
rd+a1

·∂a2
r (1−χm) ·∂a3

r φ

where a1 + a2 + a3 = d; this can be shown by induction with the fact that
∂rr
−k = −kr−k−1. The coefficients of the sum depends only on d. Therefore,

there exists some constant which depends only on the dimension d such
that ∣∣∣Iη,(1−χm)φ(λ)

∣∣∣ ≤ C

(2λ)d

∑
a1+a2+a3=d

∥∥∥∥∥ 1
rd+a1

·∂a2
r (1−χm) ·∂a3

r φ

∥∥∥∥∥
L1
.

By Hölder’s inequality we can bound∥∥∥∥∥ 1
rd+a1

·∂a2
r (1−χm) ·∂a3

r φ

∥∥∥∥∥
L1
≤

∥∥∥r−d−a1
∥∥∥
Ld/a1

∥∥∥∂a2
r (1−χm)

∥∥∥
Ld/a2

∥∥∥∂a3
r φ

∥∥∥
Ld/a3

where the integration is over supp(1−χm), which we can possibly enlarge to
the exterior of the ball of radius 2m. Thus a direct computation shows that∥∥∥r−d−a1

∥∥∥
Ld/a1
. 2−md .

Using that χm is obtained from χ0 by scaling we also have∥∥∥∂a2
r (1−χm)

∥∥∥
Ld/a2
. 1.

And finally by the Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality we have∥∥∥∂a3
r φ

∥∥∥
Ld/a3
.

∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
W̊ d,1 .

Combining all the estimates we get∣∣∣Iη,φ(λ)
∣∣∣ . 2dm

∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
L∞

+λ−d2−dm
∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

W̊ d,1 .

As the inequality holds for all m and λ, we can optimize by choosing
2dm = λ−d/2 to get ∣∣∣Iη,φ(λ)

∣∣∣ . λ−d/2∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
W̊ d,1 ;

combining this with the trivial estimate
∣∣∣Iη,φ(λ)

∣∣∣ ≤ ∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
L1 we get the desired

bound. �
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. Exercise (Uniform decay in Schrödinger)
In the case of solutions to Schrödinger’s equation, the above argument in
fact implies a uniform rate of decay. Prove this by following the following
outline:

Recall that a solution to Schrödinger’s equation has the respresentation
formula

φ(t,x) =
1

(2π)
d
2

∫
R
d

eit|ξ |
2+ix·ξφ̂0(ξ) dξ.

For t > 0, let η(ξ) = |ξ |2 + x
t · ξ. Completing the square and doing a change

of variable, apply the estimate from Theorem . to conclude that∣∣∣φ(t,x)
∣∣∣ ≤ C〈t〉−d/2∥∥∥φ̂0

∥∥∥
W d,1 ,

where it is used that the Sobolev norm W d,1 is translation invariant.
This argument uses the specific form of the Schrödinger dispersion

relation, and does not easily generalize to other equations. �

. Theorem (Decay of solutions to Klein-Gordon)
Let η(x) = 〈x〉. Then there exists a constant C depending only on the
dimension d such that for every φ ∈S (Rd),∣∣∣Iη,φ(λ)

∣∣∣ ≤ C〈λ〉−d/2∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
W d,1 . �

Proof (Sketch) The proof is almost identical to the case of Schrödinger
equation; the difference is that the operator L should be defined as

f 7→ ∂r
〈r〉
r
f .

Using that for k ≥ 1 we have ∣∣∣∣∣∂kr 〈r〉r
∣∣∣∣∣ . r−k−1

and that 〈r〉/r ≤max(2,2/r) we can estimate L(d)[(1−χm)φ] with essentially
the same bounds. �

. Remark
The rate λd/2 for Schrödinger is sharp. This can be seen by taking φ to be
the Gaussian and computing the limit

lim
λ→∞

λd/2Iη,φ(λ)

explicitly, in the same manner as Example .. �
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The Schrödinger case depended
on the observation that “a

boosted parabola is just another
parabola”.

. Exercise (Point-wise decay for the wave equation)
Consider the integral

I(λ) =
∫
R
d

eiλ|ξ |φ(ξ) dξ.

Prove that
|I(λ)| ≤ C〈λ〉−d

∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
W d,1 .

Hint: Copy the proof of Theorem .; why can we make m much more
negative in this case than before? �

As seen in the previous exercise, for any fixed x, the solutions to the
linear wave equation φ(t,x) decays like t−d or better. However, unlike the
case of Schrödinger’s equation, this decay is not spatially uniform. In fact,
the best we can prove is that supx∈Rd

∣∣∣φ(t,x)
∣∣∣ . t−(d−1)/2. We return to this

in the next section.

Estimates of the fundamental solutions

Another way to approach the decay phenomenon for dispersive equations

is to look at the corresponding fundamental solutions G(*)
t defined in Theo-

rem .. There are several advantages to the argument using oscillatory
integrals of first kind to study the solutions: for one, it is possible, in prin-
ciple, to compute the asymptotic series for Iη,φ(λ) in inverse powers of λ.
This gives rather precise information about the asymptotic behavior of the
solutions based on the Fourier representation of the initial data. There are,
however, also disadvantages. First, the estimates proven are not obviously
uniform in the spatial variables x: for the Schrödinger equation it is true
by Exercise .; however, as we already saw between Exercise . and
Remark ., the uniformity is not true for the wave equation. Secondly,
and more importantly, the estimates proven in this form provide bounds
of the solution by norms of the Fourier transform of the initial data. For
various reasons (for example, iteration arguments for solving nonlinear
problems) one would hope to provide bounds by norms of the physical space
representation of the initial data. In this section we tackle some of these
estimates for our archetype equations.

Let us start with the Schrödinger equation; we start here because it is
the simplest case and can be used to illustrate many of the main ideas. We
will give two separate proofs of the dispersive decay for the Schrödinger
equation: the first, using complex analytic ideas, proceeds by establishing
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an explicit formula for the kernel G(Sch)
t . The requisite estimates can then

be simply read off from the formula. This method however is not easily
generalized, as the fundamental solutions for many equations (such as the
Klein-Gordon equation) do not have known explicit formulas. The second,
more real-variables based, method is less explicit, and the constants derived
in the estimates are consequently worse. But it has the advantage of easily
carrying over to different dispersive equations. This second method will
form the basis of our analyses of the other basic equations.

What we are interested in is control of the integral operator

φ0(x) 7→ φ(t,x) def=
1

(2π)d

�
R
d×Rd

eit|ξ |
2+i(x−y)·ξφ0(y) dy dξ

acting on φ0 ∈S (Rd). We formally identify

G
(Sch)
t =

1
(2π)d

∫
R
d

eit|ξ |
2+ix·ξ dξ

in the sense of distributions. Now let χn ∈S be any sequence of functions
that converges (uniformly on compact sets) to the constant function 1. Then
we can check that, for an fixed t, the sequence of tempered distributions

eit|ξ |
2
χn(ξ)

converges to eit|ξ |
2
. Indeed, given φ ∈S , we can let

A = sup
ξ∈Rd
〈ξ〉d+1

∣∣∣φ(ξ)
∣∣∣.

Then given ε > 0 we can choose R > 0 such that∫
|ξ |≥R

∣∣∣φ(ξ)
∣∣∣ dξ ≤

∫
|ξ |≥R

A

〈ξ〉d+1
dξ ≤ ε

2
A.

Next, observe that∫
|ξ |≤R

|1−χn(ξ)|
∣∣∣φ(ξ)

∣∣∣ dξ ≤ sup
|ξ |≤r
|1−χn| ·

∫
R
d

A

〈ξ〉d+1
dξ.
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Ref. .: “Leading order
asymptotic for d Schrödinger”

By the uniform convergence on compact sets, we have that for all sufficiently
large n, ∫

|ξ |≤R

|1−χn(ξ)|
∣∣∣φ(ξ)

∣∣∣ dξ ≤ ε
2
A,

and this shows that the difference eit|ξ |
2
(1−χn(ξ)) tends to zero in the sense

of distributions. This approximation procedure is the first step in both of
the methods that we will present.

The first method can be summarized in the following theorem.

. Theorem (Explicit formula for G(Sch)
t )

For t , 0, the tempered distribution

G
(Sch)
t =

ei sgn(t)dπ/4

(4π|t|)d/2
e−

i
4t |x|

2
.

�

Proof We obtain the claimed expression by studying the limit

lim
ε→0

1
(2π)d

∫
R
d

eit|ξ |
2+ix·ξe−

ε
2 |ξ |

2
dξ.

Noticing that as ε → 0, e−ε|ξ |
2 → 1 uniformly on compact sets, by our

argument before the limiting distribution given by the expression above is

G
(Sch)
t , using that the Fourier transform sends S ′→S ′ . The computation

of this limit proceeds largely along the same lines as the argument in
Example .. Completing the square

−(
ε
2
− it)|ξ |2 + ix · ξ = −1

2
(aξ − i

a
x) · (aξ − i

a
x)− 1

2a2 |x|
2

where a ∈ C is given by reiθ with θ ∈ (−π/4,π/4) and a2 = ε − 2it (which
implies r = (ε2 + 4t2)

1
4 ). So by contour integration again we get

1
(2π)d

∫
R
d

eit|ξ |
2+ix·ξe−

ε
2 |ξ |

2
dξ =

e−idθ

(2π)d/2 · rd
e
− 1

2(ε−2it) |x|
2

.

Now, as we take the limit ε→ 0, we see that r→
√

2|t|, and θ→−sgn(t) · π4 .
This gives

G
(Sch)
t (x) =

ei sgn(t)dπ/4

(4π|t|)d/2
e−

i
4t |x|

2

as claimed. �
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. Corollary (Uniform decay for Schrödinger)
If φ(t,x) solves Schrödinger’s equation with initial data φ(0,x) = φ0(x), then∣∣∣φ(t,x)

∣∣∣ ≤ 1
(4π|t|)d/2

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L1 .

�

Proof Using that φ(t,x) = G
(Sch)
t ∗φ0(x) by definition, we see that in the

convolution integral

∣∣∣∣G(Sch)
t ∗φ0(x)

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
R
d

G
(Sch)
t (x − y)φ0(y) dy

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∥∥∥∥G(Sch)

t

∥∥∥∥
L∞

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L1

by Hölder’s inequality. �

This first method exhibits several properties that is typical of complex-
analytic arguments. First, the formula obtained is extremely explicit. Sec-
ond, as a result, the sharp constant is found for the uniform decay estimate
for Schrödinger equation. The main drawback to this method is that it
is not easily generalizable, as it relies on the specific form of the Fourier
transform of the Schrödinger kernel as an “imaginary Gaussian”. For ex-
ample, the same argument cannot be directly applied to obtain a closed

form representation of G(Airy)
t . Before giving the more-generally-applicable

second method, let us digress a little and talk about “scaling properties”.

Observe that the explicit formula for G(Sch)
t has a scaling homogeneity:

G
(Sch)
t (x) =

1
td/2

G
(Sch)
1 (

x
√
t
)

for t > 0. This is in accordance with the natural scaling of the equation.
If φ(t,x) solve Schrödinger’s equation, then so does φλ(t,x) = φ(λ2t,λx).
Scaling properties can also be computed for the Airy and wave equations.

For the Airy equation, we see that if φ(t,x) is a solution, then so is

φ(λ3t,λx). Therefore, if one were able to prove that G(Airy)
1 is a tempered

distribution represented by a uniformly bounded function (which we will
do in the sequel), then the scaling will imply immediately that solutions
to the Airy equation have uniform t−1/3 decay. For the wave equation, we

see that if φ(t,x) is a solution, then so is φ(λt,λx). Again, if G(wave)
1 were

bounded, the scaling would imply that solutions to the wave equation
would decay like t−d . However, as we have already seen previously, the
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decay rate for the wave equation should be no better than t−(d−1)/2. And in-
deed, the fundamental solution to the wave equation cannot be represented
as a bounded function.

The Klein-Gordon equation, on the other hand, does not have good scal-
ing properties, due to the presence of the mass term. This complication will
be reflected in the relative difficulty when we try to control its fundamental
solution.

Now let us consider the second method of obtaining dispersive estimates

for G(Sch)
t . As discussed above, by scaling homogeneity it suffices to prove

thatG(Sch)
1 can be represented by a bounded function. We will show directly

that

. Theorem
There exists a constant C depending on the dimension d such that solutions
of of Schrödinger’s equation with initial data φ0 in S satisfies the uniform
estimate ∣∣∣φ(1,x)

∣∣∣ ≤ C∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L1 . �

Proof By our approximation procedure above, it suffices to show that�
R
d×Rd

ei|ξ |
2+i(x−y)·ξφ0(y)χn(ξ) dξ dy

is bounded with the bound being uniform in x and n, where χn→ 1 uni-
formly on compact sets. We build our χn as follows. Fix γ a smooth
monotonic function on the real line such that γ(x) ≡ 1 when x ≤ 1 and
γ(x) ≡ 0 when x ≥ 2. Let σ0(x,y,ξ) = γ

(∣∣∣2ξ − (y − x)
∣∣∣), and for k ≥ 1 let

σk(x,y,ξ) = γ
(
2−k

∣∣∣2ξ − (y − x)
∣∣∣)−γ (

21−k
∣∣∣2ξ − (y − x)

∣∣∣) .
Let us write η(x,y,ξ) = |ξ |2 + (x − y) · ξ. Observe that

∑∞
k=0σk(x,y,ξ) = 1.

We estimate separately the pieces∫
R
d

eiη(x,y,ξ)σk(x,y,ξ) dξ.

Using that for x,y fixed, the support in ξ of σ0 is a ball of radius 1, we have
that ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∫
R
d

eiη(x,y,ξ)σ0(x,y,ξ) dξ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . 1.
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Next, observe that since

∇(ξ)η = 2ξ − (y − x)

on the support of σk , we have that∣∣∣∇(ξ)η
∣∣∣ ≥ 2k−1,

∣∣∣∇(ξ)∇(ξ)η
∣∣∣ ≤ 2, ∇(ξ)∇(ξ)∇(ξ)η = 0.

This implies that (
∇(ξ)

)` ∇(ξ)η∣∣∣∇(ξ)η
∣∣∣2 .` 2−`k . (.)

Now, let L be the linear operator Lf = −∇(ξ) ·
(
f ∇(ξ)η/

∣∣∣∇(ξ)η
∣∣∣2), we have

that ∫
R
d

eiησk dξ =
∫
R
d

Ld+1(σk)e
iη dξ.

By the estimate (.), we can bound pointwise

∣∣∣Ld+1(σk)
∣∣∣ . d+1∑

`=0

∑
|α|=d+1−`

2−k`
∣∣∣∣(∇(ξ)

)α
σk

∣∣∣∣.
From the scaling property of σk , we have that pointwise∣∣∣(∇(ξ))ασk

∣∣∣ . 2−k|α| ,

so we conclude that ∣∣∣Ld+1(σk)
∣∣∣ . 2−k(d+1),

with the constant independent of x,y and k. Integrating we obtain∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
R
d

eiησk

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ dξ ≤
∫
R
d

∣∣∣Ld+1(σk)
∣∣∣ dξ . 2−k .

This sequence being absolutely summable we get the desired result. �

. Remark
Very roughly speaking, what we proved in the previous two theorems is
that the integral ∫

R
d

ei|ξ |
2+ix·ξ dξ
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Ref. .: “Arbitrarily fast decay
from method of non-stationary

phase”

is “uniformly bounded”. Of course, the integrand being something of norm
 at every ξ means that the integral is far from converging, and that the
boundedness only really makes sense in a distributional sense. The key
factor driving the boundedness here is the fact that the phase function
η(ξ) = |ξ |2 + x · ξ not only grows as ξ →∞, but also has the property that∣∣∣∇η∣∣∣ ↗ ∞ as |ξ | ↗ ∞. One should think of this as one of the key ideas
behind oscillatory integrals: high oscillation implies small integrals.

Consider the Fourier transform applied to the function

f (x) =

1 |x| ≤ 1
0 |x| > 1

defined on the real line. We can understand the decay of the Fourier
coefficients as follows: looking at

∫
R

e−ixξf (x) dx =

1∫
−1

e−ixξ dx

we see that the integrand is an oscillating function on the interval [−1,1].
Noticing that integrating over a period, which for e−ixξ would be for x over
an interval [x0,x0+ 2π

ξ ], the integral evaluates to zero. And so the “non-zero”

contributions to
∫ 1
−1 e

ixξ dx only comes from the boundary region near the
points {±1} of thickness no more than π/ξ, where the integral cannot be
paired up into a complete period. And from this argument already we see
the decay estimate ∣∣∣∣f̂ (ξ)

∣∣∣∣ . 〈ξ〉−1.

Returning to the case
∫
R
d e
i|ξ |2+ix·ξ dξ, the growth of the phase function

as ξ tends to infinity means that for larger and larger ξ, the integral is better
and better at oscillatory cancellations, so even though ei|ξ |

2
has norm ,

when integrated against a function that has some regularity (say, Schwartz
class), the contribution from ξ far away from the origin is relatively small.
This is nothing more than just applying Lemma . after localizing in ξ to
regions where we can control the size of ∇η. �

Let us next consider the Airy equation. Using that the function η(ξ) =
−ξ3 +xξ has uniform lower bound

∣∣∣η′′′(ξ)
∣∣∣ = 6 we have that, if χn is a cut-off

function supported on [−n− 1,n+ 1], with χn ≡ 1 on [−n,n], and such that
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χn is monotonic on [−n− 1,−n] and [n,n+ 1], we have the uniform bound
by Lemma . that ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∫
R

χne
iη dξ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 20
3
√

6

and thus we have that G(Airy)
1 can be represented by a bounded function A.

Using similar ideas to that used to prove Theorem ., we can get a bit
more about the behavior of the function A.

. Theorem
The bounded function A : R→C representing G(Airy)

1 satisfies:

• A(x) decays faster than any polynomial of x as x→−∞.

• A(x) . 〈x〉−1/4. �

Proof Let χn be defined as in the paragraph before the statement of the
theorem. Let’s treat the first case, where x ≤ −1. There we have that
η′(ξ) = −3ξ2 + x ≤ x. This implies that the derivatives

∣∣∣∣∇(k) 1
η′(ξ)

∣∣∣∣ .k 1
|x|+ξ2

and so are integrable. Writing L(f ) = −∇(f /η′) we can integrate by parts N
times to get ∫

R

eiηχn dξ =
∫
R

LN (χn)eiη dξ.

Now, ∣∣∣LN (χn)
∣∣∣ .N ‖χn‖WN,∞

(|x| + ξ2)N

by the above computations, which implies∥∥∥LN (χn)
∥∥∥
L1 .N

‖χn‖WN,∞

|x|N/2
.

Noticing that ‖χn‖WN,∞ can be taken to be independent of n, after taking
n→∞ we prove the first assertion.

For the second assertion, it suffices to look at the case x ≥ 1. Let ξ0 =√
x/6. Split the integral

∫
R

eiηχn dξ =

−ξ0∫
−∞

+

ξ0∫
−ξ0

+

∞∫
ξ0

eiηχn dξ.
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Ref. .: “Van der Corput:
stationary case, k = 2”

Ref. .: “Van der Corput:
non-stationary case”

For the first and third pieces, observe that when |ξ | ≥ ξ0 we have∣∣∣η′′(ξ)
∣∣∣ = |6ξ | ≥

√
6|x|.

So by Lemma . we have that∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫
ξ0

eiηχn dξ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
(

1
6|x|

) 1
4

· 9,

where we used that
∫∞
ξ0
|χ′n| dξ = 1 by construction.

For the middle piece, observe that when |ξ | ≤ ξ0 we have∣∣∣η′(ξ)
∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣−3ξ2 + x
∣∣∣ ≥ 1

2
|x|.

So by Lemma . we have, for all n > ξ0, that∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ξ0∫
−ξ0

eiηχn dξ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
6
|x|
.

Putting these together we get the desired estimate. �

. Remark
As we saw in Theorem ., the norm

∣∣∣∣G(Sch)
1

∣∣∣∣ = 1
(4π)d/2

is independent of

spatial position. On the other hand, we have just proven that the Airy kernel

G
(Airy)
1 has spatial decay. The spatial decay in this situation arises from the

fact that when x > 1, due to the cubic growth of the phase function, the
critical point of the phase function η(ξ) occurs where η′′ ≈

√
x. Compare

this with the Schrödinger case where the critical point occurs where η′′ = 2.

The rapid decay of G(Airy)
1 in the positive x axis should be viewed against

the classical analogue of the Airy equation. Recalling that the dispersion
relation in this case is ω(k) = k3, the classical “kinetic theory” analogue of
the Airy equation is the equation

∂tρ+ v2∂xρ = 0

for the distribution function ρ over the classical phase space R×R2. The
solution to this classical equation has explicit form

ρ(t,x,v) = ρ(0,x − tv2,v),
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which indicates that all “particles” move “to the right”. The classical

analogue of G(Airy)
1 would in fact vanish for the entirety of the left half

line. The rapid decay of the Airy kernel on the left half line is the typical
exponential decay one expects from quantum tunneling into the classically
forbidden region. �

Next, let us look at the wave equation. As mentioned earlier, we do

not expect G(wave)
1 to be represented by a bounded function, which has as

a consequence that convolving against the fundamental solution will not
represent a bounded mapping from L1 to L∞.

. Proposition (Estimate for truncated wave kernel)
Let d ≥ 2. Suppose χ0 is a smooth function with support contained within
the annulus with inner radius r1 and outer radius r2, then∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∫
R
d

eit|ξ |+ix·ξχ0(ξ) dξ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . |t|−(d−1)/2,

where the constant depends on up to d − 1 derivatives of χ0, the dimension
d, and the numbers r1, r2. �

Proof Let ω0 ∈ Sd−1 be the direction of the vector x; when x = 0 we choose
ω0 arbitrarily. Let P be the orthogonal hyperplane to ω0. We write the
integral∫

R
d

eit|ξ |+ix·ξχ0(ξ) dξ =
∫
R

∫
P

eit|sω0+ζ|+is(x·ω0)χ0(sω0 + ζ) dζ ds,

where ξ ∈ Rd is decomposed into a sum of ζ ∈ P and sω0. Now let ψ1 be
a smooth monotonic function on R such that ψ1(x) ≡ 1 when x ≤ 1 and
ψ1(x) ≡ 0 when x ≥ 2. Denote by ψτ (x) = ψ1(

√
τx). We split the integral

into�
R×P

eit|sω0+ζ|+is(x·ω0)χ0(sω0 + ζ)ψt(|ζ|) dζ ds

+
�
R×P

eit|sω0+ζ|+is(x·ω0)χ0(sω0 + ζ) [1−ψt(|ζ|)] dζ ds.
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Using that χ0 is supported on the annulus, and that ψt is supported in a
region of radius t−1/2 around the ω0 axis, we have that the first integral is
bounded by . t−(d−1)/2.

For the second integral, let r denote the radial variable on P ; then on
the support of 1−ψt we have that the radial derivative ∂r on P is a smooth
vector field. Using that |sω0 + ζ| =

√
s2 + r2, we have that the derivative of

the phase satisfies

∂r (t|sω0 + ζ| + s(x ·ω0)) =
rt

√
s2 + r2

.

Hence writing the operator Lf = −∂r (f
√
s2 + r2/r) we have∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

�
R×P

eit|sω0+ζ|+is(x·ω0)χ0(sω0 + ζ) [1−ψt(|ζ|)] dζ ds

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 1
td−1

�
R×P

∣∣∣Ld−1[χ0(1−ψt)]
∣∣∣ dζ ds.

Now using that
√
s2 + r2, on suppχ0, is a bounded function with bounded

derivatives, and using that supp∇ψt is contained in a set of volume .
t−(d−1)/2, we conclude that�

R×P

∣∣∣Ld−1[χ0(1−ψt)]
∣∣∣ dζ ds . sup

supp(1−ψt)

1
rd−1

,

where the constant depends on the norms of up to d − 1 derivatives of ψ1
and χ0, but not at t or x. Using that r ≥ 1√

t
on the support of 1 −ψt , we

finally arrive at that the second integral is also bounded by . t−(d−1)/2. �

. Remark
In our proof of Proposition . we used the radial vectorfield orthogonal
to x to capture the non-stationary phase behaviour. Observe that this vector
field is almost tangent to the unit sphere near the axis given by the direction
of x, while the vector field is almost orthogonal to the unit sphere “on the
equator”. It turns out that only the direction near the axis is crucial. When
t = |x|, the phase function is constant along a ray in the direction −x, and to
apply the method of (non)stationary phase we have to use vector fields that
are orthogonal to the ray, in order to pick up the correct amount of decay.
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(The basic idea behind stationary phase is that the observation that
on the real line, if f ′′ > 1 and f ′(0) = 0, then we have that |f ′(x)| ≥ |x|.
This we already saw in our discussion of the Van der Corput Lemma ..
For higher dimensional cases, the analogue is that for convex functions,
the radial derivatives grow at least linearly from the critical point. Note
however that non-radial derivatives can remain small!)

For points that are far from the problematic ray, one easily checks that
all derivatives of the phase function have the appropriate lower bounds.
This implies that instead of the radial vector field orthogonal to x, another
good vector field to consider is one that is tangent to the spheres, and runs
between the two poles. If one were to use this vector field, one can upgrade
Proposition . to a statement about integrals of measures supported on
spheres. �

. Exercise (Decay of Fourier transform of spherical measure)
Let ω0 ∈ Sd be fixed. Prove that∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∫
S
d

eirω0·ω dω

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . r−d/2.
(Hint: decompose S

d into three portions, S+ near the north pole ω0, S− near
the south pole −ω0, and S0 the rest. On S± use volume estimates. On S0
integrate by parts against the unit-length vector field in the direction of the
longitude lines. To implement this it may help to rewrite things using the
polar coordinates where S

d � [0,π]×Sd−1 3 (θ,ω′); from this we get that
the desired vector field is simply ∂θ .) �

. Exercise (Higher decay of Fourier transform of spherical measure)
Let ω0 ∈ Sd be fixed. Let φ± : Sd → C be smooth functions supported on
{ω0 ·ω > −1

2 } and {ω0 ·ω < 1
2 } respetively. Prove that∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂kr

[
e∓ir

∫
S
d

eirω0·ωφ±(ω) dω
]∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . r−d/2−k .

(Hint:
∣∣∣∂re−ir+irω0·ω

∣∣∣ = |ω0 ·ω − 1| = 1− cosθ ≤ 1
2θ

2 where θ is defined as in
the previous exercise.) �

. Corollary (Frequency-restricted decay for wave)
Let 0 < r1 < r2, and d ≥ 2. Then there exists a constant C such that for every
φ0 ∈S (Rd) such that supp φ̂0 is contained in the annulus of inner radius
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Ref. .: “Estimate for wave
kernel restricted to an annulus”

r1 and other radius r2, we have the estimates∣∣∣∣G(wave)
t ∗φ0(x)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ C|t|−(d−1)/2
∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L1 ;∣∣∣∣∂tG(wave)

t ∗φ0(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C|t|−(d−1)/2

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L1 . �

Proof We demonstrate the case for G(wave)
t ; the case for ∂tG

(wave)
t is analo-

gous. We have by definition

G
(wave)
t ∗φ0(x) =

1
(2π)d

∫
R
d

1
2i|ξ |

[exp(it|ξ | + ix · ξ)− exp(−it|ξ | + ix · ξ)] φ̂0(ξ) dξ.

The integral is well-defined by the support condition on φ̂0. Now let χ̃
be a smooth function supported on the annulus of inner radius 1

2 r1 and
outer radius 2r2, and equals  identically on the annulus of inner radius
r1 and outer radius r2. Then we have that χ̃φ̂0 = φ̂0. So using the Fourier
inversion formula we can write∫

R
d

eit|ξ |+ix·ξ

|ξ |
φ̂0(ξ) dξ =

1
(2π)d/2

�
R
d×Rd

eit|ξ |+i(x−y)·ξχ0(ξ)φ0(y) dy dξ,

where χ0(ξ) = χ̃/ |ξ | is smooth and supported in some annulus. Switching
the order of integration (since everything converges), we see that the in-
tegral in ξ can be estimated uniformly using Proposition ., with the
constant depending only on χ0 (which we chose to be universal for the
fixed r1 and r2), d, and r1 and r2. The Corollary follows. �

We have shown that solutions to the linear wave equation, with initial
data having Fourier support bounded away from both  and∞, decay like
|t|−(d−1)/2 uniformly when the initial data is measured in L1. However, the
constant can yet depend on the radii of the Fourier support. The following
captures the radii dependence.

. Corollary
Let d ≥ 2, then there exists a universal constant C such that for every
φ0 ∈S (Rd) such that supp φ̂0 is contained in the annulus of inner radius
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Ref. .: “Fourier transform
properties: scaling, translation,
modulation”

2k−1 and outer radius 2k+1, we have the estimates∣∣∣∣G(wave)
t ∗φ0(x)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ C2k(d−1)/2|t|−(d−1)/2
∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L1 ;∣∣∣∣∂tG(wave)

t ∗φ0(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C2k(d+1)/2|t|−(d−1)/2

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L1 . �

Proof The proof is based on the scaling homogeneity of the wave equation.
Let φk(x) = 2−kdφ0(2−kx), then we have

∥∥∥φk∥∥∥L1 =
∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L1 . By Proposition .

we have φ̂k(ξ) = φ̂0(2kξ) now has support on the annulus of inner radius 1
2

and outer radius 2. So for some universal constant we have that∣∣∣∣G(wave)
t ∗φk(x)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ C|t|−(d−1)/2
∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L1 .

On the other hand, we have that∫
R
d

sin(t|ξ |)
|ξ |

eix·ξφ̂k(ξ) dξ =
∫
R
d

sin(2−kt
∣∣∣2kξ∣∣∣)

2−k
∣∣∣2kξ∣∣∣ ei2

−kx·2kξφ̂0(2kξ)
2kd

2kd
dξ.

So we have that

1
2k(d−1)

G
(wave)
2−kt

∗φ0(2−kx) = G(wave)
t ∗φk(x)

or, as claimed,∣∣∣∣G(wave)
t ∗φ0(x)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ C|t|−(d−1)/22−k(d−1)/22k(d−1)
∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L1 .

The case for ∂tG
(wave)
t is analogous, except that due to its Fourier repre-

sentation not having the 1
|ξ | term, the scaling reveals one extra factor of 2k

in the estimates. �

The above estimates only apply to functions with Fourier support con-
tained on an annulus. To get an estimate that applies to all Schwartz
functions, we have to introduce the notion of Littlewood-Paley projectors
and the notion of Besov spaces.

.Definition (Standard Littlewood-Paley projectors)
Let ψ : Rd → [0,1] be a smooth function with compact support, such that
suppψ is contained in the ball of radius  around the origin, and that
ψ ≡ 1 on the ball of radius  around the origin. The Littlewood-Paley
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Projectors based on ψ is the family of operators {∆k} indexed by k ∈ Z,
where ∆k : L2(Rd)→ L2(Rd) is given by

∆k(f ) def= F −1[(ψ(2−k•)−ψ(21−k•))f̂ (•)].

We will also have occasion to make use of the partially summed projectors

∆≤k(f ) def=
k∑

`=−∞
∆`(f ) = F −1[ψ(2−k•)f̂ (•)].

�

. (Basic properties of Littlewood-Paley projectors) Observe that for-
mally the sum

∑
k∆k is telescoping, and therefore we have that for any

f ∈ L2 (and hence also for any f ∈S ),∑
k∈Z

∆kf = f .

The individual functions ∆kf has, by construction, Fourier support on the
annulus with inner radius 2k−1 and outer radius 2k+1, ane hence by the
Paley-Wiener theorem (see Exercise .) are real analytic. The projectors
are also almost orthogonal:

∆j∆kf = 0 whenever |j − k| > 1,

and they are almost idempotent

k+1∑
j=k−1

∆j∆k = ∆k .

By Plancherel (Proposition .), and the almost orthogonality, we have∑
k∈Z
‖∆kf ‖2L2 ≤ ‖f ‖2L2 ≤ 3

∑
k∈Z
‖∆kf ‖2L2 .

And we have the pointwise comparison for derivatives: Notice that if we
write χk(x) = 1

(2π)d/2
F −1[ψ(2−kξ) − ψ(21−kξ)], we have that ∆kf = χk ∗ f .

This implies that ∂∆kf = (∂χk) ∗ f and hence

|∂∆kf | ≤ C2k

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
k+1∑
j=k−1

∆jf

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣.
Further properties of the Littlewood-Paley projectors will be introduced as
they are needed. ¶
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. Remark
Using the language of the Littlewood-Paley projectors, we can rewrite
Corollary . as the statements∣∣∣∣∆kG(wave)

t

∣∣∣∣ . 2k(d−1)/2|t|−(d−1)/2;∣∣∣∣∆k∂tG(wave)
t

∣∣∣∣ . 2k(d+1)/2|t|−(d−1)/2. �

.Definition (Besov spaces)
The homogeneous Besov (semi-)norm B̊

s,p
q on S is defined by

‖f ‖B̊s,pq
def=

∑
k∈Z

2skq‖∆kf ‖
q
Lp


1
q

.

The corresponding inhomogeneous norm is

‖f ‖Bs,pq
def=

‖∆≤0f ‖
q
Lp +

∞∑
k=1

2skq‖∆kf ‖
q
Lp


1
q

.
�

. Exercise
Using Plancherel, show that for k an integer, the homogeneous norms B̊k,22

and W̊ k,2 are equivalent, and that the inhomogeneous norms Bk,22 and W k,2

are also equivalent. (Recall that two (semi-)norms A,A′ are said to be
equivalent if there exists a universal constant C such that

C−1‖f ‖A ≤ ‖f ‖A′ ≤ C‖f ‖A

for all f .) �

With the above definitions, we can summarize the decay estimate for
the solutions to wave equations in the following theorem.

. Theorem (Decay estimate for wave)
Let φ(t,x) solve the linear wave equation, with initial data φ(0,x) = φ0(x)
and ∂tφ(0,x) = φ1(x) both in S . Then there exists a universal constant C
depending only on the dimension d such that∣∣∣φ(t,x)

∣∣∣ ≤ C|t|− d−1
2

(∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
B̊
d+1

2 ,1
1

+
∥∥∥φ1

∥∥∥
B̊
d−1

2 ,1
1

)
.

�
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. Remark
One can prove that B̊k,11 ⊂ W̊ k,1: simply write

‖f ‖W̊ k,1 =
∥∥∥∥∑∆`f

∥∥∥∥
W̊ k,1
≤

∑
‖∆`f ‖W̊ k,1 =

∑
`∈Z

∑
|α|=k
‖∂α∆kf ‖L1 .

By the pointwise comparison we have

.
∑
`∈Z

2k`‖∆kf ‖L1 = ‖f ‖B̊k,11
.

So the decay estimate morally is asking for not simply L1 integrabiliy of
the initial data, but rather also differentiability up to order (d − 1)/2. This
resonates with our earlier discussion which asserts that the fundamental
solution of the wave equation cannot be written in the form of a bounded

function. Instead, the fundamental solution G(wave)
t is a bona fide tempered

distribution.
Notice, however, that the estimate only requires (d − 1)/2 derivatives.

Compare this to Sobolev embedding results where to get from a space of
the form W k,1 to L∞ we need d derivatives overall. The ability to beat the
Sobolev embedding result is a mark of dispersion.

Comparing to the Schrödinger and Airy cases, where the estimates do
not require any derivatives, we see that the main difference in the wave
case is that the gradient of the phase function

∣∣∣∇η∣∣∣ remains bounded for
large ξ. For Schrödinger and Airy it but grows unboundedly. This directly
contributes to needing to assume that φ̂0 decays as ξ→∞ for the wave case,
and as weights in frequency space equates to regularity in physical space,
this shows that the regularity control is necessary. In the Schrödinger and
Airy cases we get additional cancellations for large ξ from the increasingly
faster oscillation, and thus additional weights are not needed in frequency
space. �

We will close this chapter with a discussion of the decay estimates
for the Klein-Gordon equation. The Klein-Gordon dispersion relation is
not homogeneous, unlike the model cases of Schrödinger, Airy, and wave
equations, and so we don’t have a scaling argument handy. We can catch
a few glimpses into the expected behaviors, however, by comparing the
dispersion relation η(ξ) = 〈ξ〉 with the other cases that we have already
dealt with.

First, notice that
∣∣∣∇η∣∣∣ = |ξ/〈ξ〉| ≤ 1 for all ξ. This means that there are

no oscillatory cancellations to use near ξ→∞, and so any estimate that we
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prove we will expect to need some suitable number of derivatives, similar
to the wave equation case.

On the other hand, computing the Hessian yields

∇2
ijη =

δij
〈ξ〉
−
ξiξj
〈ξ〉3

=
1
〈ξ〉3

(
δij (1 + ξ · ξ)− ξiξj

)
.

By Cauchy-Schwarz, the Hessian matrix is positive definite, and is bounded
below by 〈ξ〉−3δij . This suggests that we don’t have the same sort of degen-
eracy worries that we saw for the wave equation, and that we will be able
to prove estimates giving t−d/2 decay.

We will approach the estimates similar to how we dealt with the wave

equation case: instead of estimating directly G(KG)
t , we will estimate the

truncated version ∆kG
(KG)
t . Unlike the wave case, however, since our disper-

sion relation is non-homogeneous, we will only estimate ∆kG
(KG)
t for k ≥ 1,

and in the low-frequency setting we will do one estimate for ∆≤0G
(KG)
t . We

summarize the results in the following theorem.

. Theorem (Klein-Gordon decay estimate)
The Klein-Gordon kernel has low frequency decay∣∣∣∣∆≤0G

(KG)
t

∣∣∣∣ . 〈t〉−d/2
and high frequency decay for k ≥ 1∣∣∣∣∆kG(KG)

t

∣∣∣∣ . 2
kd
2 |t|−d/2. �

Proof We need to provide estimates for∫
R
d

1
〈ξ〉

eit〈ξ〉+x·ξχ(ξ) dξ

where χ is either the low frequency projector ψ or the high frequency
projector ψ(2−kξ) − ψ(21−kξ). For convenience we will assume that we
have chosen our seed function ψ to be radially symmetric. Without loss
of generality we can assume ω0 = x/ |x| points in the x1 direction. We will
write, as usual, η(ξ) = t〈ξ〉 + x · ξ the phase function. Observe that for a
fixed t,x, the critical point of the phase function occurs when

∇η(ξ) = t
ξ
〈ξ〉

+ x = 0 ⇐⇒ ξ
〈ξ〉

= −x
t
. (.)
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Let us deal first with the case where χ is the low frequency projector.
The estimate for |t| ≤ 1 is trivial. We focus our attention to the case of large
times. Recall that within the support of χ, we have |ξ | ≤ 2, which implies
that the ratio |ξ/〈ξ〉| ≤ 2/

√
5 < 1. So in the region |x| ≥ t, we have that∣∣∣∇η(ξ)

∣∣∣ ≥ (1−2/
√

5)t, and noting that higher derivatives of η are independent
of x we conclude that by the same argument as Lemma . we get the
uniform in x bound by CN 〈t〉−N for any N .

In the region |x| ≤ t, we have to deal with critical points. Let ξ0 denote
the unique solution to (.). Using our bump function ψ we can split the
integral into∫

eiη
χ(ξ)
〈ξ〉

ψ(
√
t(ξ − ξ0)) dξ +

∫
eiη
χ(ξ)
〈ξ〉

[
1−ψ(

√
t(ξ − ξ0)

]
dξ.

The first integral as usual we estimate by the volume . t−d/2. For the second
integral, after integrating by parts we see that it suffices to control∣∣∣∣∣∣

∫
eiηLd

(
χ(ξ)
〈ξ〉

[
1−ψ(

√
t(ξ − ξ0))

])
dξ

∣∣∣∣∣∣
where

Lf = −∇ ·

 ∇η∣∣∣∇η∣∣∣2 f
 .

Where the integrand is supported, using the uniform lower bound of the
Hesslan

∣∣∣∇2η
∣∣∣ & 1 on the support of χ, we can conclude that

∣∣∣∇η∣∣∣ & √t.
Next, note that we have uniform bounds on higher derivatives of ∇η/

∣∣∣∇η∣∣∣.
Finally, we have the uniform bound that

∣∣∣∇(k)ψ((ξ − ξ0)
√
t)
∣∣∣ . |t|k/2 but also

that supp∇ψ has volume bounded by |t|−d/2. So putting everything together
we also have uniform estimates for the second integral by t−d/2, as needed.

Next we treat the higher frequency case where |ξ | ≈ 2k . We can re-write
the integral in polar coordinates as

∞∫
0

∫
S
d−1

1
〈r〉
eit〈r〉eir |x|ω0·ωχ(r)rd−1 dω dr

where χ is the projection to frequency ≈ 2k . Doing a rescaling, we have
that, if we take χ to be instead the projection to frequency ≈ 2, equivalently
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we need to control the integral

2kd
4∫

1

∫
S
d−1

1
〈2kr〉

eit〈2
kr〉ei2

kr |x|ω0·ωχ(r)rd−1 dω dr.

In view of Exercise ., we can choose φ± : Sd−1 → [0,1] supported on
{ω0 ·ω > −1

2 } and {ω0 ·ω < 1
2 } respectively, such that φ+ +φ− = 1. It suffices

to consider

J(x, t) = 2kd
4∫

1

∫
S
d−1

eit〈2
kr〉ei2

kr |x|ω0·ωχ(r)φ+(ω)
rd−1

〈2kr〉
dω dr. (.)

Denote by I(r) the spherical integral

I(r) def= e−i2
kr |x|

∫
S
d−1

ei2
kr |x|ω0·ωφ+(ω) dω

we have that (.) can be rewritten as

J(x, t) = 2kd
4∫

1

eit〈2
kr〉−i2kr |x|I(r)χ(r)

rd−1

〈2kr〉
dr. (.)

Note that I(r) satisfies, by Exercise .,∣∣∣∂`r I(r)∣∣∣ . |x|−(d−1)/22−k(d−1)/2.

On the other hand, by taking the derivatives directly under the integral
sign we also have ∣∣∣∂`r I(r)∣∣∣ . 2k` |x|` .

The two together implies that ∣∣∣∂`r I(r)∣∣∣ . 1.

To estimate (.), we write η(r) = t〈2kr〉 − 2kr |x|. Observe that η′ =

2k
(

2kr
〈2kr〉 t − |x|

)
; so η′(r) = 0 =⇒ |x|/t ∈ [1/

√
2,1]. We consider two different

cases. First, suppose |x|/t < [1/2,2]. Then η′ & 2k(t + |x|) for some universal
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constant. Using that the higher derivatives of η are independent of x, we
have the bounds

|J(x, t)| .
2kd−k

2`k(t + |x|)`

for all `, we in particular have the desired decay result.
For |x|/t ∈ [1/2,2], observe that η′′(r) = 22k

〈2kr〉3 t & 2−kt. So we can apply
Lemma . and get

|J(x, t)| . 2kd2k/2t−1/2
∥∥∥rd−1〈2kr〉−1χ(r)I(r)

∥∥∥
W 1,∞

. 2kd2k/2t−1/2|x|−(d−1)/22−k(d−1)/22−k .

Simplifying, we have exactly

|J(x, t)| . 2kd/2t−d/2

as desired. �

. Remark
Notice that in the final paragraph of the proof above, when considering the
case |x|/t ∈ [1/2,2], we have additional smoothing in the case 2k |x| < 1. In
this case another available estimate is simply that∣∣∣∣∣∣eiηI(r)χ(r)

rd−1

〈2kr〉

∣∣∣∣∣∣ . 2−k .

Therefore we have

|J(x, t)| . 2kd2−k ≤ 2k(d/2−1)t−d/2

using that 2kd/2 ≤ |x|−d/2 ≈ t−d/2. This agrees with the discussion before the
statement of the theorem. In the lower frequency regime 2k ≤ |x|−1, the
solution behaves more similar to the Schrödinger case where we have good
smoothing effects. This, however, is cancelled out by the higher frequency
regime 2k ≥ |x|−1 where the wave-like effects dominate and we need the full
d/2 derivatives in the estimate. �
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For more detailed discussion
and a far more complete
account, see Bergh and
Löfström, Interpolation
spaces. An introduction.

Chapter 

Interpolation Theory: a
Sampling

In Chapter  we saw that the Fourier transform F functions as a linear
operator

F :


L1(Rd)→ L∞(Rd)
L2(Rd)→ L2(Rd)
S →S
S ′→S ′

.

It is natural to ask: does the Fourier transform extend to mappings defined
on Lp(Rd) for p between 1 and 2? And if so, what are the corresponding
co-domains? One way of addressing this problem is through Interpolation
Theory, a sample of which we will present in this chapter. The theory is
not only applicable to understanding the Fourier transform; it also is an
important tool in the modern proofs of Strichartz estimates, which is one
of the fundamental dispersive estimates.

What is interpolation theory

Interpolation theory describes the family of results of the following proto-
typical form.

. Given some normed linear spaces X0,X1,Y0,Y1. Then one can find
some normed spaces X,Y (where X is thought of as “between” X0 and X1
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and Y is between Y0 and Y1) such that whenever T acts as a bounded linear
operator X0→ Y0 and also X1→ Y1, then T also acts as a bounded linear
operator X→ Y with the norm ‖T ‖X→Y controlled uniformly by its norms
X0→ Y0 and X1→ Y1. ¶

. Remark
Pay attention to the order of quantifiers! The spaces X and Y are in-
dependent of the linear operator T : interpolation theory is less about
“understanding how an operator behaves on an intermediate space” but
more about “how to define intermediate spaces on which operators behave
predictably”. �

So what is meant for a space X to be between X0 and X1? Suppose
that X0 and X1 are vector subspaces of some larger vector spaces (for our
purposes, the larger vector space can usually be taken to be S ′ , the space
of tempered distributions). Then two natural spaces can be constructed:
first is the intersection

X0 ∩X1;

the second is the sum

X0 +X1
def= {x ∈S ′ | ∃x0 ∈ X0,x1 ∈ X1 s.t. x = x0 + x1}.

Now, suppose that X0 and X1 are equipped with norms ‖•‖X0
and ‖•‖X1

respectively. Then on X0 ∩X1 we can impose the norm

‖x‖X0∩X1

def= max(‖x‖X0
,‖x‖X1

), (.)

while on X0 +X1 we can put the norm

‖x‖X0+X1

def= inf
x=x0+x1

‖x0‖X0
+ ‖x1‖X1

, (.)

where the infimum is taken over all decompositions x = x0 + x1 where
x0 ∈ X0 and x1 ∈ X1. These two norms have the nice property that for
i ∈ {0,1}, the natural injections

X0 ∩X1→ Xi → X0 +X1 (.)

are all continuous.

. Exercise
Check that (.) and (.) do define norms, and check that the maps in (.)
are indeed continuous. �
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When we say that a normed space X is an intermediate space between
X0 and X1, what is meant is that X can be identified as a vector subspace
of X0 +X1 satisfying X0 ∩X1 ⊂ X, and is equipped with a norm ‖•‖X such
that the injections

X0 ∩X1→ X→ X0 +X1

are both continuous.

. Convention
Throughout this chapter, when we speak of the measure space (E,Σ,µ), we
always assume that µ is σ -finite. �

. Example
Let (E,Σ,µ) be any measure space, and let w0,w1 be two positive real mea-
surable functions on E. Consider the spaces X0,1 the weighted L1 spaces
with norm

‖f ‖Xi =
∫
E

|f |wi dµ.

Then we see that f ∈ X0∩X1 if and only if both ‖f ‖X0
and ‖f ‖X1

are bounded.
This implies that ∫

E

|f |max(w0,w1) dµ <∞ (.)

since max(w0,w1) ≤ w0 +w1. Conversely, if f is such that (.) holds, then
necessarily ‖f ‖X0

and ‖f ‖X1
are bounded. The norm defined by (.) is

equivalent to the norm max(‖f ‖X0
,‖f ‖X1

), for

max(‖f ‖X0
,‖f ‖X1

) ≤
∫
E

|f |max(w0,w1) dµ

≤
∫
E

|f |(w0 +w1) dµ ≤ 2max(‖f ‖X0
,‖f ‖X1

).

For f to be in X0 +X1, we need to be able to write f = f0 + f1 with fi ∈ Xi .
This implies that ∫

E

|f |min(w0,w1) dµ <∞ (.)
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since∫
E

|f |min(w0,w1) dµ ≤
∫
E

(|f0| + |f1|)min(w0,w1)Dµ

≤
∫
E

|f0|w0 dµ+
∫
E

|f1|w1 dµ ≤ ‖f0‖X0
+ ‖f1‖X1

.

Conversely, we also have if (.) holds, defining f0 = f · 1{w0≤w1} and
f1 = f · 1{w1<w0} we have f = f0 + f1 and∫

E

|fi |wi dµ =
∫
E

|fi |min(w0,w1) dµ ≤
∫
E

|f |min(w0,w1) dµ (.)

using the disjoint support of f0 and f1. Finally, observe that the norm
defined by (.) is exactly equal to the norm

inf
f0+f1=f

‖f0‖X0
+ ‖f1‖X1

.

For by our computations before we have demonstrated that whenever
f0 + f1 = f , the inequality∫

E

|f |min(w0,w1) dµ ≤ ‖f0‖X0
+ ‖f1‖X1

,

which implies this norm is bounded above by ‖f ‖X0+X1
. On the other hand,

the computations surrounding (.) shows that there exists some f1 ∈ X1
and f0 ∈ X0 with ‖f1‖X1

+ ‖f0‖X0
≤

∫
E
|f |min(w0,w1) dµ, and so (.) gives

an alternative characterization of ‖•‖X0+X1
in this set-up.

If we let w be any function on E that satisfies the pointwise bound

min(w0,w1) ≤ w ≤max(w0,w1),

then clearly the space defined by the norm

‖f ‖X =
∫
E

|f |w dµ

satisfies ∫
E

|f |min(w0,w1) dµ ≤ ‖f ‖X ≤
∫
E

|f |max(w0,w1) dµ.
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This shows, using the discussion above, that

X0 ∩X1→ X→ X0 +X1

are continuous maps. And so X is an intermediate space of X0 and X1. �

. Example
Let again (E,Σ,µ) be a measure space. Consider the usual space of Lp

functions on E. We will show that if p0 < p < p1, then Lp is an intermediate
space of Lp0 and Lp1 . Notice that if p is between p0 and p1, there exists a
unique θ ∈ (0,1) such that

1
p

=
1−θ
p0

+
θ
p1
.

This can be re-written as

1 =
(

p0

(1−θ)p

)−1

+
(
p1

θp

)−1

. (.)

Now, let f ∈ Lp0 ∩Lp1 . Observe that∫
E

|f |p dµ =
∫
E

|f |p(1−θ)|f |pθ dµ

≤
∥∥∥|f |p(1−θ)

∥∥∥
L

p0
(1−θ)p

∥∥∥|f |pθ∥∥∥
L
p1
θp

= ‖f ‖(1−θ)p
Lp0 ‖f ‖θpLp1

where the inequality is an application of Hölder’s inequality in view of
(.). This result, that ‖f ‖Lp ≤ ‖f ‖

1−θ
Lp0 ‖f ‖θLp1 , is usually referred to as the

log-convexity of the Lp norms. By this inequality we have that Lp0 ∩Lp1 → Lp

continuously, since

‖f ‖1−θLp0 ‖f ‖θLp1 ≤max(‖f ‖Lp0 ,‖f ‖Lp1 ).

Next, let f ∈ Lp be a nontrivial function. For an arbitrary λ > 0, we
can let f0 = f · 1{|f |≥λ} and f1 = f · 1{|f |<λ}. Then we have that pointwise,∣∣∣∣ f0λ ∣∣∣∣p0

≤
∣∣∣∣ fλ ∣∣∣∣p, and

∣∣∣∣ f1λ ∣∣∣∣p1
≤

∣∣∣∣ fλ ∣∣∣∣p. This implies that f0 ∈ Lp0 and f1 ∈ Lp1 while

f0 + f1 = f . Therefore f ∈ Lp0 +Lp1 . We can compute

‖f0‖
p0
Lp0 =

∫
E

|f0|p0 dµ ≤ λp0−p
∫
E

|f |p dµ = λp0−p‖f ‖pLp
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and similarly ‖f1‖
p1
Lp1 ≤ λp1−p‖f ‖pLp . This implies

‖f ‖Lp0 +Lp1 ≤ ‖f0‖Lp0 + ‖f1‖Lp1 ≤ λ
1− p

p0 ‖f ‖
p
p0
Lp +λ1− p

p1 ‖f ‖
p
p1
Lp .

So if we choose λ = ‖f ‖Lp , we conclude that

‖f ‖Lp0 +Lp1 ≤ 2‖f ‖Lp

showing that the mapping Lp→ Lp0 +Lp1 is continuous. �

.Definition
Given X0,X1 and Y0,Y1 normed spaces. We say that a pair (X,Y ) interpolates
between the pairs (X0,Y0) and (X1,Y1) if X is an intermediate space between
X0 and X1; and Y is an intermediate space between Y0 and Y1; such that
whenever T acts both as a bounded linear operator from X0→ Y0, and also
as a bounded linear operator from X1→ Y1, then T acts as a bounded linear
operator from X→ Y . �

. Remark
Given the pairs (X0,Y0) and (X1,Y1), then the pairs (X0 ∩X1,Y0 ∩ Y1) and
(X0 + X1,Y0 + Y1) are both interpolants. That they are pairs formed of
intermediate spaces are obvious. It remains to check the condition on
linear operators. Suppose that the operator norms ‖T ‖X0→Y0

= M0 and
‖T ‖X1→Y1

=M1.
For the intersection spaces, notice that

‖T f ‖Y0∩Y1
= max(‖T f ‖Y0

,‖T f ‖Y1
) ≤max(M0‖f ‖X0

,M1‖f ‖X1
)

≤max(M0,M1)max(‖f ‖X0
,‖f ‖X1

) = max(M0,M1)‖f ‖X0∩X1
.

So we have that
‖T ‖X0∩X1→Y0∩Y1

≤max(M0,M1).

For the sum spaces, we have

‖T f ‖Y0+Y1
= inf
T f =g0+g1

‖g0‖Y0
+ ‖g1‖Y1

≤ inf
f =f0+f1

‖T f0‖Y0
+ ‖T f1‖Y1

≤ inf
f =f0+f1

M0‖f0‖X0
+M1‖f1‖X1

≤max(M0,M1) inf
f =f0+f1

‖f0‖X0
+ ‖f1‖X1

= max(M0,M1)‖f ‖X0+X1
.

And so
‖T ‖(X0+X1)→(Y0+Y1) ≤max(M0,M1). �
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The idea behind interpolation theory is two-fold:

. First, given the pairs (X0,Y0) and (X1,Y1), construct systematically
interpolating pairs (X,Y ) in between.

. Second, when the pairs (X0,Y0) and (X1,Y1) belong to standard scales
of spaces (by this we mean that they are Lp spaces, Sobolev spaces,
or Besov spaces, for example), identify the interpolant (X,Y ) with
spaces from the standard scales (up to equivalent norms).

With these types of results available, once one proves that a linear operator
T acts continuously both on X0→ Y0 and X1→ Y1, one can automatically
conclude that T acts continuously on any interpolant X→ Y .

In this chapter, we will give quick introductions to some of the general
theory that allows us to construct the interpolating pairs (X,Y ) from given
space (X0,Y0) and (X1,Y1). The general techniques are split up into two
flavors: the “complex” and the “real” methods. The former appeals to
complex analytic tools in the construction; as we’ve already seen in some
of our discussion of Schrödinger’s equation, complex analytic tools tend
to give exact formulae and sharp estimates. The same holds true for the
complex method of interpolation. The latter appeals to real analytic, divide-
and-conquer type tools. We’ve also already seen this in our discussion of
oscillatory integrals: an integral of the form

∫
eiληφ dx is controlled by

splitting into regions “near” the critical points of η, where one use one
technique (volume estimate), and regions “far” from the critical points,
where one use another (repeated integration by parts). The real method
tends to give weaker bounds, but makes up for it by being more broadly
applicable. In the context of interpolation theory, this means that the
real method more easily generalizes to nonlinear (especially sublinear or
quasilinear) interpolation, and that it can sometimes recover interpolants
that cannot be found from the complex method.

As it turns out, these general theory for constructing the interpolating
pairs are fairly robust and well-developed, and their main ideas are not
that hard to understand. More technically challenging, however, is the
identification or computation of the interpolating spaces when the end-
points are well-known, standard spaces. We will summarize a collection of
such results in the sequel, as well as some of the well-known consequences
of interpolation theory, many of which will be useful for studying dispersive
equations.
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A standard presentation of the
complex method is Calderón,

“Intermediate spaces and
interpolation, the complex

method”.

The Complex Method and Riesz-Thorin

The complex method of interpolation is based on a particular manifestation
of the “maximum modulus principle” in complex analysis, summarized in
what is called the three lines lemma.

. Lemma (Three Lines Lemma)
Let f be a bounded holomorphic function on the strip 0 <<z < 1 which
extends continuously to its closure 0 ≤<z ≤ 1. Suppose further that

M0 = sup
t∈R
|f (it)| <∞, M1 = sup

t∈R
|f (1 + it)| <∞.

Then for any θ ∈ (0,1) and any t ∈R we have

|f (θ + it)| ≤M1−θ
0 Mθ

1 . �

Proof We may assume M0M1 > 0 (else since f is holomorphic, it vanishes
identically). Let ε > 0 be arbitrary and consider the function

Fε(z) =
e−εz(1−z)f (z)

M1−z
0 Mz

1

.

This function is holomorphic on the strip; furthermore, as <(z − z2) =
<z−(<z)2+(=z)2, we see that as |=z| →∞ the exponential weight forces
Fε(z) to decay rapidly, and this decay is uniform in<z since by assumption
f (z) is bounded. Therefore there exists λ > 0 such that whenever |=z| ≥ λ,
then |Fε(z)| < 1. On the other hand, one easily checks that

Fε(it) =
e−εt

2−iεtf (it)

M1−it
0 M it

1

has norm bounded by 1, and similarly for Fε(1+it). Applying the maximum
modulus principle to the rectangle {<z ∈ [0,1],=z ∈ [−λ,λ]} we see that
|Fε(z)| ≤ 1 on the rectangle. Since outside the rectangle we known from
our construction that |Fε(z)| < 1, we conclude that |Fε(z)| < 1 for all z with
<z ∈ [0,1]. This implies

|f (θ + it)| ≤ eε(θ−θ2+t2)M1−θ
0 Mθ

1 .

Since this holds for all ε > 0, taking the limit ε→ 0 gives us the desired
result. �
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. (The Complex Method) For the discussion, we will assume all Ba-
nach spaces are defined over the scalars C. The complex method is based
on studying Banach-space valued holomorphic functions on the strip
0 < <z < 1; the theory is largely the same (at least of what we need)
to the theory of C-valued holomorphic functions. For convenience we will
write in this section D = {0 <<z < 1} and D = {0 ≤<z ≤ 1}.

Let X0,X1 be two Banach spaces. Denote by H (X0,X1) the set of all
functions f :D→ X0 +X1, that satisfies the conditions

. f is bounded and continuous on D;

. f is holomorphic on D;

. the mapping R 3 t 7→ f (it) is continuous into X0, and converges to 0
as t→±∞;

. the mapping R 3 t 7→ f (1 + it) is continuous into X1, and converges to
0 as t→±∞.

H (X0,X1) is a vector space over C, we can make it a normed space with the
norm

‖f ‖H (X0,X1) = max(sup
t∈R
‖f (it)‖X0

,sup
t∈R
‖f (1 + it)‖X1

). (.)

It turns out that H (X0,X1) is complete with respect to this norm, making it
a Banach space; the proof is not difficult but slightly technical, so we omit
it here.

We define the following spaces of X0,X1, where θ ∈ (0,1) is a parameter.

X[θ] = (X0,X1)[θ]
def= {x ∈ X0 +X1 | ∃f ∈H (X0,X1) s.t. f (θ) = x}. (.)

This space can be equipped with the norm

‖x‖X[θ]
= inf{‖f ‖H (X0,X1) | f ∈H (X0,X1) s.t. f (θ) = x}. (.)

We claim that X[θ] is an intermediate space between X0 and X1. First,
observe that by assumption f is a bounded map into X0 +X1, so essentially
the same argument of Lemma . shows that

‖f (θ + it)‖X0+X1
≤

(
sup
t∈R
‖f (it)‖X0+X1

)1−θ (
sup
t∈R
‖f (1 + it)‖X0+X1

)θ
.

Using that by definition

‖f (it)‖X0+X1
≤ ‖f (it)‖X0

, ‖f (1 + it)‖X0+X1
≤ ‖f (1 + it)‖X1

,
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we conclude that

‖f (θ + it)‖X0+X1
≤max(sup

t∈R
‖f (it)‖X0

,sup
t∈R
‖f (1 + it)‖X1

) = ‖f ‖H (X0,X1).

By the definition of X[θ], we see this means

‖x‖X0+X1
≤ ‖x‖X[θ]

so that the mapping X[θ]→ X0 +X1 is continuous.
Next, let x ∈ X0 ∩X1. Consider the holomorphic function

f (z) = eε(z−θ)2
x

where ε > 0 is any fixed constant. We see that since

<(z −θ)2 = (<z −θ)2 − (=z)2 ≤ 1− (=z)2,

we have that f is bounded and decays to zero uniformly as (=z)→ ±∞,
and hence f ∈H (X0,X1). This test function shows that

‖x‖X[θ]
≤ ‖f ‖H (X0,X1) = max(sup

t∈R
‖f (it)‖X0

,sup
t∈R
‖f (1 + it)‖X0

)

= max(eεθ
2
‖x‖X0

, eε(1−θ)2
‖x‖X1

) ≤ eε‖x‖X0∩X1
.

This shows that X0 ∩X1→ X[θ] is continuous. And thus X[θ] is an interme-
diate space as claimed. ¶

. Theorem (Complex interpolation)
Let X0, X1, Y0, Y1 be Banach spaces. Let T : X0 +X1→ Y0 + Y1 be a linear
mapping such that T restricts to continuous mappings X0→ Y0 and X1→
Y1 with normsM0 andM1 respectively. Then for any θ ∈ (0,1), the mapping
T : X[θ]→ Y[θ] is bounded with norm M1−θ

0 Mθ
1 . (In other words, (X[θ],Y[θ])

interpolates between (X0,Y0) and (X1,Y1).) �

Proof It suffices to prove that, given x ∈ X[θ], we have T x ∈ Y[θ] and that
‖T x‖Y[θ]

≤M1−θ
0 Mθ

1X[θ]. Since x ∈ X0 +X1, clearly T x ∈ Y0 +Y1.
Now let ε > 0 be arbitrary. By definition there exists f ∈H (X0,X1) such

that f (θ) = x and ‖f ‖H (X0,X1) ≤ ‖x‖X[θ]
+ ε. Consider g = Mz−1

0 M−z1 (T f )(z).
Since f is bounded in X1 +X2, we have that g is bounded in Y1 +Y2, using
that T extends to a bounded linear operator X1 +X2→ Y1 +Y2 with norm
max(M0,M − 1) (see Remark .). Since f (it) and f (1 + it) are continuous
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into X0 and X1 respectively and vanish as t → ∞, the boundedness of
T as linear operators Xi → Yi implies that the same can be said of g(it)
and g(1 + it) as functions into Y0 and Y1. Hence we can conclude that
g ∈H (Y0,Y1). This implies that g(θ) =Mθ−1

0 M−θ1 T x ∈ Y[θ].
We can compute the norm ‖g‖H (Y0,Y1): by definition this is equal to

max(sup
t∈R
‖g(it)‖Y0

,sup
t∈R
‖g(1 + it)‖Y1

)

≤max(sup
t∈R
‖f (it)‖X0

,sup
t∈R
‖f (1 + it)‖X1

) = ‖f ‖H (X0,X1).

So this implies that

Mθ−1
0 M−θ1 ‖T x‖Y[θ]

≤ ‖g‖H (Y0,Y1) ≤ ‖f ‖H (X0,X1) ≤ ‖x‖X[θ]
+ ε

by our initial choice of f . However, since the above inequality holds for
every ε > 0, we conclude that

‖T ‖X[θ]→Y[θ]
≤M1−θ

0 Mθ
1

as claimed. �

. Remark
Theorem . highlights an important facet of the construction given in
Thought ., namely that the intermediate spaces X[θ] thus constructed
are “universal” as interpolation spaces. In general, however, the fact that
(X,Y ) interpolates between (X0,Y0) and (X1,Y1) does not mean that either
X and Y functions well for interpolating between other spaces; for example,
there is no guarantee that (X,X) in fact interpolates between (X0,X0) and
(X1,X1).

This also highlights one of the main points of interpolation theory, that
of finding systematic methods of constructing interpolants. This universal-
ity manifest as the fact that the procedure described in Thought . which
is applicable to essentially arbitrary pairs of Banach spaces (provided that
X0 +X1 makes sense) can be captured as a functor. �

Having given a general method of constructing interpolants, it remains
to tackle the second goal of interpolation theory, that of identifying X[θ]
when X0 and X1 are well-known spaces. The results in this direction are
many; we give only the most basic and most classical of the results, and
describe some of its consequences.
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. Theorem (Riesz-Thorin)
Fix a measure space (E,Σ,µ). Let p0,p1 ∈ [1,∞], and θ ∈ (0,1). Setting p to
be given by

1
p

=
1−θ
p0

+
θ
p1
,

then (Lp0 ,Lp1 )[θ] = Lp with equal norms. �

Proof First we prove that if f : E→C is in Lp, then f ∈ (Lp0 ,Lp1 )[θ] with

‖f ‖(Lp0 ,Lp1 )[θ]
≤ ‖f ‖Lp .

Without loss of generality, we can assume ‖f ‖Lp = 1. Let ε > 0 be arbitrary.
For z ∈ D we define the function Fz : E→C by

Fz(x) =

eεz(z−1)−εθ(θ−1)|f (x)|
p
p(z)−1

f (x), f (x) , 0;
0, f (x) = 0;

(.)

where p(z) is defined by

1
p(z)

=
1− z
p0

+
z
p1
.

Notice that<(1/p(z)) = 1/p(<z) and that p(θ) = p, and also that Fθ = f .
Furthermore, by construction, we have that

‖Fz‖
p(<z)
Lp(<z) = eε[<z(z−1)−θ(θ−1)] ‖f ‖pLp︸︷︷︸

=1

. (.)

which decays uniformly to zero as=(z)→ ±∞. Using that Lp(<z) is an
intermediate space of Lp0 + Lp1 (see Example .), this implies that the
mapping F : D 3 z 7→ Fz ∈ Lp0 + Lp1 is in fact in H (Lp0 ,Lp1 ). Therefore we
conclude that

‖f ‖(Lp0 ,Lp1 )[θ]
≤ ‖F‖H (Lp0 ,Lp1 ) = max(sup

t∈R
‖Fit‖Lp0 ,sup

t∈R
‖F1+it‖Lp1 ).

By (.), we have then (using that p0,p1 ≥ 1)

‖f ‖(Lp0 ,Lp1 )[θ]
≤ exp[εθ(1−θ)].

Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, this implies ‖f ‖(Lp0 ,Lp1 )[θ]
≤ 1 as desired.
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To prove the reverse inclusion we will use the dual characterization of
Lp spaces, namely that

‖f ‖Lp = sup
∫
E

f g dµ

where the infimum is taken over the set of all Lp
′

functions (where (p′)−1 +
p−1 = 1; note that by assumption θ ∈ (0,1) and hence p ∈ (1,∞)) with
‖g‖Lp′ = 1. Using that functions in Lp

′
can be arbitrarily well approximated

by functions which are bounded and have supports that have finite measure,
we can in fact take the infimum over this class of functions with ‖g‖Lp′ = 1.
Note that if g is bounded and µ(suppg) <∞ then necessarily g ∈ L1 ∩ L∞.
Now, for each such g, we can define Gz by first setting q(z) = ((1− z)/p′0 +
z/p′1)−1, and taking

Gz(x) =

|g(x)|
p′
q(z)−1

g(x), g(x) , 0;
0, g(x) = 0.

Since p/q(z) ∈ [0,p], we conclude that Gz is a bounded function with finite-
measure support, and so is in L1 ∩ L∞. Since ‖Gz‖L1∩L∞ is bounded, the
image of z 7→ Gz is also bounded in Lp

′
0 +Lp

′
1 . We further have that Git ∈ Lp

′
0

and G1+it ∈ Lp
′
1 with norms = 1 by direct computation.

Now, given f ∈ (Lp0 ,Lp1 )[θ], by definition for every ε > 0 there exists
F ∈ H (Lp0 ,Lp1 ) with Fθ = f and ‖F‖H (Lp0 ,Lp1 ) ≤ (1 + ε)‖f ‖(Lp0 ,Lp1 )[θ]

. Let g
and Gz be as in the previous paragraph. Since for each z, Fz ∈ Lp0 + Lp1

and Gz ∈ Lp
′
0 ∩ Lp′1 , we have that FzGz ∈ L1 by Hölder’s inequality, so the

function

h(z) =
∫
E

FzGz dµ

is a holomorphic function on D that extends boundedly and continuously
to D. We know that

sup
t∈R
|h(it)| ≤ sup

t∈R
‖Fit‖Lp0 ‖Git‖Lp′0 ≤ ‖F‖H (Lp0 ,Lp1 ),

and
sup
t∈R
|h(1 + it)| ≤ sup

t∈R
‖F1+it‖Lp1 ‖Git‖Lp′1 ≤ ‖F‖H (Lp0 ,Lp1 ).
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Ref. .: “Plancherel: Fourier
transform is an L2 isometry”

And so applying Lemma . to h we get∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
E

f g dµ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = |h(θ)| ≤ ‖F‖H (Lp0 ,Lp1 ) ≤ (1 + ε)‖f ‖(Lp0 ,Lp1 )[θ]
.

Taking ε→ 0 and the infimum over all g gives us that ‖f ‖Lp ≤ ‖f ‖(Lp0 ,Lp1 )[θ]

as claimed. �

. Corollary (Hausdorff-Young)
For any p ∈ [1,2], the Fourier transform is a bounded linear operator F :
Lp→ Lp

′
, where p′ is the conjugate exponent defined by

1 =
1
p

+
1
p′
.

�

Proof The Fourier transform is an L2 isometry by Proposition .; by
definition it also satisfies

‖F ‖L1(Rd )→L∞(Rd ) =
1

(2π)
d
2

.

So by Theorem .

F : (L1,L2)[θ]→ (L∞,L2)[θ]

with norm (2π)−
d
2 (1−θ). With p ∈ (1,2), we can compute the corresponding

θ by solving
1
p

=
(1−θ)

1
+
θ
2

to get

θ = 2− 2
p
.

Observe that necessarily

1−θ
∞

+
θ
2

= 1− 1
p

=
1
p′
.

Incidentally,

‖F ‖Lp→Lp′ = (2π)−
(2−p)d

2p . �
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. Corollary (Young’s inequality)
Suppose k(x,y) is a measurable function on R

d1 ×Rd2 , such that there is a
constant C > 0 and some r ∈ [1,∞] such that

sup
x∈Rd1

‖k(x,•)‖Lr (Rd2 ) ≤ C, sup
y∈Rd2

∥∥∥k(•, y)
∥∥∥
Lr (Rd1 )

≤ C,

then for every p,q ∈ [1,∞] satisfying

1 +
1
q

=
1
r

+
1
p
,

we have ∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫
R
d2

k(•, y)f (y) dy

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Lq(Rd1 )

≤ C‖f ‖Lp(Rd2 )

for every f ∈ Lp. �

Proof Write T the mapping T f (x) =
∫
R
d2 k(x,y)f (y) dy. By Minkowski’s

inequality we have

|T f (x)| ≤
∫
R
d2

∣∣∣k(x,y)
∣∣∣∣∣∣f (y)

∣∣∣ dy

which we can estimate by Hölder’s inequality

≤ ‖k(x,•)‖Lr (Rd2 )‖f ‖Lr′ (Rd2 ) ≤ C‖f ‖Lr′ .

On the other hand, Minkowski’s inequality also gives

‖T f ‖Lr (Rd1 ) ≤
∫
R
d2

∥∥∥k(•, y)
∥∥∥
Lr (Rd1 )

∣∣∣f (y)
∣∣∣ dy.

So Hölder’s inequality implies

≤ sup
y∈Rd2

∥∥∥k(•, y)
∥∥∥
Lr (Rd1 )‖f ‖L1(Rd2 ) ≤ C‖f ‖L1 .

That is to say, T : L1(Rd2 ) → Lr (Rd1 ) and Lr
′
(Rd2 ) → L∞(Rd1 ) both with

norm ≤ C. Applying Theorem . we get

T : (L1(Rd2 ),Lr
′
(Rd2 ))[θ]→ (Lr (Rd1 ),L∞(Rd1 )[θ]

also with norm θ. A direct computation using Theorem . gives us the
equivalent Lp and Lq norms. �
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. Remark
A direct consequence of Young’s inequality above is the convolution in-
equality

‖f ∗ g‖Lq ≤ ‖f ‖Lr ‖g‖Lp

when 1 + q−1 = r−1 + p−1. �

. Exercise (Lp decay of Schrödinger)
Let φ(t,x) solve Schrödinger’s equation with initial data φ(0,x) = φ0(x) ∈
S .

. Using the Fourier representation (.), prove that∥∥∥φ(t,•)
∥∥∥
L2 =

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 .

. Combining the above with Corollary ., prove that for every p ∈
[2,∞] there exists a constant C dependning on the dimension d and p
such that ∥∥∥φ(t,•)

∥∥∥
Lp
≤ C|t|−

d
2 (1− 2

p )∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
Lp
′ .

Compute also the constant C. �

. Exercise (Baby Stein-Weiss)
This exercise builds upon Example .. Fix a measure space (E,Σ,µ). Let
p ∈ [1,∞), and let w0,w1 : E→ [0,∞) two µ-measurable functions. Define
the norms, for i = 0,1,

‖f ‖Xi =


∫
E

|f |pwi dµ


1
p

.

What is the complex interpolation space (X0,X1)[θ]? Model your proof after
the proof of Theorem .. �

The Real Method and Marcinkiewicz

The real method is based on examining different comparable norms on
X0 +X1. Observe that if we replace the norm ‖f ‖X1

by ‖f ‖tX1
= t‖f ‖X1

, this
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gives an equivalent norm on X1. These induce comparable norms of X0 +X1,
as for a fixed t,

‖f ‖X0+tX1
= inf
f =f0+f1

‖f0‖X0
+ t‖f1‖X1

≤max(1, t) · inf
f =f0+f1

‖f0‖X0
+ ‖f1‖X1

= max(1, t)‖f ‖X0+X1
.

But the “optimal splitting” of f = f0 + f1 can be drastically different for
different t. For f ∈ X0 ∩X1 for example, one would expect that for t� 1
the optimum would be to put f0 = f and f1 = 0; similarly, for t � 1 one
would put f0 = 0 and f1 = f . The real method aims to capture the behavior
of how the optimal splitting changes as one changes the weight t, and use
that to characterize the intermediate spaces between X0 and X1.

.Definition (K-functional)
For t ∈R+ and x ∈ X0 +X1, we define

K(t,x;X0,X1) = inf
x=x0+x1

‖x0‖X0
+ t‖x1‖X1

.
�

. (Properties of the K-functional) Note that for fixed x0,x1, the func-
tion t 7→ ‖x0‖X0

+ t‖x1‖X1
is linear, and hence is both convex and concave.

Using that the infimum of any family of concave functions is again concave,
we have that for any x ∈ X0 +X1, the function t 7→ K(t,x;X0,X1) is a concave
function.

We have pointwise control available for K(t,x;X0,X1). For x0 ∈ X0 and
x1 ∈ X1, we note first that, since

‖x0‖X0
+ s‖x1‖X1

≤ ‖x0‖X0
+ t‖x1‖X1

, when s ≤ t,

we get that K(t,x;X0,X1) is increasing in t. This can be sharpened to

min(1, t/s)
[
‖x0‖X0

+ s‖x1‖X1

]
≤ ‖x0‖X0

+t‖x1‖X1
≤max(1, t/s)

[
‖x0‖X0

+ s‖x1‖X1

]
.

This implies

min(1, t)‖x‖X0+X1
≤ K(t,x;X0,X1) ≤max(1, t)‖x‖X0+X1

(.)

for any x ∈ X0 +X1. Furthermore, it is easy to check for x ∈ X0 ∩X1 that

K(t,x;X0,X1) ≤min(‖x‖X0
, t‖x‖X1

) ≤min(1, t)‖x‖X0∩X1
. (.)
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A further consequence is that

min(1,
t
s

)K(s,x;X0,X1) ≤ K(t,x;X0,X1) ≤max(1,
t
s

)K(s,x;X0,X1). (.)

Lastly, we have the algebraic relation K(t,x;X0,X1) = tK(t−1,x;X1,X0)
for interchanging X0 and X1. ¶

.Definition
Given X0,X1, we define the norms Xθ,q on X0 + X1. For q ∈ [1,∞) and
θ ∈ (0,1)

‖x‖Xθ,q
def=


∞∫

0

t−θq−1K(t,x;X0,X1)q dt


1
q

(.)

and for q =∞ and θ ∈ [0,1]

‖X‖Xθ,∞
def= sup

t
t−θK(t,x;X0,X1). (.)

In other words, Xθ,q is the Lq norm of the function t 7→ t−θK(t,x;X0,X1) on
R+ with respect to the measure t−1dt.

We refer by the spaces Xθ,q the subspaces of X0 + X1 on which the
corresponding norms are finite. �

. (Basic properties of Xθ,q) From the definitions, we can show that

. (X0,X1)θ,q = (X1,X0)1−θ,q.

. The spaces (X0,X1)θ,q can be shown to be intermediate spaces be-
tween X0 and X1. Using (.) we see that min(t−θ , t1−θ)‖x‖X0+X1

≤
t−θK(t,x;X0,X1). Let wθ(t) = min(t−θ , t1−θ), we have that

‖wθ‖Lq(t−1dt)‖x‖X0+X1
≤ ‖x‖Xθ,q .

Using that for each admissible θ,q we have ‖wθ‖Lq(t−1dt) is a well-
defined real constant, we have that Xθ,q→ X0 +X1 continuously. Simi-
larly, by (.) we have that t−θK(t,x;X0,X1) ≤min(t−θ , t1−θ)‖x‖X0∩X1

.
And so

‖x‖Xθ,q ≤ ‖wθ‖Lq(t−1dt)‖x‖X0∩X1

showing the continuity of X0 ∩X1→ Xθ,q.
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. From (.) we get that

min(t−θ , t1−θs−1)K(s,x;X0,X1) ≤ t−θK(t,x;X0,X1)

which we can rewrite as

s−θwθ(t/s)K(s,x;X0,X1) ≤ t−θK(t,x;X0,X1).

Using that the Lq(t−1dt) norm is scale invariant, we have

s−θ‖wθ‖Lq(t−1dt)K(s,x;X0,X1) ≤ ‖x‖Xθ,q . (.)

This implies that Xθ,q ≤ Xθ,∞. On the other hand, Hölder’s inequality
implies

‖f ‖Lr ≤ ‖f ‖
q/r
Lq ‖f ‖

1−q/r
L∞

when r > q. This implies

‖x‖Xθ,r ≤ ‖x‖
q/r
Xθ,q
‖x‖1−q/rXθ,∞

≤ ‖x‖Xθ,q

from the previous step. Therefore we conclude that whenever r ≥ q
we have that Xθ,q ⊆ Xθ,r . ¶

. Theorem (Real interpolation)
Let X0,X1,Y0,Y1 be Banach spaces. Let T : X0 +X1 → Y0 + Y1 be a linear
mapping such that T restricts continuously to X0→ Y0 and X1→ Y1 with
norms M0 and M1 respectively. Then for (θ,q) ∈ (0,1)× [1,∞)∪ [0,1]× {∞}
we have that T : Xθ,q→ Yθ,q with norm ≤M1−θ

0 Mθ
1 . �

Proof Observe that for x = x0 + x1 we have

K(t,T x;Y0,Y1) ≤ ‖T x0‖Y0
+ t‖T x1‖Y1

≤M0‖x0‖X0
+ tM1‖x1‖X1

.

This implies

K(t,T x;Y0,Y1) ≤M0K(t
M1

M0
,x;X0,X1). (.)

This we can rewrite, denoting by τ = tM1
M0

, as

t−θK(t,T x;Y0,Y1) ≤M1−θ
0 Mθ

1 τ
−θK(τ,x;X0,Y0),

from which the theorem follows by our definitions. �
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The proof of the reiteration
lemma for the ⊆ inclusion is
straightforward and follows

from careful application of
(.). The reverse inclusion is

best done using the dual
characterization of Xθ,q via the

so-called J-method of real
interpolation which we omit in

this introduction. Please see
Chapter  in Bergh and

Löfström, Interpolation
spaces. An introduction for

more details.

The classical definition of
Lorentz spaces present them as
quasi-normed spaces with the

quasi-norms defined via either
the distribution function or via

the decreasing rearrangement.
Standard presentations then

prove that the real interpolation
spaces of Lebesgue spaces
coincide with the Lorentz

spaces. Here we choose to take
the reverse route.

. Remark (Sublinear operators)
Looking at proof of the previous theorem, we see that, unlike in the case of
the complex method, here the fact that T is linear is not crucial. In fact, it
suffices that T satisfies the property:

For every x0 ∈ X0 and x1 ∈ X1, there exists y0 ∈ Y0 and Y1 ∈
y1 such that T (x0 + x1) = y0 + y1 and

∥∥∥y0

∥∥∥
Y0
≤ M0‖x0‖X0

and∥∥∥y1

∥∥∥
Y1
≤M1‖x1‖X1

.

Note that by taking one of the xi = 0, the above condition also implies
that T as a mapping from Xi → Yi is bounded. Such a condition would be
sufficient to derive the bound K(t,T x;Y0,Y1) ≤M0K(tM1

M0
,x;X0,X1). �

Notice that in the real method the interpolating space Xθ,q depends
on two parameters; this means that compared to the complex method we
get a two dimensional (instead of one dimensional) family of spaces. For
applications this means that sometimes we can get away with using weaker
spaces for the endpoints of our mappings X0,X1,Y0,Y1. To illustrate this
let us compute some of the interpolating spaces for some usual scales of
functions. We begin with stating, without proof, a convenient technical
lemma, which says that applying real interpolation twice does not give you
more spaces.

. Lemma (Reiteration)
Given X0,X1, we have

(Xθ0,q0
,Xθ1,q1

)η,q = Xθ,q

with equivalent norms whenever θ0,θ1 ∈ (0,1) are distinct, η ∈ (0,1), and
θ = (1− η)θ0 + ηθ1. We also have

(Xθ,q0
,Xθ,q1

)η,q = Xθ,q

with equivalent norms whenever θ,η ∈ (0,1), and q0,q1,q ∈ [1,∞] satisfies
q−1 = (1− η)q−1

0 + ηq−1
1 . �

One of the first applications of the real interpolation method is the
following definition.

.Definition (Lorentz spaces)
Given a measure space (E,Σ,µ), we define the Lorentz space Lpq with q ∈
(1,∞) and p ∈ (1,∞) as

L
p
q = (L∞,L1) 1

p ,q
.
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For p ∈ (1,∞) we also define

L
p
∞ = (L∞,L1) 1

p ,∞
.

�

Then the Reiteration Lemma immediately implies

. Corollary (Interpolation between Lorentz spaces)
Suppose p0,p1,q0,q1 are such that Lp0

q0 and Lp1
q1 are meaningfully defined as

Lorentz spaces.

. If p0 < p1, then for every q ∈ (1,∞] and for p ∈ (p0,p1), we have

(Lp0
q0 ,L

p1
q1 )η,q = Lpq

provided
1
p

=
1− η
p0

+
η

p1
.

. If p0 = p1 = p and q0 < q1, then for every q ∈ (q0,q1) we have

(Lpq0 ,L
p
q1 )η,q = Lpq

provided
1
q

=
1− η
q0

+
η

q1
.

The cases p0 > p1 and q0 > q1 follows analogously. �

. Remark
Note that by properties of the real interpolation spaces we have Lpq ⊆ L

p
r

whenever r ≥ q. �

In practice, to check whether a function is in a Lorentz space, we would
like to have a more easily computable criterion. It turns out such a thing is
available.

.Definition (Decreasing rearrangement)
Given a measurable function f on a measure space (E,Σ,µ), we define its
decreasing rearrangement to be the function f ∗ : [0,∞) 7→ [0,∞) defined by
the expression

f ∗(t) def= inf{s ∈ [0,∞) | µ({|f | > s}) ≤ t}. �
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. (Decreasing rearrangement explained) The notion of decreasing ar-
rangement is based on the definition of the Lebesgue integral. In defining
the Lebesgue integral as the “area under the curve”, we slice the “area” hori-
zontally (as opposed to Riemann integration where we slice vertically), each
of the slices correspond to the superlevel set {|f | > s} for some s ∈ [0,∞). We
then sum over all possible “heights” s the corresponding areas µ({|f | > s})
to obtain the integral. Lebesgue integral is by definition compatible with
Cavalieri’s principle: horizontally moving the slices maintains the Lebesgue
integral of the function. Now imagine our original measure space to be
E = [0,∞), with Σ the Borel σ -algebra and µ the Lebesgue measure. The
decreasing rearrangement of a measurable function f then is formed by
pushing each of the superlevel sets as far to the left as possible, so they sit
right against the vertical axis. This forces the resulting function f ∗ to be
monotonically decreasing, and hence the name.

For general measure spaces, the definition above produces f ∗ which is
equimeasure, in the sense that the Lebesgue measure of the superlevel sets∣∣∣{|f ∗| > s}∣∣∣ = µ({|f | > s}) is equal to the measure of the superlevel sets of the
original function. This implies that

‖f ‖Lp = ‖f ∗‖Lp

when the left is measured with µ and the right is measured with the
Lebesgue measure.

How fast is the growth and decay of f ∗ when f ∈ Lp? This can be
answered by Chebyshev’s inequality which can be written in the form

f ∗(t)t
1
p ≤ ‖f ‖Lp (.)

for any f ∈ Lp. ¶

. Proposition
If f ∈ L1 +L∞, then K(τ,f ;L1,L∞) =

∫ τ
0 f
∗(t) dt. �

Proof Observe the following elementary fact: if a,b,c,d are non-negative
numbers and a+ b ≥ c + d, then at least one of a ≥ c and b ≥ d is true. An
immediate consequence of this fact is that if f = f0 + f1 is the sum of two
measurable functions, and s = s0 + s1 is a sum of two non-negative reals,
then

µ({|f | > s}) ≤ µ({|f0| > s0}) +µ({|f1| > s1}).
From this we derive that for any θ ∈ (0,1]

f ∗(t) ≤ f ∗0 ((1−θ)t) + f ∗1 (θt). (.)
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So

τ∫
0

f ∗(t) dt ≤
τ∫

0

f ∗0 ((1−θ)t) dt +

τ∫
0

f ∗1 (θt) dt

≤
∞∫

0

f ∗0 ((1−θ)t) dt +

τ∫
0

f ∗1 (θt) dt

≤ 1
1−θ

∥∥∥f ∗0 ∥∥∥L1 + τ
∥∥∥f ∗1 ∥∥∥L∞ .

The inequality holds for any θ ∈ (0,1] and any f0 ∈ L1 and f1 ∈ L∞. This
means that

τ∫
0

f ∗(t) dt ≤ K(τ,f ;L1,L∞). (.)

For the reverse inequality, choose

f1(x) =

f (x) |f (x)| ≤ f ∗(τ)
s · sgn(f ) |f (x)| > f ∗(τ)

, f0(x) = f (x)− f1(x).

We have that f0 ∈ L1 and f1 ∈ L∞ with ‖f1‖L∞ = f ∗(τ). Note that by construc-
tion f ∗ = f ∗0 + f ∗1 , and so

τ∫
0

f ∗(t) dt =

τ∫
0

f ∗0 (t) dt +

τ∫
0

f ∗1 (t) dt.

By construction f ∗1 (t) = f ∗(τ) for all t < τ , so the second term in the integral
is exactly τ‖f1‖L∞ . Also by construction f ∗0 (t) = 0 for all t > τ , so the first
integral is exactly ‖f0‖L1 . This shows that

K(τ,f ;L1,L∞) ≤ ‖f0‖L1 + τ‖f1‖L∞ =

τ∫
0

f ∗(t) dt

and the proposition is proved. �

The following corollary is immediate using the definitions (.) and
(.) of real interpolation spaces.
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. Corollary
For q <∞, a function f ∈ Lpq if and only if

∞∫
0

t 1
p−1

t∫
0

f ∗(s) ds


q

dt
t
<∞.

Furthermore, a function f ∈ Lp∞ if and only if

sup
t
t

1
p−1

t∫
0

f ∗(s) ds <∞.
�

. Lemma (Standard characterization of Lorentz spaces)
f ∈ Lpq if and only if the function t 7→ t

1
p f ∗(t) is in Lq([0,∞), t−1dt). �

Proof The lemma boils down to showing that t
1
p f ∗(t) is in Lq(t−1dt) if and

only if the function g(t) = t
1
p−1 ∫ t

0 f
∗(s) ds is in Lq(t−1dt). First note that

since f ∗(t) is decreasing, 1
t

∫ t
0 f
∗(s) ds ≥ f ∗(t), and hence the implication⇐

is immediate.
For the implication⇒, we first perform a change of variables to write

g(t) = t
1
p

1∫
0

f ∗(ts) ds.

Minkowski’s inequality then implies

‖g(t)‖Lq(t−1dt) ≤
1∫

0


∞∫

0

t
q
p [f ∗(ts)]q

dt
t


1
q

ds.

A second change of variables implies

‖g(t)‖Lq(t−1dt) ≤
1∫

0

s−
1
p


∞∫

0

t
q
p [f ∗(t)]q

dt
t


1
q

ds =
p

p − 1

∥∥∥∥t 1
p f ∗(t)

∥∥∥∥
Lq(t−1dt)

as desired. �
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. Remark
Observe that t−1dt is essentially the Haar measure on the Lie group (R+, ·),
the mapping

f ∗(t) 7→ t−1

t∫
0

f ∗(τ) dτ

can actually be expressed as a convolution. One way to see this would be to
take the exponential change of variables σ = ln t to rewrite f ∗ as a function
of σ ∈ R. Then the fact that ‖g‖Lq .

∥∥∥t1/pf ∗(t)∥∥∥
Lq

can be seen alternatively
as a consequence of Young’s inequality Corollary . for convolutions. �

. Corollary (Marcinkiewicz)
. For p ∈ (1,∞), the space Lpp = Lp.

. As consequence: suppose p0 , p1 and both are in (1,∞] and q0,q1 ∈
(1,∞]. Take T to be a sublinear mapping (see Remark .) that is
bounded from Lpi → L

qi
∞ (i = 0,1). Then for any θ ∈ (0,1) such that

1
p

=
1−θ
p0

+
θ
p1

1
q

=
1−θ
q0

+
θ
q1

p ≤ q

we have T is bounded from Lp to Lq. �

. Remark
In the statement of the previous corollary we took L∞∞ = L∞ by convention.

The requirement that p ≤ q is due to the fact that our theorem on real
interpolation would actually imply that, for any r ∈ (1,∞) that the mapping
T is bounded from the Lorentz space Lpr to Lqr , without the restriction on
p ≤ q. However, we further have that when r ≤ q the embedding Lqr ⊂ L

q
q

is continuous. So when p ≤ q we can take r = p and get that T : Lp = Lpp→
L
q
p ⊂ L

q
q = Lq.

Lastly, the lower bound p > 1 is not necessary; one can define the Lorentz
space Lpq by interpolation between Lp0 and L∞, with q > p0, for any p0 > 0
(in particular p0 < 1), using essentially the same definition as was given
above. With minor changes all of the above computations go through (just
need to keep track of more indices). This allows extending the definition of
Lorentz spaces to Lpq with p ≤ 1. The problem however is that the Lp0 space
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in the definition is not a normed space: the Lp0 “norm” fails the triangle
inequality and is only a quasinorm. As a consequence, the Lorentz spaces
with p ≤ 1 are also only quasi-normed spaces (as opposed to the case p > 1
where the functionals given in Corollary . are norms when q <∞). We
will in general not be working with these quasi-normed spaces, except that
the Marcinkiewicz Theorem with the edge case of mappings T : L1→ L1

∞ is
frequently useful. �

.Definition (Weak-Lp spaces)
The (quasi-normed) spaces Lp∞ for p ∈ (0,∞) or usually referred to as the
weak-Lp spaces. They are characterized by

sup
t∈[0,∞)

t
1
p f ∗(t) <∞.

�

Let us move on to the interpolation of another frequently used family
of spaces.

. (Sequence spaces) Fix λ > 1. Let p0,p1 ∈ [1,∞) and consider as the
space X0 the space of sequences a = (an)n∈Z such that

‖a‖X0

def=

∑
n∈Z

λnp0 |an|p0


1
p0

<∞,

and X1 the space of sequences such that

‖a‖X1

def=

∑
n∈Z
|an|p1


1
p1

<∞.

What is Xθ,q?
Let us begin with the case p0 = p1 = 1. We claim that

K(t,a;X0,X1) =
blogλ tc∑
n=−∞

λn|an| +
∞∑

n=dlogλ te
t|an| =

∑
n∈Z

min(λn, t)|an|.

For the ≤, observe that we can write a = b+c, where bn = an if n ≤ logλ t and
zero otherwise. Then putting b ∈ X0 and c ∈ X1 we clearly have the desired
inequality. For the ≥, suppose a = b+ c with b ∈ X0 and c ∈ X1, then by the
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The computations here are
directly analogous to the
computations in the proof of
Lemma .. The
“convolution-like” structure is
clearer, since the discretization
effectively implements the
required change of variables
from a multiplicative group to
an additive group.

triangle inequality we have

blogλ tc∑
n=−∞

λn|an| +
∞∑

n=dlogλ te
t|an| ≤

blogλ tc∑
n=−∞

λn|bn| +
∞∑

n=dlogλ te
t|bn| +

blogλ tc∑
n=−∞

λn|cn| +
∞∑

n=dlogλ te
t|cn|

≤ ‖b‖X0
+ t‖c‖X1

and the claim follows after taking infimums.
We can discretize K by taking comparisons: we have that for t ∈

[λk ,λk+1] that∑
λmin(n,k)|an| ≤ K(t,a;X0,X1) ≤ λ

∑
λmin(n,k)|an|.

So we can approximate

∞∫
0

(
t−θK(t,a)

)q dt
t
≈

∑
k∈Z

λ−kqθ
∑
n∈Z

λmin(n,k)|an|

q .
The inner sum we can rewrite to be∑

n∈Z
λmin(n,k)|an| = λk

∑
n∈Z

min(λn,1)|an+k |.

This gives us

∞∫
0

(
t−θK(t,a)

)q dt
t
≈

∑
k∈Z

λkq(1−θ)

∑
n∈Z

λmin(n,0)|an+k |

q .
We claim that in fact

∞∫
0

(
t−θK(t,a)

)q dt
t
≈

∑
k∈Z

λkq(1−θ)|ak |q. (.)

For ≥ it suffices to note that |ak | ≤
∑
n∈Zλ

min(n,0)|an+k |. For ., we use
Minkowski’s inequality to get∑

k∈Z
λkq(1−θ)

∑
n∈Z

λmin(n,0)|an+k |

q


1
q

≤
∑
n∈Z

λmin(n,0)

∑
k∈Z

λkq(1−θ)|an+k |q


1
q

.
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Another change of variable in the inner sum gives us

=
∑
n∈Z

λmin(n,0)λn(θ−1)

∑
k∈Z

λkq(1−θ)|ak |q


1
q

.

Noting that for n < 0 we have min(n,0) +n(θ − 1) = nθ < 0 and for n > 0 we
have min(n,0) +n(θ − 1) = n(θ − 1) < 0 we get that∑

n∈Z
λmin(n,0)+n(θ−1)

converges for every θ ∈ (0,1). And our claim is proved.
Now, define the homogeneous sequence spaces ˚̀p

s for p ∈ [1,∞) and
s ∈R to be the space of sequences a = (an)n∈Z such that

‖a‖ ˚̀p
s

def=

∑
n∈Z

2spn|an|p


1
p

<∞. (.)

Our discussion above shows that

( ˚̀1
0 ,

˚̀1
s )θ,q = ˚̀q

sθ .

So by the Reiteration Lemma we conclude that

( ˚̀p0
s0 ,

˚̀p1
s1 )θ,q = ˚̀q

s (.)

where s = (1−θ)s0 +θs1. Minor modifications of the above argument shows
also that for the norm

‖a‖ ˚̀∞
s

def= sup
n∈Z

2sn|an| (.)

the equality of (.) can be extended for p0,p1, and possibly q taking∞ as
value. ¶

The above discussion on sequence spaces implies immediately that the
homogeneous Besov spaces B̊s,pq have the interpolation relationship

(B̊s0,pq0 , B̊
s1,p
q1 )θ,q = B̊s,pq

whenever s = (1 − θ)s0 + θs1. It should be clear that instead of using se-
quences indexed by Z, if we index by N, the analogous sequence space
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See Chapter  of Bergh and
Löfström, Interpolation
spaces. An introduction for
proofs of the Sobolev and Besov
space interpolation results.

estimates will also hold, thereby implying the same result for the inhomo-
geneous Besove spaces.

More refined computations (combining the results concerning Lebesgue
and Lorentz spaces with that of sequence spaces, together with some other
powerful technical results from general interpolation theory) gives us the
following interpolation relationships between Sobolev and Besov spaces,
which we state without proof for the inhomogeneous Sobolev and Besov
spaces. We include also several embedding theorems (including Sobolev
embedding). The analogous interpolation results are also true for the
homogeneous versions.

. Theorem (Relation between Besov and Sobolev spaces)
Throughout, s, s0, s1 ∈R and p,p0,p1,q,q0,q1 ∈ [1,∞] unless otherwise spec-
ified. θ is always in (0,1). When used, the notations s∗,p∗,q∗ denote the
values

s∗ = (1−θ)s0 +θs1,
1
p∗

=
1−θ
p0

+
θ
p1
, and

1
q∗

=
1−θ
q0

+
θ
q1
.

All function spaces are defined over Rd .

• B
s,p
q0 ⊂ B

s,p
q1 if q0 < q1.

• B
s,p
p ⊂W s,p ⊂ Bs,p2 if 1 < p ≤ 2.

• B
s,p
2 ⊂W s,p ⊂ Bs,pp if 2 ≤ p <∞.

• B
s0,p0
q0 ⊂ Bs1,p1

q1 provided that p0 ≤ p1, q0 ≤ q1, and s0 − d
p0

= s1 − d
p1

.

• (W s0,p,W s1,p)θ,q = Bs
∗,p
q if s0 , s1.

• (W s,p0 ,W s,p1 )θ,p∗ =W s,p∗ .

• (W s0,p0 ,W s1,p1 )[θ] =W s∗,p∗ if s0 , s1 and p0,p1 ∈ (1,∞). (Note that this
one uses complex interpolation.)

• (Bs0,pq0 ,B
s1,p
q1 )θ,q = Bs

∗,p
q if s0 , s1.

• (Bs,pq0 ,B
s,p
q1 )θ,q∗ = Bs,pq∗ .

• (Bs0,p0
q0 ,B

s1,p1
q1 )θ,p∗ = Bs

∗,p∗

q∗ provided s0 , s1 and p∗ = q∗.
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The two multi-linear theorems
can can be found as Theorem
.. and Exercise ..b in
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Interpolation spaces. An

introduction respectively. For
the latter theorem, we will only

be using cases where the
Banach spaces involved are

weighted Lp spaces and Lorentz
spaces, and in this case a

complete proof is given in
O’Neil, “Convolution operators

and L(p, q) spaces”.

• (Bs0,p0
q0 ,B

s1,p1
q1 )[θ] = B

s∗,p∗

q∗ provided s0 , s1. (Note that this one uses
complex interpolation.) �

. Exercise (Lp decay of wave)
Consider the solution to the linear wave equation

−∂2
ttφ+4φ = 0

with initial data φ(0,x) = φ0(x) and∂tφ(0,x) = 0. Recall from Theorem .
that ∣∣∣φ(t,x)

∣∣∣ ≤ C|t|− d−1
2

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
B̊
d+1

2 ,1
1

.

. Using the fundamental solution G(wave)
t (refer also to Exercise .)

and Plancherel’s identity (Proposition .), prove that∥∥∥φ(t,•)
∥∥∥
L2 ≤

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 .

. Using Exercise . and Theorem ., together with the previous
part, prove that for any p ∈ (1,2), there exists a constant Cp such that∥∥∥φ(t,•)

∥∥∥
Lp
′ ≤ Cp |t|

−(d−1)
(

1
p−

1
2

)∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
B̊

(d+1)( 1
p −

1
2 ),p

p

where p′ is given by (p′)−1 + p−1 = 1. �

Multilinear interpolation and Hardy-Littlewood-
Sobolev

So far the theory covered have been only applicable to linear and sublinear
mappings. The same techniques can be extended to multilinear operators, as
well as interpolation with more than  endpoints. We quote without proof
two results in this direction; the first using complex interpolation, and the
second using real interpolation.

. Theorem (Multilinear, two-endpoint interpolation)
Let A0,A1,B0,B1,C0,C1 be Banach spaces, and suppose that T is a bilinear
mapping satisfying the bounds

‖T (a,b)‖C0
≤M0‖a‖A0

‖b‖B0
(T : A0 ×B0→ C0)

‖T (a,b)‖C1
≤M1‖a‖A1

‖b‖B1
(T : A1 ×B1→ C1)
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The usual proof of the
Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev
estimate can be found in
Chapter , Section  of Stein,
Harmonic analysis:
real-variable methods,
orthogonality, and oscillatory
integrals.

hold, then for any θ ∈ [0,1],

‖T (a,b)‖C[θ]
≤M(1−θ)

0 Mθ
1 ‖a‖A[θ]

‖b‖B[θ]
(T : A[θ] ×B[θ]→ C[θ]). �

. Theorem (Multilinear, three-endpoint interpolation)
Let A0,A1,B0,B1,C0,C1 be Banach spaces, and suppose that T is a bilinear
mapping such that the bounds

‖T (a,b)‖C0
. ‖a‖A0

‖b‖B0
(T : A0 ×B0→ C0)

‖T (a,b)‖C1
. ‖a‖A0

‖b‖B1
(T : A0 ×B1→ C1)

‖T (a,b)‖C1
. ‖a‖A1

‖b‖B0
(T : A1 ×B0→ C1)

hold, then for θ,θA,θB ∈ (0,1), and p,q, r ∈ [1,∞] satisfying

θ = θA +θB, 1 ≤ 1
p

+
1
q
,

we have the estimate

‖T (a,b)‖Cθ,r . ‖a‖AθA,pr ‖b‖BθB,qr (T : AθA,pr ×BθB,qr → Cθ,r ). �

Let’s look at some of the consequence of the second theorem. A first
consequence of this theorem is the Hölder inequality for Lorentz spaces.
Letting A0 = B0 = C0 = L∞ and A1 = B1 = C1 = L1 in the above theorem, we
see that the mapping (f ,g) 7→ f g is indeed from L1×L∞→ L1 and L∞×L∞→
L∞. The above theorem implies, together with our Definition ., that the
multiplication operation also satisfies

‖f g‖Lpq . ‖f ‖Lp0
q0
‖g‖Lp1

q1
(.)

whenever
1
p

=
1
p0

+
1
p1
,

1
q
≤ 1
q0

+
1
q1
.

A second consequence is a remarkably simple proof of the Hardy-
Littlewood-Sobolev fractional integration estimate. This same estimate is
frequently proven in textbooks using maximal functions estimates, which
uses the geometric structure of Euclidean spaces through the Vitali cover-
ing lemma. Here we can obtain the estimate as a real interpolation version
of Young’s inequality Corollary ..
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. Theorem (Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev)
Given f ∈ Lp0

q0 and g ∈ Lp1
q1 , such that (q0)−1 + (q1)−1 = q−1 < 1, and p−1 =

(p0)−1 + (p1)−1 − 1 satisfies p,p0,p1 ∈ (1,∞), we have

‖f ∗ g‖Lpq . ‖f ‖Lp0
q0
‖g‖Lp1

q1
. �

Proof Observe that the convolution mapping (f ,g) 7→ f ∗ g is symmetric
in f and g and satisfies trivially

‖f ∗ g‖L1 ≤ ‖f ‖L1‖g‖L1 , ‖f ∗ g‖L∞ ≤ ‖f ‖L1‖g‖L∞ .

So we can apply the multilinear interpolation theorem with A0 = B0 = C0 =
L1 and A1 = B1 = C1 = L∞ with θ = 1− 1/p to get the desired conclusion. �

Now, consider the function kγ (x) = |x|−γ for γ ∈ (0,d). The function

just barely fails to be in Ld/γ , but it is in fact in L
d/γ
∞ (in other words in

weak-Ld/γ ). The Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality immediately implies∥∥∥kγ ∗ f ∥∥∥Lpq . ‖f ‖Lrq (.)

where q ∈ (1,∞] and
1
p

=
1
r

+
γ

d
− 1 > 0.

Noticing that since γ
d − 1 < 0, necessarily p > r and so we have∥∥∥kγ ∗ f ∥∥∥Lp =

∥∥∥kγ ∗ f ∥∥∥Lpp . ∥∥∥kγ ∗ f ∥∥∥Lpr . ‖f ‖Lrr = ‖f ‖Lr (.)

which is the classical statement of the fractional integration inequality of
Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev.

. Exercise (Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev: lower bound is sharp)
In the statement (.), which follows from Theorem ., the restriction on
p0 in the hypothesis of the theorem translates to γ ∈ (0,d). The restriction
on p1 requies r ∈ (1,∞). Show that the inequality cannot be extended to
r = 1. That is to say, find a function f ∈ L1 such that kγ ∗ f < Ld/γ . �

. Remark (Fractional integration)
The operation of convolving a function against kγ is called a fractional
integration. Observe first that in the case d > 2 and γ = d−2, the function kγ
is proportional to the Newton potential, so that up to a constant∆(kd−2∗f ) =
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cf . In other words, one can think of convolving by kd−2 as the same as
acting by the inverse of the Laplacian.

More generally, for γ ∈ (0,d), we have that kγ is a locally integrable
function, and so for any function f ∈ S the integral

∫
R
d kγ (x)f (x) dx is

well-defined and kγ in fact represents an element of S ′ . In this case, what
is its Fourier transform? Going back to Proposition . we see that kγ (x) is
homogeneous, and so Sλkγ (x) = λd/2|λx|−γ = λd/2−γkγ (x). And so we expect

λ−d/2k̂γ (λ−1x) = λd/2−γ k̂γ (x).

For this to hold we must have k̂γ (x) ∝ |x|γ−d . For γ ∈ (0,d) this can in fact
be justified rigorously, and therefore we have that

F [kγ ∗ f ](ξ) ∝ k̂γ (ξ)f̂ (ξ) ∝ |x|γ−d f̂ (ξ),

so kγ corresponds to a Fourier multiplier that behaves like the inverse of
taking d − γ derivatives, and hence they are called fractional integration
operators. �

Strichartz estimates

We now turn to one of the most useful results in the study of dispersive
equations. Returning to the statements in Exercise . and Exercise .,
we see that measuring the solution at a fixed time in Lq for q ∈ [2,∞), we
get different decay rates depending on q. The decay rates are however
homogeneous: that they are of the power type |t|−γ . Now, functions of the
form |t|−γ are not in Lp(R) for any p; the closest we get is that for p = γ−1

the function is almost in Lp, in fact, in weak-Lp. Recalling however that
the Lq decay estimates are obtained by interpolation from the conservation
of mass and the L1–L∞ decay estimates, one can ask whether we can do
the interpolation better, in view of weak-type interpolation results such
as Corollary ., to get results where the decay in t is measured in an
integral (Lp) norm, rather than a pointwise norm. This turns out to be
possible, through combining the pointwise-in-time decay results with the
Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality, together with an abstract functional
analytic technique called the T T ∗ method.

. (The T T ∗ method) Let H denote a Hilbert space, and Y some reflex-
ive Banach space. Suppose we are given a bounded linear operator

T :H → Y .
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Its adjoint (transpose) operator is then the bounded linear operator

T ∗ : Y ∗→H ∗ =H

defined by 〈T ∗y,h〉 = 〈y,T h〉; we used that Hilbert spaces are their own
duals, and abuse the notation 〈,〉 to denote both the duality pairing and
also the inner product for the Hilbert space. This means that

T T ∗ : Y ∗→ Y

is again a bounded linear operator. We can compute the norms of these
three operators.

The definition of operator norm is given by

‖T ‖H→Y = sup
‖h‖H=1

‖T h‖Y .

Putting in the dual characterisation of the Y norm we get

‖T ‖H→Y = sup
‖h‖H=1

sup
‖y‖Y ∗=1

〈y,T h〉 = sup
‖h‖H=1

sup
‖y‖Y ∗=1

〈T ∗y,h〉 = ‖T ∗‖Y ∗→H ,

showing the well-known result that the operator norm of an operator and
that of its adjoint are the same. By taking the composition we have that
‖T T ∗‖Y ∗→Y ≤ ‖T ‖2H→Y . On the other hand,

‖T ‖Y ∗→Y = sup
‖y‖Y ∗=1=‖z‖Y ∗

〈z,T T ∗y〉 = sup
‖y‖Y ∗=1=‖z‖Y ∗

〈T ∗z,T ∗y〉

≥ sup
‖y‖Y ∗=1

〈T ∗y,T ∗y〉 = ‖T ∗‖2Y ∗→H .

So we have shown that in fact, ‖T T ∗‖Y ∗→Y = ‖T ‖2H→Y .
The basic idea of the T T ∗ method is this: in many situations, we are

given an operator T that acts on some Hilbert space H . In this situation, in
order to show that it maps H boundedly into a reflexive Banach space Y ,
it suffices to study the operator T T ∗ and show that it acts boundedly from
Y ∗→ Y . Moreover, this can be reduced to proving the bilinear estimate

〈z,T T ∗y〉 . ‖z‖Y ∗
∥∥∥y∥∥∥

Y ∗
. ¶

In what follows we will assume that our Hilbert space H = L2(Rd), and
all duality pairings will be with respect to the L2 pairing. Given a Banach
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space X of functions on R
d in which S (Rd) is dense, we denote by the

space LpX (for 1 ≤ p < ∞) the space of functions on R
d+1 given by the

closure of S (Rd+1) with respect to the norm

‖Φ‖LpX
def=


∫
R

‖Φ(t,•)‖pX dt


1
p

. (.)

We state an abstract Strichartz-type estimate.

. Theorem (“Abstract Strichartz”)
Let U (t) for t ∈ R denote an uniformly bounded one parameter family of
linear operators mapping L2 → L2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space of
functions on R

d , such that S (Rd) is dense in both X and X∗. Suppose
there exists γ ∈ (0,1) such that for every f ∈S (Rd), and every t, t′ ∈R, the
inequality ∥∥∥U (t)U ∗(t′)f

∥∥∥
X∗
.

C

|t − t′ |γ
‖f ‖X

holds. Then

‖U (t)f ‖
L

2
γ X∗
. ‖f ‖L2∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

∫
R

U ∗(t)Φ(t,•) dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
L2

. ‖Φ‖
L

2
2−γ X

�

Proof As usual it suffices to prove things using Schwartz functions. We
begin by noting that∣∣∣�

R
2

〈U (t)U ∗(t′)Ψ (t′),Φ(t)〉 dt dt′
∣∣∣ .�

R
2

1
|t − t′ |γ

∥∥∥Ψ (t′)
∥∥∥
X
‖Φ(t)‖X dt dt′ .

We wish to apply (.) on fractional integration. To do so we need to use
the case where p and r in the inequality are conjugate exponents. That is
to say, we need both p−1 + r−1 = 1 with p > r and also p−1 = r−1 +γ − 1 from
Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev. This means that p = 2/γ and r = 2/(2−γ). With
these values we have the bilinear estimate∣∣∣�

R
2

〈U (t)U ∗(t′)Ψ (t′),Φ(t)〉 dt dt′
∣∣∣ . ‖Ψ ‖

L
2

2−γ X
‖Φ‖

L
2

2−γ X
. (.)
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Now, take the operator T to be the mapping

(T f )(t,x) = [U (t)f ](x)

and T ∗ to be

(T ∗Φ)(x) =
∫
R

U ∗(t)Φ(t,x) dt.

The estimate (.) reads that for every Φ ,Ψ ∈ L2/(2−γ)X ∩S (Rd+1), the
inequality 〈T T ∗Ψ ,Φ〉 . ‖Ψ ‖L2/(2−γ)X‖Φ‖L2/(2−γ)X holds. By density it holds
for all such functions, and setting Ψ = Φ we recover, through the T T ∗

method that T ∗ : L2/(2−γ)X→ L2(Rd) is bounded, and so T is bounded from
L2 to L2/γX∗. �

. Remark
Note that the proof of (.) is based on essentially a pointwise comparison.
And hence we also have the following version: let $ : R2 → C be any
function that satisfies |$| ≤ 1, then∣∣∣�

R
2

$(t′ , t)〈U (t)U ∗(t′)Ψ (t′),Φ(t)〉 dt dt′
∣∣∣ . ‖Ψ ‖

L
2

2−γ X
‖Φ‖

L
2

2−γ X
. (.)

Taking, for example, $(t′ , t) = 1 when t′ ∈ [0, t] and 0 otherwise, we con-
clude from this

∥∥∥ t∫
0

U (t)U ∗(t′)Ψ (t′) dt′
∥∥∥
L

2
γ X∗
. ‖Ψ ‖

L
2

2−γ X
, (.)

an inequality that can be useful for applications to inhomogeneous and
nonlinear problems. �

. Corollary (Strichartz for Schrödinger)
Let φ(t,x) solve Schrödinger’s equation with initial data φ0(x). Then∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

L

4p
d(p−2)
t L

p
x

.
∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2

for any p ∈ (2, 2d
d−2 ). �

Proof By Exercise ., we have that∥∥∥φ(t,•)
∥∥∥
Lp
≤ C|t|−

d
2 (1− 2

p )∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
Lp
′ .
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Ref. .: “Summary of decay
of solutions to the wave
equation”

Ref. .: “Decay estimates for
Littlewood-Paley projected
wave kernel”

Maybe at this point I should
introduce Bernstein’s inequality
and use this to get the Lp

instead of the Besov versions?

So we can take in Theorem . that X = Lp
′

and γ = d
2 (1− 2

p ). This implies
the result immediately. �

The application to Schrödinger equation is rather straightforward, as
the natural dispersive estimate already interpolates to statements about
mappings from Lp to Lp

′
. For the wave equation the situation is how-

ever more complicated: we need to rephrase our dispersive estimate in a
more suitable form than that of Theorem .. Let φ0,φ1 ∈ S , and let
φ(t,x) solve the linear wave equation with initial data φ(0,x) = φ0(x) and
∂tφ(0,x) = φ1(x). Observe that in the statement of Theorem ., we need
to get some control on U (t) as mapping from some space X to its dual.
The initial value problem for the wave equation however has two initial
data points, the initial position φ0 and the initial velocity φ1. So to make
it amenable to our abstract theorem, instead of considering simply the
solution operator (φ0,φ1) 7→ φ, it is better to consider the mapping of pairs

U (t) : (φ0,φ1) 7→ (φ(t),∂tφ(t)). (.)

We get our estimate for the operator U (t) from Remark ..
Noting that the Littlewood-Paley projectors commute with the funda-

mental solutionG(wave)
t , we have that the function ∆kφ(t,x) solves the linear

wave equation with initial data ∆kφ0 and ∆kφ1. Therefore we have that∥∥∥∆kφ(t,•)
∥∥∥
L∞
. 2k(d+1)/2|t|−(d−1)/2

(∥∥∥∆kφ0

∥∥∥
L1 + 2−k

∥∥∥∆kφ1

∥∥∥
L1

)
.

Conservation of energy gives however∥∥∥∆kφ(t,•)
∥∥∥
L2 ≈

∥∥∥∆kφ0

∥∥∥
L2 + 2−k

∥∥∥∆kφ1

∥∥∥
L2 .

Similarly, for ∂tφ, we find∥∥∥∆k∂tφ(t,•)
∥∥∥
L∞
. 2k(d+1)/2|t|−(d−1)/2

(
2k

∥∥∥∆kφ0

∥∥∥
L1 +

∥∥∥∆kφ1

∥∥∥
L1

)
,∥∥∥∆k∂tφ(t,•)

∥∥∥
L2 ≈ 2k

∥∥∥∆kφ0

∥∥∥
L2 +

∥∥∥∆kφ1

∥∥∥
L2 .

Complex interpolation between the two sets gives that with θ = 2/p and
1/p′ + 1/p = 1 we have∥∥∥∆kφ(t,•)

∥∥∥
Lp

+ 2−k
∥∥∥∆k∂tφ(t,•)

∥∥∥
Lp
.

2
k
2 (d+1)(1−θ)|t|−(d−1)(1−θ)/2

(∥∥∥∆kφ0

∥∥∥
Lp
′ + 2−k

∥∥∥∆kφ1

∥∥∥
Lp
′
)
.
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In particular, Bernstein says
that for the

2−ks‖∆kΦ‖p . ‖∆kΦ‖q for
s = d(1/q − 1/p). This actually

gives the correct proof for the
Exercise below; and this gives

the correct range for the
Strichartz estimates for wave;

the corollary here is a bit off.

Check Bergh and Lofstrom to
see if the homogeneous versions

of the Sobolev theorems
actually incorporates the

Bernstein versions.

Therefore we have that for

γ = (d − 1)(
1
2
− 1
p

),
1
p

+
1
p′

= 1 s =
d + 1

2

(
1
2
− 1
p

)
, (.)

we have

2−ks
∥∥∥∥∆k (φ(t,•), |∇|−1∂tφ(t,•)

)∥∥∥∥
Lp
. 2ks |t|−γ

∥∥∥∆k(φ0, |∇|−1φ1)
∥∥∥
Lp
′ .

To simplify notation, we can write Φ0 = (φ0, |∇|−1φ1) and Φ = (φ, |∇|−1∂tφ).
Our decay estimate can be written then as

‖Φ(t,•)‖B̊−s,pq
. |t|−γ‖Φ0‖B̊s,p′q

(.)

for every q ∈ [1,∞]. Now we are ready to state the Strichartz estimate for
wave equations.

. Corollary (Strichartz for wave)
Let s and γ be defined as in (.), such that γ ∈ (0,1) (in other words,

p ∈ (2, 2(d−1)
d−3 ) for d > 3 and p ∈ (2,∞) for d = 2,3), then∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

L
2
γ B̊
−s,p
2

+
∥∥∥∂tφ∥∥∥

L
2
γ B̊
−s−1,p
2

.
∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
B̊0,2

2
+
∥∥∥φ1

∥∥∥
B̊−1,2

2
.

�

Proof We apply the abstract Strichartz estimate Theorem . with X =

B̊
s,p′

2 . We use the fact that for p,q ∈ (1,∞) we have that the dual space fo

B̊
s,p′
q is B̊−s,pq′ where 1/p + 1/p′ = 1/q + 1/q′ = 1. The theorem then follows

from (.) after noting that

‖Φ0‖L2 = ‖Φ0‖B̊0,2
2
≈

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
B̊0,2

2
+
∥∥∥φ1

∥∥∥
B̊−1,2

2

by definition of Φ0. �

. Exercise
. Combining Corollary . and Theorem ., we can pick up as a

consequence ∥∥∥φ∥∥∥
LrLq
.

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
B̊0,2

2
+
∥∥∥φ1

∥∥∥
B̊−1,2

2
;

determine the range of allowable (r,q) in the above inequality based
on (.).
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. Do the same as the previous part, except instead of bounding φ in
LrLq, bound ∂tφ in LrLq. �

In the remainder of this chapter we will discuss the so-called end-point
Strichartz estimates. Going back to the discussion of the abstract Strichartz
Theorem ., we see that we only allow γ ∈ (0,1). We ask: can there be
analogous estimates for γ = 0 or γ = 1?

The case γ = 0 is simple: looking at, for example, the case of Schrödinger
equation, we see that plugging in formally γ = 0 will require p = 2, and then
the estimate is nothing more than the conservation of mass

∥∥∥φ(t,•)
∥∥∥
L2 ≤∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 we already know about the solution. More generally, we expect

the case of a uniform bound in t to correspond to some sort of L2 based
conservation laws.

What about the case γ = 1? In fact frequently one can prove exactly
such an estimate. The proof relies on a clever use of both of the multilinear
interpolation theorems given in the previous section. We demonstrate the
case for Schrödinger equations, but similar results are also available for
other dispersive equations.

. Theorem (End-point Strichartz for Schrödinger)
Let d > 2. Let φ(t,x) solve Schrödinger’s equation with initial data φ0(x).
Then ∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

L2
t L

2d
d−2
x

.
∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 .

�

Proof Denote by U (t) the solution operator to Schrödinger equation. Let
µ = (µj )j∈Z be the sequence defined by

µj =
�

|t−t′ |∈[2j ,2j+1)

〈U (t)U ∗(t′)Ψ (t′),Φ(t)〉 dt dt′ .

Let’s estimate µj in two different ways.
First, by the uniform decay estimate in Corollary ., we have

〈U (t)U ∗(t′)Ψ (t′),Φ(t)〉 .
∣∣∣t − t′∣∣∣−d/2∥∥∥Ψ (t′)

∥∥∥
L1‖Φ(t)‖L1 .

And so by Cauchy-Schwarz we get∣∣∣µj ∣∣∣ . 2j(1−
d
2 )‖Φ‖L2

t L
1‖Ψ ‖L2

t L
1 . (.)
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Similarly, from the conservation of energy we have that

〈U (t)U ∗(t′)Ψ (t′),Φ(t)〉 ≤
∥∥∥Ψ (t′)

∥∥∥
L2‖Φ(t)‖L2

and so ∣∣∣µj ∣∣∣ . 2j‖Φ‖L2
t L

2‖Ψ ‖L2
t L

2 . (.)

Next, rewrite the integration for µj , bringing in the integral inside the
bilinear pairing to get

µj =
�
R

2

χj (t − t′)〈U (t)U ∗(t′)Ψ (t′),Φ(t)〉 dt dt′

=
∫
R

〈
U ∗(t′)Ψ (t′),

∫
R

U ∗(t)[χj (t − t′)Φ(t)] dt
〉

dt′

where χj (s) is equal to 1 when |s| ∈ [2j ,2j+1) and 0 otherwise. Now evaluate
the pairing as the L2-L2 pairing, and we have

∣∣∣µj ∣∣∣ ≤ ∫
R

∥∥∥U ∗(t′)Ψ (t′)
∥∥∥
L2

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫
R

U ∗(t)[χj (t − t′)Φ(t)] dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
L2

dt′ .

Now, noting thatU ∗(t′) acts boundedly on L2, we have that ‖U ∗(t′)Ψ (t′)‖L2 .
‖Ψ (t′)‖L2 (the constant is in fact 1 in the case of Schrödinger). So we can
perform a Cauchy-Schwarz to get

∣∣∣µj ∣∣∣ ≤ ‖Ψ ‖L2
t L

2 ·

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫
R

U ∗(t)[χj (t −•)Φ(t)] dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
L2
t′L

2

.

Let us examine the second term on the right. By Theorem ., we have for
any p ∈ (2, 2d

d−2 ) the estimate∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫
R

U ∗(t)g(t) dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
L2

. ‖g‖L2/(2−γ)Lp
′

where γ = d( 1
2 −

1
p ) ∈ (0,1). In particular, 2/(2 − γ) ∈ (1,2). Applying this

to our expression we note that we should set g(t) = χ(t − t′)Φ(t) which has
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compact support in t. And hence we can apply Hölder’s inequality to get∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫
R

U ∗(t)χ(t − t′)Φ(t) dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
L2

.
∥∥∥χ(t − t′)

∥∥∥
L

2/(1−γ)
t

∥∥∥χ(t′ −•)Φ
∥∥∥
L2
t L
p′

. 2j(1−γ)/2


∫
R

χ(s)
∥∥∥Φ(s+ t′)

∥∥∥2
Lp
′ ds


1
2

. (.)

Integrating this quantity squred in t′ gives∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫
R

U ∗(t)[χj (t −•)Φ(t)] dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

L2
t′L

2

. 2j(1−γ)
�
R

2

χ(s)
∥∥∥Φ(s+ t′)

∥∥∥2
Lp
′ ds dt′ .

Performing the integral in t′ first (by Fubini) we get finally∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫
R

U ∗(t)[χj (t −•)Φ(t)] dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
L2
t′L

2

. 2j(2−γ)/2‖Φ‖L2
t L
p′ .

And we finally conclude that∣∣∣µj ∣∣∣ . 2j(2−γ)/2‖Ψ ‖L2
t L

2‖Φ‖L2
t L
p′ . (.)

Quite clearly the same estimate holds with the roles of Ψ and Φ swapped.
Summarizing (.), (.), and (.), we have that the mapping

(Ψ ,Φ) 7→ µj

maps to R from

• L2
t L

1 ×L2
t L

1 with norm 2j(1−
d
2 );

• L2
t L

2 ×L2
t L
q, where q ∈ ( 2d

d+2 ,2], with norm 2j(1+ d
4−

d
2q );

• similarly from L2
t L
q ×L2

t L
2.

Interpolating using Theorem . we get that (when d > 2) for any q ∈
( 2d
d+2 ,2], we also have that the mapping maps

L2
t L
p0 ×L2

t L
p1 →R with norm 2jβ
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where
p0 =

1

1− θ2
, p1 =

1

1−θ + θ
q

and

β = 1− d
2

+θ
d
4

+θ
d
2
−θ d

2q
= 1 +

d
2

(
1− 1

p0
− 1
p1

)
.

In particular, we see that there exists some ε > 0 such that for every

(p0)−1, (p1)−1 ∈
[
d + 2
2d
− ε, d + 2

2d
+ ε

]
(.)

we have the estimate∣∣∣µj ∣∣∣ . 2jβ(p0,p1)‖Ψ ‖L2
t L
p0 ‖Φ‖L2

t L
p1 , β(p0,p1) = 1 +

d
2

(
1− 1

p0
− 1
p1

)
. (.)

Note in particular that β( 2d
d+2 ,

2d
d+2 ) = 0.

Now, consider the bilinear mapping (Ψ ,Φ) 7→ µ, where µ is treated
as an element of a sequence space. Our estimate (.) implies that for
p0,p1 within the box defined by (.) that the mapping is bounded from
L2
t L
p0 ×L2

t L
p1 → ˚̀∞

−β(p0,p1). And here we can take advantage of Theorem .
and use a three-end-point interpolation.

We do so by first choosing two values

(p0)−1 =
d + 2
2d

+
ε
2
, (p1)−1 =

d + 2
2d
− ε

within the allowed box. We have that the mapping (Ψ ,Φ) 7→ µ is bounded
when consider as

L2
t L
p0 ×L2

t L
p0 → ˚̀∞

dε/2

L2
t L
p0 ×L2

t L
p1 → ˚̀∞

−dε/4

L2
t L
p1 ×L2

t L
p0 → ˚̀∞

−dε/4

(.)

So if we apply Theorem . with r = 1, p = q = 2, and θ = 2
3 with θA =

θB = 1
3 , we get that the mapping is a bounded mapping

(L2
t L
p0 ,L2

t L
p1 ) 1

3 ,2
× (L2

t L
p0 ,L2

t L
p1 ) 1

3 ,2
→ ˚̀1

0 (.)

using what we know about real interpolation of sequence spaces (see
Thought .).
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Observe that by construction

1−θA
p0

+
θA
p1

=
d + 2
2d

for our choice of θA = 1
3 . And so by our definition of Lorentz spaces we

have
(L2
t L
p0 ,L2

t L
p1 ) 1

3 ,2
= L2

t L
2d/(d+2)
2 ⊃ L2

t L
2d/(d+2)
2d/(d+2) = Lt2L

2d/(d+2)

where we used that 2d/(d + 2) < 2 and so we have the inclusion inequality
for Lorentz spaces. Finally, since∑

µj =
�
R

2

〈U (t)U ∗(t′)Ψ (t′),Φ(t)〉 dt dt′ ,

the boundedness (.) implies that∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫
R

U ∗(t)Φ(t) dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
L2

. ‖Φ‖L2
t L

2d/(d+2)

and by duality (seeing that (d + 2)/2d + (d − 2)/2d = 1) implies the desired
estimate. �
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Chapter 

Vector Field Method:
Another Approach to Decay

As we have already seen in the discussion between Theorem . and
Theorem ., there are multiple ways to approach proving dispersive
estimates. The Fourier integral method explained in the previous chapters
roughly corresponds to the “fundamental solution” method used to prove
Theorem .. In this chapter we will apply the ideas of the proof of
Theorem . to study the decay properties for the Schrödinger and wave
equations.

Our general strategy, following our discussion on the Vlasov equation,
consists of:

. First, examine the symmetries of the equation in terms of its commut-
ing vector fields. More precisely, we seek vector fields W such that if
φ solves the equation of interest, so does Wφ.

. Second, examine the symmetries of the equation in terms of its con-
servation laws.

. Third, prove space-time weighted Sobolev inequalities to convert
higher derivative estimates in integral norms to lower derivative
estimates in pointwise norms.

This method was originally developed by Klainerman to systematically
treat the decay properties of the wave equation. In the presentation below
we instead start with a version adapted to the Schrödinger equations. There
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John, Nonlinear wave
equations, formation of

singularities; Sogge, Lectures
on non-linear wave equations

are various technical simplifications in this situation which, it is hoped,
can make the overall strategy more transparent. The technically more
complicated case of the wave and Klein-Gordon equations is treated in
the second half of this chapter. Our treatment of the wave equation is
non-standard compared to what is available in the literature; in particular
our presentation relegates the wave equation estimates as a degenerate
case of those available for the Klein-Gordon equations. The advantage lies
in the somewhat shorter and unified presentation. The reader however
is encouraged to consult the textbooks of F. John and C. Sogge for the
standard presentations of the estimates available for the wave equations,
for that is the formulation used in most extant proofs of small-data global
well-posedness theorems in the context of quasilinear wave equations. The
method presented, as applied to the Klein-Gordon equations, is however
standard.

Schrödinger

The first step in the vector field method is finding differential operators that
commute with the equation. For the linear Schrödinger equation, which we
re-write as

∂tφ+ i4φ = 0, (.)

where φ : R1+d →C, we will use the operators

Wj = t∂xj +
i
2
xj . (.)

These operators are related to the Galilean boosts Gj use in the proof of
Theorem . and introduced in Thought .. If we employ the Wigner
transformation v 7→ i∇(x) as in the discussion surrounding (.), we would
have obtained Gj = t∂xj +∂vi 7→ t∂xj + ixj , which is off from our vector field
by a factor of two in the second term.

We can check by direct computation that

Wj (∂t + i4)φ = (∂t + i4)Wjφ.

This commutation relation can be understood in terms of the quantum
phase space described in the discussion about (.). For the linear Schrö-
dinger equation, we can think of it as the superposition of a bunch of waves
satisfying the dispersion relation

ω = |k|2.
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Ref. .: “Fourier transform
properties: differentiation”

That is to say, a solution to the linear Schrödinger equation can be viewed as
a measure defined on the hypersurface {ω = |k|2 | (ω,k) ∈R1+d}. Therefore
any transformation of the (ω,k) space that preserves the hypersurface
{ω = |k|2} gives rise to a transformation sending solutions to the linear
Schrödinger equation to other solutions.

Particular examples of such transformations are the infinitesimal trans-
formations given by vector fields tangent to the hypersurface, especially
those vector fields Ŵ satisfying Ŵ (ω − |k|2) = 0. Examples of these include
the vector fields

Ŵj = kj∂ω +
1
2
∂kj .

As the superposition principle (.) is nothing more than the Fourier
transform, we see that by Proposition . the frequency space operation Ŵj
corresponds precisely to the physical space operation Wj .

. Exercise
Another example of transformations that preserve solutions are multiplica-
tion by scalar functions in frequency space. Interpret these operations in
terms of Thought .. Furthermore, consider the coordinate scalars ω and
kj ; what are these operations in physical space? �

Using theWj operators, we can prove an analogue of (.) for Schrödinger
equations. Observe that by the fundamental theorem of calculus we have

∣∣∣φ(t,x)
∣∣∣2 =

∫
Rx

∂x1∂x2 · · ·∂xd (φφ) dy

where Rx = {y ∈Rd | yi ≤ xi} as before. We can rewrite in the form

∣∣∣φ(t,x)
∣∣∣2 =

1
td

∫
Rx

(t∂x1 )(t∂x2 ) · · · (t∂xd )(φφ) dy.

Next we use that

t∂xj (φψ) = φ · t∂xjψ +ψ · t∂xjφ

= φ · t∂xjψ −φ ·
i
2
xjψ +ψ · i

2
xjφ+ψ · t∂xjφ

= φWjψ +ψWjφ.
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And hence we have∣∣∣φ(t,x)
∣∣∣2 =

1
td

∑
α+β=(1,1,...1)

∫
Rx

W αφW βφ dy;

we note that α,β are multi-indices and that [Wi ,Wj ] = 0 so that the multi-
index notation is well-defined. Finally, by Cauchy-Schwarz we obtain the
global Sobolev inequality∣∣∣φ(t,x)

∣∣∣2 ≤ 1
td

∑
α+β=(1,1,...1)

∥∥∥W αφ
∥∥∥
L2(Rd )

∥∥∥W βφ
∥∥∥
L2(Rd )

. (.)

. Remark
The estimate (.) holds for any function with suitable regularity and
spatial decay, and not ust for solutions to the linear Schrödinger equation.
Its usefulness in studying the Schrödinger equation lies in the fact that W α

commutes with the Schrödinger flow, and so if φ solves (.) so does W αφ.
Therefore by the conservation of mass (L2) for the Schrödinger equation
(see Exercise .), the norm quantities on the right hand side of (.) are
constant in time, and are determined entirely by the initial data. This
in particular shows that, similar to the conclusion of Corollary ., that∣∣∣φ(t,x)

∣∣∣ decays like |t|d/2. �

For the remainder of this section we focus on sharpening the right hand
side of (.).

At first glance, one may think that (.) is much worse compared to
Corollary ., as in the latter the bound is in terms of merely the L1 norm
of the initial data and in the former Wj are first order differential operators.
However, notice that at t = 0 we have Wj = i

2x
j , and so writing φ0 for the

initial data of the solution φ, we have that∣∣∣φ(t,x)
∣∣∣2 ≤ 1

(2t)d

∑
α+β=(1,1,...1)

∥∥∥xαφ0

∥∥∥
L2(Rd )

∥∥∥xβφ0

∥∥∥
L2(Rd )

.

Having dealt with the regularity, we next consider the weight: for the
right hand side in the above expression to be finite, in the case when
α = (1,1, . . . ,1) we expect to require |x|dφ0(x) be L2 integrable, which would
indicate an asymptotic decay rate of φ0 ≈ o(|x|−3d/2) as |x| ↗ ∞. This
decay is stronger than a typical L1 decay rate of ≈ o(|x|−d), and suggests
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that our estimate is weaker, insofar as spatial decay is concerned, than
Corollary ..

However, we can improve the estimate by noting that by our assumption,
when |α| is large, the corresponding

∣∣∣β∣∣∣ must be small. We can balance the
two by taking advantage of the fact that we are studying a linear equations,
and using a dyadic decomposition in physical space. Let χk denote the
characteristic function of the set {|x| ∈ [2k ,2k+1). We can write

φ0 =
∑
k∈Z

χkφ0.

Denote by φ(k) the solution to (.) with initial data χkφ0; we have that

φ =
∑
k∈Z

φ(k).

For each individual piece, however, we can apply our estimate to obtain∣∣∣φ(k)(t,x)
∣∣∣2 . 1

td

∑
a+b=d

∥∥∥|x|aχkφ0

∥∥∥
L2

∥∥∥|x|bχkφ0

∥∥∥
L2 .

On the support of χk , however, |x| ≈ 2k ; so we arrive at∣∣∣φ(k)(t,x)
∣∣∣ . 2kd/2

td/2

∥∥∥χkφ0

∥∥∥
L2

with the implicit constant independent of k. Summing over k we get finally∣∣∣φ(t,x)
∣∣∣ . 1

td/2

∑
k∈Z

2kd/2
∥∥∥χkφ0

∥∥∥
L2 . (.)

Equation (.) has the correct scaling: as |x| ↗ ∞, we expect φ0 to decay
like |x|−d or better. For convenience we can define the following notation:

‖f ‖Y s,q(Rd )
def=

∑
k∈Z

2skq‖χkf ‖
q
L2


1
q

s ∈R,q ∈ [1,∞);

‖f ‖Y s,∞(Rd )
def= sup
k∈Z

2sk‖χkf ‖L2 s ∈R.

(.)

The space Y s,q is a sequence space (see Thought .); and has some simi-
larities to the homogeneous Besov spaces with the index p = 2 (see Defini-
tion .).
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. Exercise
Let’s make the concept of scaling precise. Given a function f on R

d , for
λ ∈R+ denote by fλ(x) = λdf (λx).

. Show that ‖fλ‖L1 = ‖f ‖L1 .

. Show that ‖fλ‖Y d/2,1 = ‖f ‖Y d/2,1 when λ = 2` for some ` ∈Z. Conclude
that there exists a universal constant C such that

C−1‖f ‖Y d/2,1 ≤ ‖fλ‖Y d/2,1 ≤ C‖f ‖Y d/2,1 . �

. Exercise
Now, let a ∈ R be a constant to be determined, and denote by fλ(x) =
λaf (λx).

. Given p ∈ [1,∞], find a such that ‖fλ‖Lp = ‖f ‖Lp .

. Given a, find all pairs (s,q) ∈R× [1,∞] such that ‖fλ‖Y s,q is uniformly
(independently of f ) comparable with ‖f ‖Y s,q . �

. Exercise (Other decay scales)
Prove the following assertions by interpolating between (.) and L2 con-
servation. Suppose φ solves the linear Schrödinger equation with initial
data φ0, then

.
∥∥∥φ(t)

∥∥∥
Lp(Rd )

. 1
|t|σ

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
Y σ,2(Rd )

, where σ = d
2 −

d
p .

.
∥∥∥φ(t)

∥∥∥
Y −σ,2(Rd )

. 1
|t|σ

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
Y σ,2(Rd )

, where σ ∈ (0,d/2).

(Hint: the expression (.) is useful; for the second part you will need to
prove, as a first step, the embedding relation L∞ ↪→ Y −d/2,∞. ) �

. Remark
The second result in the previous exercise can be interpreted as a state-
ment concerning “decay of local mass”. Observe that the norm ‖f ‖Y s,2 is
comparable with the norm

∥∥∥|x|sf ∥∥∥
L2 . When s is negative Y s,2 is measuring

how concentrated the mass density is around the origin, while when s is
positive Y s,2 is measuring how diffused the initial mass distribution is over
large scales. So the conclusion of the previous exercise states that for initial
mass distribution that is concentrated (not distributed over large scales),
the solution cannot remain concentrated forever. This is exactly in concert
with our physical expectations: by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle,
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This is a variation of the
“polarization argument”.

an initial mass distribution that is concentrated near the origin must have
a frequency distribution that is spread out; so the entire distribution will
quickly disperse leaving only small amounts near the origin. �

. Exercise (Integrated local energy decay)
Suppose φ solves the linear Schrödinger equation with initial data φ0,
prove that for every σ ∈ (0,1),∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

L2/σ
t Y −σ,2

.
∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 . �

In the last part of this section, we show how to recover the L1–L∞ decay
of Corollary . starting from the estimate

∣∣∣φ(t,x)
∣∣∣ . |t|−d/2∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
Y d/2,1

. First
we observe that this implication is not trivial, as L1(Rd) does not embed
into Y d/2,1(Rd).

. Exercise
. Show that Y d/2,1(Rd) embeds into L1(Rd); that is to say, show that

there exists a universal constant C such that

‖f ‖L1(Rd ) ≤ C‖f ‖Y d/2,1(Rd ).

. Show that there exists a function f ∈ L1(Rd) such that f < Y d/2,1(Rd).
�

The key observation to make is that L∞ is translation invariant, but not
Y d/2,1. So if we optimize via translations, and exploit the linearity of the
solution operator, we can hope to further sharpen the inequality.

Let τy be the operator τyf (x) = f (x + y). Exploiting the translation
invariance of the L∞ norm we have that (.) implies∥∥∥φ(t)

∥∥∥
L∞
.

1

|t|d/2
inf
y∈Rd

∥∥∥τyφ0

∥∥∥
Y d/2,1

.

Thus if φ,ψ are two solutions with data φ0,ψ0, we have

∥∥∥φ(t) +ψ(t)
∥∥∥
L∞
.

1

|t|d/2

(
inf
y∈Rd

∥∥∥τyφ0

∥∥∥
Y d/2,1

+ inf
y′∈Rd

∥∥∥τy′ψ0

∥∥∥
Y d/2,1

)
.

Notice that the terms inside the brackets is bounded above by
∥∥∥φ0 +ψ0

∥∥∥
Y d/2,1

,
and is generally somewhat smaller, especially if φ0 and ψ0 have disjoint
support.
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Now approximate a given φ0 ∈ L1 by simple functions, which here we
mean a finite linear combination of characteristic functions of cubes; given
a simple function which we can write as

N∑
k=1

ak1Qk (x)

we see that it suffices to estimate

inf
y∈Rd

∥∥∥τy1Qk
∥∥∥
Y d/2,1

.

But this can be directly computed to be bounded by
∥∥∥1Qk

∥∥∥
L1 . And hence

for φ0 being a simple function we have∥∥∥φ(t)
∥∥∥
L∞
.

1

|t|d/2
∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L1 .

Taking limits we arrive at our conclusion.

. Exercise
Let Q be a cube. Prove that there exists a universal constant C such that

inf
y∈Rd

∥∥∥τy1Q
∥∥∥
Y d/2,1

≤ C
∥∥∥1Q

∥∥∥
L1 .

(Hint: Can you guess a good y?) �

Klein-Gordon and Wave

Next we consider the Klein-Gordon family of equations

∂2
ttφ−∆φ+M2φ = 0; (.)

where M ∈R is the particle mass. In the case M = 0 the equation reduces
to the linear wave equation. We introduce the D’Alembertian symbol

�
def= −∂2

tt +∆φ (.)

for the principal part of our operator. Geometrically the D’Alembertian is
the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated to the Minkowski metric on R

1+d .
Our computations and constructions below are rooted in an understanding
of Lorentzian geometry; however the calculations themselves can be verified
without this background knowledge.
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. Lemma
The following vector fields commute with the linear evolution (.):

• Space-time translations ∂t ,∂x1 , . . . ,∂xd .

• Spatial rotations Ωij = xi∂xj − xj∂xi .

• Lorentz boosts Li = t∂xi + xi∂t . �

. Exercise
. Verify the commutation properties of Lemma .; that is to say,

letting V denote any of the vector fields listed in the Lemma, show
that V (�φ−m2φ) = (�−M2)Vφ.

. Write down the frequency-space dispersion relation for (.).

. Verify that the operators in Lemma . correspond to frequency space
transformations that preserve measures whose support are given by
the dispersion relation found in the previous part. �

. Remark
In addition to interpreting the vector fields in Lemma . as symmetry
properties of the physical laws, and as operators tangent to the Fourier
support, we can also interpret the vector fields as symmetries of the un-
derlying Minkowski metric. That is to say, on Minkowski space they are
Killing vector fields. �

Now recall the method as we discussed for the Vlasov and Schrödinger
equation: to prove dispersive estimates we rely on two ingredients: first
is a conservation law and second a weighted Sobolev inequality. For the
Vlasov and Schrödinger equations, using that the Gi and Wi operators are
essentially tangent to the level sets of the time function t, we use adapted
Sobolev inequalities on such slices. Note, however, the natural candidate
to provide temporal decay in the wave and Klein-Gordon equation cases
are the t-weighted vector field corresponding to Lorentz boosts; they are
not tangent to the constant t hypersurfaces. Instead, we are led to consider
Sobolev inequalities on hypersurfaces to which Li are tangent.

. (Geometric setup) Using that Li is geometrically a symmetry of Min-
kowski space, we expect it to be tangent to level sets of the Minkowski
distance. Indeed, consider the function t2 − |x|2, then one easily checks that
Li(t2−|x|2) = 0. We will focus our attention on the level sets with t2−|x|2 > 0,
that is, the future of the expanding light cone emanating from the origin
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of Minkowski space. On this set we define the function τ def=
√
t2 − |x|2, and

denote by Στ its level sets; note that they are hyperboloids that asymptote
to the cone t2 = |x|2.

We note that the vector fields {Li} are linearly independent, and since
there are d of them they must span the tangent space TΣτ .

For computation, we choose a coordinate system for the set {t2 > |x|2}.
Let

(τ,ρ,θ) ∈R+ ×R+ ×Sd−1 (.)

(where we identify S
d−1 canonically as a submanifold of Rd) be the coordi-

nate system defined by

t = τ cosh(ρ), (.)
x = τ sinh(ρ) ·θ. (.)

Relative to this coordinate system, the Minkowski metric takes the warped-
product form

m = − dt2 +
d∑
i=1

d(xi)2 7→ − dτ2 + τ2 dρ2 + τ2 sinh(ρ)2 dθ2 (.)

where by dθ2 we refer to the standard metric on S
d−1.

We will write hτ and (hτ )−1 the induced Riemannian metric and its
inverse on Στ ; they have the coordinate expressions

hτ = τ2(dρ2 + sinh(ρ)2 dθ2), (.)

(hτ )−1 =
1
τ2 (∂ρ ⊗∂ρ +

1
sinh(ρ)2∂θ ⊗∂θ), (.)

where ∂θ ⊗∂θ is the inverse standard metric on S
d−1. ¶

. (Representation of the metric) Observe that

Li ⊗Li = (xi)2∂t ⊗∂t + xit(∂t ⊗∂xi +∂xi ⊗∂t) + t2∂xi ⊗∂xi

=⇒
d∑
i=1

Li ⊗Li = r2∂t ⊗∂t + rt(∂t ⊗∂r +∂r ⊗∂t) + t2∂r ⊗∂r

+ t2
 d∑
i=1

∂xi ⊗∂xi −∂r ⊗∂r


= ∂ρ ⊗∂ρ +

t2

r2∂θ ⊗∂θ
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and hence
d∑
i=1

Li ⊗Li = ∂ρ ⊗∂ρ +
cosh2(ρ)

sinh2(ρ)
∂θ ⊗∂θ . (.)

On the other hand we have∑
i<j

Ωij ⊗Ωij =
∑
i<j

(xi)2∂2
xj

+ (xj )2∂2
xj
− xixj (∂xi ⊗∂xj +∂xj ⊗∂xi )

= r2
∑
i

∂xi ⊗∂xi − r2∂r ⊗∂r

which implies

(τ−2hτ )−1 +
∑
i<j

Ωij ⊗Ωij =
d∑
i=1

Li ⊗Li . (.)

We remark that τ−2hτ is the metric on standard hyperbolic space H
d .

Furthermore, the coercivity properties above implies that, with ∇ the Levi-
Civita connection on Στ relative to the metric hτ , we have

〈
∇f ,∇f

〉
τ−2hτ

≤
d∑
i=1

∣∣∣Lif ∣∣∣2. (.)

We will make use of this inequality in our formulation of the generalized
Sobolev inequalities. ¶

. (Commutators) We will let Z denote the set {Li ,Ωij }i,j∈{1,...,d}, and Z
a generic element. We note that under commutation Z forms an algebra:

[Li ,Lj ] =Ωij ,

[Ωij ,Ωjk] =Ωik ,

[Li ,Ωij ] = Lj . ¶

An application of the Sobolev inequality on the unit disk gives the
following version on a bounded region of hyperbolic space.

. Proposition (Sobolev inequality)
Let f be a function defined on hyperbolic space H

d , which we represent in
polar coordinates (ρ,θ) ∈R+ ×Sd−1. Then we have

sup
ρ< 5

3

∣∣∣f (ρ,θ)
∣∣∣2 . ∑

k≤b d2 c+1

2∫
0

∫
S
d−1

∣∣∣∇kf ∣∣∣2
h

sinh(ρ)d−1 dθ dρ;
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h is the standard hyperbolic metric, and ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection.�

Combining this estimate with (.) as well as the fact that cosh(ρ) is
bounded above and below on ρ ∈ (0,2) we have the following corollary.

. Corollary
Let f be a function defined on Στ ⊂R

1+d . Let ` ∈R. Then

sup
ρ< 5

3

∣∣∣f (τ,ρ,θ)
∣∣∣2 cosh(ρ)` . τ−d

∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

∫
Στ

cosh(ρ)` |Lαf |2dvolhτ .

�

. Remark
We note that the Li do not pairwise commute, as [Li ,Lj ] = Ωij ; so here α
is not really a multi-index. We’ve abused notations and the sum is in fact
over all possible permutations of strings of LiLj · · ·Lk of no more than bd2 c+ 1
symbols. �

Proof We note first that the intrinsic metric on Στ is conformal to the stan-
dard hyperbolic metric, and so they have the same Levi-Civita connection.
This implies that by Proposition . we get

sup
ρ< 5

3

∣∣∣f (τ,ρ,θ)
∣∣∣2 . ∑

k≤b d2 c+1

∫
Στ∩{ρ<2}

∣∣∣∇kf ∣∣∣2
τ−2hτ

dvolτ−2hτ .

By (.) we can replace the metric norm∣∣∣∇kf ∣∣∣2
τ−2hτ

≤
∑
|α|≤k
|Lαf |2;

here we implicitly used that when ρ < 2 the quantities in the lower-order
terms

∣∣∣∇LiLj ∣∣∣τ−2hτ
have universal bounds, and the Li are close to orthogonal.

The upper-and-lower boundedness of cosh(ρ) implies we can insert
those factors into our estimates with impunity, and finally we can expand
the domain of integration to the whole of Στ and rescale to the induced
metric to deduce the desired inequality. �

On ρ > 1 we can also use a different estimate. The Sobolev inequality
on the half-infinite cylinder states that

sup
ρ>43

∣∣∣f (ρ,θ)
∣∣∣2 . ∑

|α|≤bd/2c+1

∞∫
1

∫
S
d−1

|∂αf |2 dθ dρ; (.)

here we use multi-index notation α. This implies
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. Proposition
Let f be a function defined on Στ ⊂R

1+d . Let ` ∈R. Then

sup
ρ> 4

3

∣∣∣f (τ,ρ,θ)2
∣∣∣ cosh(ρ)`+d−1 . τ−d

∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

∫
Στ

cosh(ρ)` |Lαf |2dvolhτ .

�

Proof We apply (.) to the function f cosh(ρ)`/2 sinh(ρ)(n−1)/2. We ob-
serve that when ρ > 1 both cosh(ρ) and sinh(ρ) are uniformly comparable
to eρ, and hence we have the weighted version

sup
ρ>43

∣∣∣f (ρ,θ)
∣∣∣2 cosh(ρ)` sinh(ρ)d−1 .

∑
|α|≤bd/2c+1

∞∫
1

∫
S
d−1

cosh(ρ)` |∂αf |2 sinh(ρ)d−1 dθ dρ︸                ︷︷                ︸
dvolτ−2hτ

.

Next, observing that both ∂ρ and ∂θ can be expressed in terms of x
r L, and

that the coefficients x/r have bounded derivatives (along Στ ) to all orders
away from ρ = 0, we conclude that∣∣∣∂βf ∣∣∣2 . ∑

|α|≤|β|
|Lαf |2.

So doing another rescaling after expanding the domain of integration to
cover the entirety of Στ , we recover the claimed Sobolev estimate. �

Putting everything together we have the following theorem.

. Theorem (Global Sobolev inequality)
Let f be a function define on the region {t2 > |x|2} ⊂R

1+d and ` ∈R, then∣∣∣f (τ,ρ,θ)
∣∣∣2 . τ−d cosh(ρ)1−d−`

∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

∫
Στ

cosh(ρ)` |Lαf |2dvolhτ

provided the integrals converge. �

Having obtained the requisite Sobolev inequality, we turn our attention
to the derivation of the conservation laws that will enable our use of The-
orem .. For the Klein-Gordon equation, we can define the associated
stress-energy tensor

Q
[M]
αβ

def= ∂αφ∂βφ−
1
2
mαβ

∣∣∣dφ∣∣∣2
m
− 1

2
mαβM

2φ2. (.)
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Here m is the Minkowski metric defined in (.). If we compute its
divergence we get

(m−1)αγ∂γQ
(M)
αβ = �φ∂βφ+ (m−1)αγ∂αφ∂

2
βγφ

− 1
2

(m−1)αγmαβ∂γ︸             ︷︷             ︸
=∂β

(∣∣∣dφ∣∣∣2
m

+M2φ2
)

= (�φ+M2φ)∂βφ.

Hence if φ solves (.), then Q(M)
αβ is divergence free. As ∂t is a constant

(parallel) vector field on Minkowski space, we have then that, defining

(∂t)P γ
def= (m−1)αγQ[M]

αβ (∂t)
β =Q(∂t ,•)] (.)

the vector field (∂t)P is divergence free.

. Lemma
Let X be a future causal vector, that is to say, X = X0∂t +

∑
Xi∂i with X0 > 0

and (X0)2 ≥
∑

(Xi)2, then
〈
X, (∂t)P

〉
m
≥ 0. �

. Exercise
Prove the preceding lemma. (It is an exercise in completing the square.)�

Consider the region

Dτ def= {(t,x) ∈R1+d | t > 0, t2 ≤ τ2 + |x|2}

sandwiched between {t = 0} and Στ . Applying the divergence theorem to∫
Dτ div(∂t)P dvol, we obtain the following estimate.

. Proposition
If φ solves (.) with initial data in S , then∫

Στ

Q(∂t ,∂τ )dvolhτ ≤
∫

{0}×Rd

Q(∂t ,∂t) dx.

�

Proof Consider the subregions

Dτµ
def= Dτ ∩ {(t,x) ∈R1+d | |x| < µ− t}.
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Their boundaries we denote by

Στ,µ
def= {t2 − |x|2 = τ2, |x| < µ− t},

Rµ
def= {(0,x) | |x| < µ},

Cτ,µ
def= {t2 ≤ τ2 − x2, 0 ≤ t = µ− |x|}.

The divergence theorem states that∫
Στ,µ+Rµ+Cτ,µ

ι(∂t )P dvolm = 0.

(Observe that the interior product ι(∂t )P dvolm is an n-form and can be
integrated over an n dimensional submanifold carrying the induced orien-
tation.)

Along Στ , the space-time volume form dvolm can be expressed as

dτ ∧dvolhτ

and so the integral along Στ,µ can be written as∫
Στ,µ

ι(∂t )P dvolm =
∫
Στ,µ

(∂t)P (τ)dvolhτ =
∫
Στ,µ

Q(∂τ ,∂t)dvolhτ .

Similarly, factoring dvolm = dt∧ dx, and observing that change of orienta-
tion which contributes a minus sign, we have that∫

Rµ

ι(∂t )P dvolm = −
∫
|x|<µ

Q(∂t ,∂t) dx.

Finally, we observe that as a consequence of Lemma ., the integral∫
Cτ,µ

ι(∂t )P dvolm ≥ 0.

Therefore we have the uniform estimate∫
Στ,µ

Q(∂τ ,∂t)dvolhτ ≤
∫

t=0,|x|<µ

Q(∂t ,∂t) dx ≤
∫

{0}×Rd

Q(∂t ,∂t) dx.

Taking the limit µ↗ +∞ concludes the proof. �
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For convenience, given φ a solution to (.), we denote by

E[φ] def=


∫

{0}×Rd

Q(∂t ,∂t) dx


1
2

(.)

the total initial energy. Note that if φ(0,x) = φ0(x) and ∂tφ(0,x) = φ1(x), we
have

E[φ] .
∥∥∥∇φ0

∥∥∥
L2 +

∥∥∥φ1

∥∥∥
L2 +M

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 .

It remains to see what Q(∂t ,∂τ ) evaluates to; its coercivity is crucial in
applying the global Sobolev inequality. For this, it is convenient to express

∂t = cosh(ρ)∂τ − τ−1 sinh(ρ)∂ρ (.)

using the hyperboloidal coordinate system introduced earlier. Then we
have

Q(∂t ,∂τ ) = cosh(ρ)Q(∂τ ,∂τ )− τ−1 sinh(ρ)Q(∂ρ,∂τ ).

The second term is easy: since ∂ρ and ∂τ are orthogonal we have that

Q(∂ρ,∂τ ) = ∂ρφ∂τφ.

For the first term, as ∂τ is a unit time-like vector, we find

Q(∂τ ,∂τ ) =
1
2

(∂τφ)2 +
1

2τ2 (∂ρφ)2 +
1

2τ2 sinh(ρ)2

∣∣∣∂θφ∣∣∣2 +
1
2
M2φ2.

Combining the two and completing the square we get

Q(∂τ ,∂t) =
cosh(ρ)

2τ2 sinh(ρ)2

∣∣∣∂θφ∣∣∣2 +
1

2τ2 cosh(ρ)
(∂ρφ)2

+
1
2

cosh(ρ)M2φ2 +
1
2

cosh(ρ)
(
∂τφ−

sinh(ρ)
τ cosh(ρ)

∂ρφ

)2

.

Now, going back to (.), and the decomposition (.), we have that

Q(∂τ ,∂t) =
1

2τ2 cosh(ρ)

d∑
i=1

(Liφ)2

+
1

2cosh(ρ)
(∂tφ)2 +

1
2

cosh(ρ)M2φ2. (.)
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Ref. .: “Summary of decay
of solutions to the wave
equation”

. Exercise (Klein-Gordon decay)
Suppose φ solves (.) with M , 0. Using (.) as well as Theorem .,
prove that within the region {t2 > |x|2} we have the uniform estimate∣∣∣φ(t,x)

∣∣∣ . 1
td/2

∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

E[Lαφ]

provided that the right hand side is finite. �

. Remark
We note that in the previous exercise, on the level of initial data we need to
control up to d/2 + 2 derivatives. �

In the case of wave equation, the energy does not (obviously) control
the L2 integral (though as we will see later some control is possible) due
to the lack of an M term. Instead we find the decay through the derivative
terms in (.).

. Theorem (Wave equation, derivative decay)
Let φ solve (.) with M = 0. Then within the region {t2 > |x|2} we have
the uniform estimates∣∣∣Liφ(t,x)

∣∣∣ . 1
td/2−1

∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

E[Lαφ],

∣∣∣∂tφ(t,x)
∣∣∣ . 1√

t + |x|
√
t − |x|td/2−1

∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

E[Lαφ],

provided the energies on the right hand side are finite. �

. Remark
We can compare the rates to what is proved in Theorem .. Aside from the
fact that our estimate only prove decay at the level of the first derivative,
and not at the level of the solution itself, we see that we are, morally
speaking, using the same number of derivatives on the initial data. In
terms of the decay rate, first examine that for ∂tφ: the decay proved here
is slightly sharper than Theorem .. In addition to the expected t(d−1)/2

decay (contributed by the factors tn/2−1
√
t + |x|), we see that there is an

additional decay away from the light cone, when t − |x| is large.
For the Li derivatives, we note that since L = t∂x +x∂t , it has “length” at

least t when regarded in Euclidean coordinates. So naively we would expect,
based on the Theorem ., that Lφ should decay like t(d−3)/2. What we
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Ref. .: “Van der Corput:
stationary case, k = 2”

Ref. .: “Van der Corput:
non-stationary case”

proved is the better decay rate of t(d−2)/2; this phenomenon is well-known
for the wave equation, that while “generic” derivatives of the solution decay
at the rate t(d−1)/2, the derivatives in certain “tangential” directions decay
faster like td/2.

This can be explained also from the stationary phase point of view.
Going back to Lemma ., we see that the obstruction to not being able to
run Lemma . lies in not being able to generically divide the amplitude φ
by the gradient of the phase function η′ when integrating by parts, when
η′ has no lower bound. If, however, φ vanishes precisely on the zero set of
η′ , then the division can be carried out and we can improve the 1/

√
λ decay

rate in Lemma . to 1/λ since we can now integrate by parts once with
φ/η′ still bounded.

Recalling that differentiation in physical space is the same as multiplica-
tion by coordinate functions in Fourier space, we see that if the derivative
is such that the corresponding multiplier vanishes precisely at the critical
points of the phase function when evaluating the stationary phase argu-
ment, we expect a gain of at least t1/2 decay rate for the solutions of the
wave equation in the same manner as described above. �

. Remark
To be slightly more precise: consider the “angular derivatives” r−1Ωij ; these
are “length one” derivatives. Using that

Ωij =
xi

r
Lj − x

j

r
Li

we see that ∣∣∣∣∣1rΩijf (t,x)
∣∣∣∣∣ . 1

td/2−1r
.

Furthermore, using that at ρ = 0 we have Li = t∂xi , we have that

|∂f (t,0)| .
1
td/2

.

(Note that this is a bit weaker than the rate found in Exercise ..) �

Proof (Theorem .) First let us consider the decay estimates for Liφ.
Observe that the conserved energy controls∫

Στ

1
2τ2 cosh(ρ)

∑
(Liφ)2dvolhτ ≤

∫
Στ

Q(∂t ,∂τ )dvolhτ . (.)
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Considering the energy estimates for Lαφ we have control over∫
Στ

1
τ2 cosh(ρ)

d∑
i=1

(LiLαφ)2dvolhτ .

If we sum over all α with length at most bd/2c+1, the above will also control∫
Στ

1
τ2 cosh(ρ)

d∑
i=1

∑
|β|≤b d2 c+1

(LβLiφ)2dvolhτ ,

without needing to commute operators (and thus simplifies the argument).
Therefore we have that, by Theorem .,

1
τ2

∣∣∣Liφ(τ,ρ,θ)
∣∣∣2 . 1

τd cosh(ρ)d−2

∑
|β|≤b d2 c+1

E[Lβφ]2.

Our claim follows after noting τ cosh(ρ) = t.
The estimate for ∂tφ is slightly more involved. The conserved energy

controls ∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

∫
Στ

1
2cosh(ρ)

(∂tL
αφ)2dvolhτ ≤

∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

E[Lαφ]2.

In order to apply the global Sobolev inequality, we need instead to control∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

∫
Στ

1
cosh(ρ)

(Lα∂tφ)2dvolhτ ,

with the position of Lα and ∂t swapped. Therefore we need to consider the
commutators. We can first compute

[Li ,∂t] = −∂xi ,

this requires us to then further compute

[Li ,∂xj ] = −δij∂t .

By induction we see then

∣∣∣Lα∂tφ∣∣∣ . ∑
|β|≤|α|

∣∣∣∂tLβφ∣∣∣ +
∑
|β|≤|α|−1

d∑
i=1

∣∣∣∂xiLβφ∣∣∣.
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Using that

∂xi =
1
t

(Li − xi∂t)

and xi /t < 1 in our region of consideration, we get∣∣∣Lα∂tφ∣∣∣ . ∑
|β|≤|α|

∣∣∣∂tLβφ∣∣∣ +
1

τ cosh(ρ)

∣∣∣Lβφ∣∣∣.
The latter term is controlled by 1

τ

∣∣∣Lβφ∣∣∣, using that cosh(ρ) ≥ 1. And hence
we conclude that∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

∫
Στ

1
cosh(ρ)

(Lα∂tφ)2dvolhτ .

∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

∫
Στ

1
cosh(ρ)

(∂tL
αφ)2 +

1
τ2 cosh(ρ)

d∑
i=1

(LiLαφ)2dvolhτ

.
∑

|α|≤b d2 c+1

E[Lαφ]2.

So by the global Sobolev inequality we get that∣∣∣∂tφ∣∣∣2 . 1
τd cosh(ρ)d−2

∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

E[Lαφ]2

as claimed. �

It is also possible to get some decay for φ itself, without any derivatives,
when working in dimension d ≥ 3. We will require the following Hardy-
type inequality.

. Lemma (Hardy’s inequality)
Let f : [0,∞)→R be a function with compact support (f is allowed to be
non-vanishing at 0). Then

∞∫
0

f (ρ)2 cosh(ρ)sinh(ρ)α−1 dρ ≤ 4
α2

∞∫
0

f ′(ρ)2 sinh(ρ)α+1

cosh(ρ)
dρ.

�
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On R
d , the spectrum of the

Laplacian goes all the way to
zero, and hence there are no
uniform estimates of the L2

norm of a function by its H̊1

norm. On H
d , on the other

hand, the spectrum of the
Laplacian has a “gap”, and so
H̊1 is strongly coercive on L2.

Proof We note that

∞∫
0

∂ρ(f (ρ)2 sinh(ρ)α) dρ = 0

by the fundamental theorem of calculus. So we have

α

∞∫
0

f (ρ)2 cosh(ρ)sinh(ρ)α−1 dρ ≤

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
∞∫

0

f (ρ)f ′(ρ)sinh(ρ)α dρ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣.
Cauchy-Schwarz on the right implies

α

∞∫
0

f (ρ)2 cosh(ρ)sinh(ρ)α−1 dρ ≤

2


∞∫

0

f (ρ)2 cosh(ρ)sinh(ρ)α−1 dρ


1
2

∞∫

0

f ′(ρ)2 sinh(ρ)α+1

cosh(ρ)
dρ


1
2

,

which simplifies to the claimed inequality. �

An immediate consequence of this inequality is the following spectral
gap property:

. Corollary
Let d ≥ 3, then

∫
Στ

1
cosh(ρ)

φ2dvolhτ ≤
4

(d − 2)2

∫
Στ

1
cosh(ρ)

d∑
i=1

∣∣∣Liφ∣∣∣2dvolhτ .

�

This in turn implies

. Theorem (Wave equation, solution decay)
Let φ solve (.) with M = 0, then within the region {t2 > |x|2} we have the
uniform estimate ∣∣∣φ∣∣∣ . 1

td/2−1

∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

E[Lαφ].

�
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This is not a coincidence. On a
general Lorentzian space-time,

for every conformal Killing
vector field X there is associated

a conserved quantity called a
“modified current”. See, e.g.
Klainerman, “A commuting

vectorfields approach to
Strichartz-type inequalities and

applications to quasi-linear
wave equations”.

. Remark
This rate is not quite optimal; we expect a decay rate of t(d−1)/2 which is 1

2
better. We will deal with this in the next section. �

. Exercise
Prove Theorem .. �

Wave equation: improved decay

For the wave equation case where M = 0, and where the initial data has
compact support, we can in fact do slightly better by replacing the vec-
tor field ∂t in the definition of the conserved energy by the inverted time
translation vector field

K
def= (t2 + |x|2)∂t +

d∑
i=1

2txi∂xi . (.)

The K vector field represent a conformal symmetry of the Minkowski space:
consider the mapping

(t,x) 7→ 1

−t2 + |x|2
(t,x)

which is the Minkowski-space analogue of the conformal inversion. (On
Euclidean space the conformal inversion is the mapping x 7→ x/ |x|2 in-
terchanging the interior and exterior of the unit sphere.) Note that this
mapping squares to the identity. The K vector field is the pushforward of
the ∂t vector field under this mapping, and by conformality is also globally
future-causal.

It turns out there is a conservation law associated to K . Define the vector
field

(K)P γ
def= (m−1)αγ

[
QαβK

β +
d − 1

2
t∂α(φ2)− d − 1

2
φ2∂αt

]
. (.)

. Exercise (Modified Morawetz current)
Check that if �φ = 0, then the vector field (K)P is divergence free. �

Therefore we can integrate div(K)P over a space-time region in R
1+d and

use the divergence theorem to conclude that we have conserved fluxes.

© Willie Wai-Yeung Wong 
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Because of the presence of the lower order terms in the modified current,
the positivity of the associated energy flux is not simply an application
of a variant of Lemma .. For convenience we will assume that we are
prescribing initial data at t = 2, and the initial data is such that the support
of φ and ∂tφ at t = 2 are both contained in the ball of radius . By finite-
speed of propagation, the space-time support of φ, in the half-space {t ≥ 2},
is contained within the set {(t − 1)2 > |x|2}. This implies that on each Στ
with τ ≥ 2 the solution φ and its derivatives have compact support, and
hence we conclude the following exact conservation law without needing
to argue with an approximation procedure as we did in Proposition ..

. Proposition
Suppose that �φ = 0, and such that when t = 2, the support of φ(2,x) and
∂t(2,x) are both contained within the unit ball. Then for every τ ≥ 2∫

Στ

〈
∂τ ,

(K)P
〉
m

dvolhτ =
∫

t=2,|x|<1

〈
∂t ,

(K)P
〉
m

dx.

�

The term on the right is an “initial data quantity” which we will refer to as

Ẽ[φ] def=
( ∫
t=2,|x|<1

〈
∂t ,

(K)P
〉
m

dx
) 1

2
. (.)

We note that Ẽ[φ] is controlled by
∫
t=2(∂tφ)2 +

∣∣∣∇φ∣∣∣2 +φ2.

It remains to see what quantities are controlled by
〈
∂τ ,

(K)P
〉
m

. Expand-
ing from the definition we have〈

∂τ ,
(K)P

〉
m

=Q(K,∂τ ) +
d − 1

2
τ cosh(ρ)∂τ (φ2)− d − 1

2
φ2 cosh(ρ).

We observe that
K = τ2 cosh(ρ)∂τ + τ sinh(ρ)∂ρ,

with which we rewrite〈
∂τ ,

(K)P
〉
m

=Q(K,∂τ ) +
d − 1
2τ

K(φ2)− d − 1
2

[
sinh(ρ)∂ρ(φ2) +φ2 cosh(ρ)

]
=Q(K,∂τ ) +

d − 1
2τ

K(φ2)− d − 1
2

∂ρ
[
sinh(ρ)φ2

]
.
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Integrating over Στ with the induced measure we get

∫
Στ

〈
∂τ ,

(K)P
〉
m

dvolhτ =

∞∫
0

∫
S
d−1

(
Q(K,∂τ ) +

d − 1
2τ

K(φ2)

− d − 1
2

∂ρ
[
sinh(ρ)φ2

])
τd sinh(ρ)d−1 dθ dρ.

Integrating the final term in the bracket by parts, we have that ∂ρ hits the
volume form to give

=

∞∫
0

∫
S
d−1

(
Q(K,∂τ ) +

d − 1
2τ

K(φ2)

+
(d − 1)2

2
cosh(ρ)φ2

)
τd sinh(ρ)d−1 dθ dρ.

The integrand we can now factor, using

Q(K,∂τ ) = τ2 cosh(ρ)Q(∂τ ,∂τ ) + τ sinh(ρ)Q(∂τ ,∂ρ)

=
1
2

cosh(ρ)
[
τ2(∂τφ)2 + (∂ρφ)2 +

1
sinh(ρ)2

∣∣∣∂θφ∣∣∣2]
+ τ sinh(ρ)∂τφ∂ρφ

=
1

2cosh(ρ)

[
(τ cosh(ρ)∂τφ+ sinh(ρ)∂ρφ)2 + (∂ρφ)2

+
cosh(ρ)2

sinh(ρ)2

∣∣∣∂θφ∣∣∣2]
=

1
2cosh(ρ)

[ 1
τ2 (Kφ)2 +

d∑
i=1

(Liφ)2
]
.

We obtain that

Q(K,∂τ ) +
d − 1
2τ

K(φ2) +
(d − 1)2

2
cosh(ρ)φ2

=
1

2cosh(ρ)

d∑
i=1

(Liφ)2 +
1

2τ2 cosh(ρ)

(
Kφ+ (d − 1)τ coshρφ

)2
. (.)
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This shows ∫
Στ

1
2cosh(ρ)

d∑
i=1

(Liφ)2 dvolhτ ≤ Ẽ[φ]. (.)

Comparing (.) against (.), we see that the estimates derived from the
K vector field has a gain of additional factor of τ2.

As a consequence, we can improve Theorem . and Theorem . to
read

. Theorem (Wave equation, improved decay)
Let φ solve �φ = 0 and take d ≥ 2. Suppose when t = 2, the support of
φ(2,x) and ∂tφ(2,x) are both contained within the unit ball. Then for every
t > 2 we have the uniform decay estimates

(d − 2)
∣∣∣φ∣∣∣ +

∣∣∣Liφ(t,x)
∣∣∣ . 1

t(d−1)/2
√
t − |x|

∑
|α|≤b d2 c+1

Ẽ[Lαφ].

�

. Remark
Note that not only did we recover the uniform t(d−1)/2 decay rate for φ, we
also have a gain of extra t1/2 when moving toward the interior. Furthermore,
recalling that Li is essentially a “length t” derivative, we see that the above
theorem guarantees that tangential derivatives decay one full t−1 better
than the solution itself. �
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Chapter 

Nonlinear Applications: a
Tour of Wellposedness

In this chapter, we will discuss the meaning of well-posedness of an initial
value problem, and apply the theory developed thus far to study the well-
posedness of some nonlinear examples. For simplicity of the computations
we will limit our discussion to Schrödinger equations, but one can easily
imagine analogous results for other dispersive equations.

We will limit our discussion here to semilinear problems. The landscape
of nonlinear partial differential equations can be largely classified in ac-
cordance to some measure of how nonlinear the problem is. Consider the
general form of a nonlinear partial differential equation of degree k on R

d :

F(x,u,Du, . . . ,Dku) = 0 (.)

where F is some smooth function of its arguments; Du, . . . ,Dku represents
the arrays of higher order derivatives of u. Typically we say that the partial
differential equation (.) is fully nonlinear when the dependence of F on
its final group of arguments (those that corresponding to Dku) is nonlinear,
even with the rest of the arguments held fixed. The partial differential
equation is said to be quasilinear when F can be schematically factored as

F(x,u,Du, . . . ,Dku) = F1(x,u, . . . ,Dk−1u) +F2(x,u, . . . ,Dk−1u) ·Dku;

in other words, it has linear dependence on its final argument, but the coef-
ficient may depend on the lower order terms. Finally, the partial differential
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equation is said to be semilinear when F can be written as

F(x,u,Du, · · · ,Dku) = F1(x,u, . . . ,Dk−1u) +F2(x) ·Dku;

that is, it has linear dependence on its final argument, whose coefficients
are independent of the lower order derivatives of the unknown u.

One of the main simplifications afforded by semilinear equations is that
Duhamel’s principle may be used to reformulate its corresponding initial
value problem as an integral equation. And this will be our starting point
of discussion.

Duhamel and the contraction mapping argument

Let us start with the formulation for ordinary differential equations. Let
X : Rk → R

k be some linear operator. A typical problem is to study the
linear, inhomogeneous ordinary differential equation

φ′(t) = Xφ(t) +F(t) (.)

and examine solutions φ : R→R
k ; here F : R→R

k is some given function
that we will call the “source term” or the “inhomogeneity”. In the case of the
homogeneous equation, where F vanishes, the solution to the corresponding
equation can be written in terms of the matrix exponential

φ(t) = etXφ(0)

where

etX =
∞∑
j=0

tj

j!
Xj

converges absolutely for all t given any fixed X.
In the inhomogeneous case, the matrix exponential can be used in

method of “variation of constants”, which is also called Duhamel’s principle.
Observing that [

e−tXφ(t)
]′

= e−tXφ′(t)− e−tXXφ(t),

we can rewrite our original equation as[
e−tXφ(t)

]′
= e−tXF(t).

© Willie Wai-Yeung Wong 
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Integrating in t on both sides we get

e−tXφ(t) = φ(0) +

t∫
0

e−sXF(s) ds,

which we can rearrange to read

φ(t) = etXφ(0) +

t∫
0

e(t−s)XF(s) ds. (.)

In the case of ordinary differential equations, the two formulations (.)
and (.) are equivalent. This allows us to reformulate the theory of semi-
linear ordinary differential equations in terms of the corresponding integral
equation. In particular, suppose F : Rk → R

k is an arbitrary (continuous)
function, then solving

φ′(t) = Xφ(t) +F(φ(t))

is the same as solving the integral formulation

φ(t) = etXφ(0) +

t∫
0

e(t−s)XF(φ(s)) ds. (.)

Using this formulation, we can prove a simple version of the Picard exis-
tence theorem.

. Theorem (Picard)
Given the operator X; suppose F : Rk → R

k is Lipschitz continuous with
constant L. Then there exists a T > 0 such that for any φ0, there exists a
unique continuous function φ : [0,T ]→R

k satisfying (.). �

Proof Given ψ a continuous function with values in R
k , consider the

mapping

Qψ(t) = etXφ0 +

t∫
0

e(t−s)XF(ψ(s)) ds.

Then the function ψ solves (.) if and only if Qψ = ψ.
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Considering ψ1,ψ2 two functions. We have that

∣∣∣Qψ1(t)−Qψ2(t)
∣∣∣ ≤

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
t∫

0

e(t−s)X [F(ψ1(s))−F(ψ2(s))] ds

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣.
Writing |X | ∈R the operator norm of X, we have

∣∣∣Qψ1(t)−Qψ2(t)
∣∣∣ ≤ t∫

0

e(t−s)|X |
∣∣∣F(ψ1(s))−F(ψ2(s))

∣∣∣ ds.

By Lipschitz continuity we get

∣∣∣Qψ1(t)−Qψ2(t)
∣∣∣ ≤ L t∫

0

e(t−s)|X |
∣∣∣ψ1(s)−ψ2(s)

∣∣∣ ds.

Now, choose T sufficiently small such that

eT |X | < 1 +
|X |
2L
.

Then, taking supremum of t ∈ [0,T ] we get

sup
t∈[0,T ]

∣∣∣Qψ1(t)−Qψ2(t)
∣∣∣ ≤ 1

2
sup
t∈[0,T ]

∣∣∣ψ1(t)−ψ2(t)
∣∣∣.

Thus Q acts as a contraction mapping on the space C0([0,T ];Rk), and by
Banach’s fixed point theorem has a unique fixed point. �

. (Lipschitz dependence) Now suppose φ0 and ϕ0 are two different
initial data. Let φ,ϕ be the corresponding solutions. We can estimate,
similarly to the proof above,

∣∣∣φ(t)−ϕ(t)
∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣etX(φ0 −ϕ0)

∣∣∣ +

t∫
0

e(t−s)|X |
∣∣∣F(φ(s))−F(ϕ(s))

∣∣∣ ds

≤ et|X |
∣∣∣φ0 −ϕ0

∣∣∣ +L

t∫
0

e(t−s)|X |
∣∣∣φ(s)−ϕ(s)

∣∣∣ ds.
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By focussing on a concrete
equation for which we have a
theory developed for its
corresponding linear solutions
(for data in S ), we can sidestep
some of the issues of functional
analysis that can come up for
abstract evolution equations in
Banach spaces. See Cazenave
and Haraux, An introduction
to semilinear evolution
equations for a more detailed
treatment of these problems.

by Grönwall’s inequality this implies∣∣∣φ(t)−ϕ(t)
∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣φ0 −ϕ0

∣∣∣ · exp
[
t|X | +

L

|X |
(et|X | − 1)

]
.

In particular, we conclude that the solution mapping

R
k 3 φ0 7→ φ ∈ C0([0,T ];Rk)

is Lipschitz continuous. ¶

. Remark
Grönwall’s inequality in integral form states that if u,α,β are continuous
functions, with β ≥ 0 and α non-decreasing, such that

u(t) ≤ α(t) +

t∫
0

β(s)u(s) ds,

then

u(t) ≤ α(t) · exp


t∫

0

β(s) ds

 .
�

The discussion above can be generalized to partial differential equations,
especially in the semilinear case, by thinking of the partial differential
equations as an ordinary differential equation on a Banach space. We
outline the method in the case of Schrödinger equations. Instead of the
linear Schrödinger equation, we would be interested in the equation

i∂tφ = 4φ+F(φ,φ) (.)

where F is some pointwise function of the unknown φ and its complex
conjugate φ. Formally, we can take the inhomogeneity to be the function
−iF, and the linear operator X = −i4. The solution operator etX is given by
the solution operator U (t) to the linear Schrödinger equation:

U (t)φ0 = G(Sch)
t ∗φ0.

Observe that the solution operator is formally a one-parameter group, with
U (t)U (s) =U (t + s). So we interpret “solving (.) with initial data φ0” to
be the same as solving the corresponding integral equation

φ(t) =U (t)φ0 − i
t∫

0

U (t − s)F(φ(s),φ(s)) ds. (.)
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. Remark (A word on the physics)
The nonlinear Schrödinger equation does not directly model any quantum
behavior; in fact from the physical point of view, quantum evolution has to
obey the principle of superposition, and cannot be nonlinear. The equation,
however, arises from many physical systems. One of the main applications
in which properties of nonlinear Schrödinger equations are studied is signal
propagation in optical fibers. Another is the modeling of multi-particle
quantum ensembles, such as the Bose-Einstein condensate, via the mean-
field approximation. �

. Exercise
. Let X : Rk →R

k be a linear mapping.

(a) Derive an explicit formula for the solution to the equation

φ′′(t) = Xφ(t)

for φ : R→R
k , with initial data φ(0) = φ0 and φ′(0) = φ1.

(b) Apply Duhamel’s principle to obtain an integral expression for
the solution of the inhomogeneous equation

φ′′(t) = Xφ(t) +F(t).

. Applying the result from the previous part, combined with the dis-
cussion surrounding Exercise ., write down the integral form of
the equation

∂2
tφ(t,x) = 4φ(t,x) +F(t,x),

in analogy to (.) for the Schrödinger equation. �

. (Wellposedness) In this setting, the main questions to be addressed
are those treated above for the case of the ordinary differential equation,
namely the existence and the uniqueness of solutions, and whether the solu-
tions depend continuously (or in a Lipschitz fashion when available; typically
for quasilinear problems only continuity is available, while semilinear
problems often allow Lipschitz continuity) on the initial data.

Unlike the case of the ordinary differential equations, where at every
time t the solution lives in R

k and thus have essentially a canonical topology
with respect to which to measure continuity, in the case of the partial
differential equation the choice of function spaces is a big issue. And a
theorem on wellposedness of an initial value problem requires, as part of
the statement, a choice of a function space which contains the allowable

© Willie Wai-Yeung Wong 
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Picard’s scheme is the only one
we will use in these notes.

For a demonstration of the
compactness based argument,
see the proof of local
wellposedness for quasilinear
wave equations in Sogge,
Lectures on non-linear wave
equations.

For more on the Nash-Moser
theorem and applications, see
Alinhac and Gérard,
Pseudo-differential operators
and the Nash-Moser theorem.

initial data, as well as a choice of function space in which the solution exists.
This issue will be discussed a bit later in our examples.

There is also a distinction between local-in-time and global-in-time re-
sults. The former are stated in a similar fashion as Theorem ., that for
any initial data there is a corresponding minimum time of existence T of
the solution. The global-in-time results are precisely those in which, with
the possibility of added hypotheses, the time of existence is infinite. ¶

. (Local-in-time results) The key idea to proving local-in-time results
is that of approximate solutions. Typically one builds a solution by con-
structing a sequence of approximate solutions such that the limiting object
would be, if it exists, a bona fide solution. Many choices of approximation
schemes are possible. Here we describe a few.

. In the semilinear situation, Picard’s iteration scheme, which is used
in the proof of Theorem . and is based on the contraction mapping
principle, is commonly used. In this scheme one solves a corre-
sponding linear homogeneous problem, and builds the sequence of
approximated solutions by using, as the inhomogeneity in the nth
step, the approximation from the n− 1st step. The smallness that is
required for the contraction mapping is extracted from the smallness
of the time of existence.

. In the quasilinear setting, Picard’s scheme is often too rough; while
in the semilinear case one can get away with using the same linear so-
lution operator, in the quasilinear case one usually needs to linearize
the equation about the current approximation to best compute the
next approximation (think: Newton’s scheme). Convergence issues
is tricky: depending on the situation sometimes one can use com-
pactness arguments, and other times careful regularization would be
required.

. Another method is that of the Nash-Moser implicit function theorem.
Roughly speaking, with a suitable rescaling, frequently a local ex-
istence result for a nonlinear problem can be re-written as a result
stating that “for all sufficiently small initial data, there exists a solu-
tion that exists up to time T = 1”. Rewriting the small initial data as
ε times a size  data, one can rewrite solving

F(x,u,Du) = 0

with initial data εu0 as the family of problems

G(ε,x,u,Du) = 0
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An example of a
finite-dimensional

approximation is in Glimm’s
proof of his namesake existence

theorem. A presentation is
given in Hörmander, Lectures

on nonlinear hyperbolic
differential equations.

with initial data u0. The particularity of this scheme is that the proper
choice of scale will renderG(0,x,u,Du) = 0 a simple-to-solve equation
(frequently linear). Then provided G is sufficiently “regular”, one
can expect to apply some version of the implicit function theorem to
obtain solutions for all ε small.

. Another useful method is that of finite-dimensional approximation.
Instead of proving existence directly for what appears to be an ordi-
nary differential equation on some Banach space, one first exhausts
the Banach space by an increasing sequence of finite dimensional
subspaces. On each of these subspaces, one finds an approximate
equation, which is a bona fide ordinary differential equation on a
finite dimensional space. Then existence and uniqueness on the sub-
spaces follows from Picard’s existence theorem; the difficulty is in
obtaining a uniform time of existence, and demonstrating that one
can suitably interpret these solutions of the approximate equations
as converging to a solution of the original partial differential equa-
tion. When these methods work, they are very amenable to numerical
modeling.

. An alternative to finite-dimensional approximation that is well suited
for “hyperbolic” partial differential equations is frequency trunca-
tion. Recall by Exercise . that functions with compact frequency
support are real analytic. For hyperbolic partial differential equa-
tions, when the initial data is real analytic one can formally solve the
equation by Taylor expansion; the convergence of this expansion is
known as the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya Theorem. Similar to the case of
the finite dimensional approximation, what is required to show is
that for this sequence of solutions associated to frequency-truncated
initial data, we have uniform time of existence and convergence in a
weaker function space norm. ¶

. (Global-in-time results) Similar to the local-in-time case, there are
many different ways to approach the global-in-time problem for nonlinear
equations. Here we describe two classical approaches with broad applica-
tions, using the ordinary differential equation (.) as our base model.

. The first approach is that of conservation laws. Suppose that our
equation (.) is Hamiltonian; in particular, suppose for simplicity
that the linear mapping X and the function F are such that

Xφ ⊥ φ, F(φ)⊥ φ.

© Willie Wai-Yeung Wong 
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Then, returning to the differential form we see that the right hand
side of the equation satisfies〈

Xφ+F(φ),φ
〉

= 0. (.)

By extension, then,
〈
φ′ ,φ

〉
= 0 and hence

∣∣∣φ∣∣∣ is constant in time.
Now, returning to Theorem . for local existence, we can argue thus:
Take M to be a constant M >

∣∣∣φ0

∣∣∣. Then our local existence theorem
guarantees a continuous solution φ on the interval [0,T ]. By our
conservation law, however, φ(T ) also satisfies M >

∣∣∣φ(T )
∣∣∣, so we can

use that as the initial data and solve up to time 2T . By induction our
solution in fact can be extended as a bounded continuous function on
[0,∞), proving global existence.

This method can be further generalized to the case where one doesn’t
necessarily have strict conservation laws, but only some a priori esti-
mates. For example, if we can show that there is a universal constant
C such that for any time T and any solution φ : [0,T ]→ R

k of the
equation that the estimate

supt∈[0,T ]

∣∣∣φ(t)
∣∣∣

inft∈[0,T ]

∣∣∣φ(t)
∣∣∣ ≤ C

holds, then a similar argument as above will give global existence of
the solutions.

. The second approach is that of stability. The stability concept we
will describe here is different from the usual stability of ordinary
differential equations. In the set-up of the usual stability discussion,
the equation will satisfy a dissipative condition〈

Xφ,φ
〉
≤ −ε

∣∣∣φ∣∣∣2
and a condition that

∀φ s.t.
∣∣∣φ∣∣∣ < δ, ∣∣∣F(φ)

∣∣∣ ≤ 1
2
ε
∣∣∣φ∣∣∣.

Under these conditions we can show that
〈
φ′ ,φ

〉
< 0 whenever

∣∣∣φ∣∣∣ < δ,
and this gives a basin of attraction around the origin, which is then a
stable fixed point of the system.

The dissipative condition however is atypical for dispersive equations:
by virtue of energy conservation and time reversibility, we cannot
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expect such decay. (The dissipation is more typical of parabolic partial
differential equations.) In fact, one typically expects that the linear
evolution satisfies

〈
Xφ,φ

〉
= 0. In our setup, what we can rely on is

dispersive decay. In the abstract, this is a property of the interaction
between the linear flow and the nonlinearity. Typically this manifests
in a boundedness statement of the form

t∫
0

∣∣∣e(t−s)XF(φ(s))
∣∣∣ ≤Λ sup

s∈[0,t]

∣∣∣φ(s)
∣∣∣2 (.)

where Λ is independent of t. Then returning to (.), we see that we
can estimate ∣∣∣φ(t)

∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣φ(0)
∣∣∣ +Λ sup

τ∈[0,t]

∣∣∣φ(τ)
∣∣∣2.

An inequality of this form allows us to prove the bootstrapping in-
equality:{ ∣∣∣φ(0)

∣∣∣ ≤ 1
3Λ

supτ∈[0,t]
∣∣∣φ(τ)

∣∣∣ ≤ 3
∣∣∣φ(0)

∣∣∣
}

=⇒ sup
τ∈[0,t]

∣∣∣φ(τ)
∣∣∣ ≤ 2

∣∣∣φ(0)
∣∣∣. (.)

This inequality states that for all initial data sufficiently small, the
solution can never take values in the annulus with the inner radius
2
∣∣∣φ(0)

∣∣∣ and outer radius 3
∣∣∣φ(0)

∣∣∣. Therefore by the continuity of our

solutions, for any initial data
∣∣∣φ0

∣∣∣ ≤ (3Λ)−1, the corresponding solu-

tion can never escape the ball of radius 2
∣∣∣φ0

∣∣∣ and hence we can apply
our local existence theorem inductively to get global existence.

A major difficulty in this argument, however, is that estimates of the
form (.) are typically not true for arbitrary φ(s), since it depends
on analyzing how the linear flow and the nonlinearity interact. (In
particular, for example, ifφ(s) is chosen such that F(φ(s)) = e−sXψ0 for
some ψ0, then the estimate (.) cannot hold with uniform Λ.) And
hiding behind the general statements above is an implicit assumption
that φ(s) behaves almost like a solution to the homogeneous linear
equation. The argument as a whole is necessarily perturbative. ¶

. Example (Mass conservation in Schrödinger)
To illustrate the conservation law in the context of nonlinear Schrödinger
equations (.), suppose the nonlinearity F : C2→ C is such that for every
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z ∈C, F(z,z)z ∈R. Then formally if φ is a smooth (in both t and x) solution
of the equation that decays suitably fast as |x| →∞, we have that

∂t
∣∣∣φ∣∣∣2 = φ∂tφ+φ∂tφ

= −iφ [4φ+F(φ,φ)] + iφ
[
4φ+F(φ,φ)

]
= 2i=

[
φ4φ−F(φ,φ)φ︸    ︷︷    ︸

∈R

]
.

In the computation we used that by taking the complex conjugate of (.)
that, φ must satisfy the equation

−i∂tφ = 4φ+F(φ,φ).

Integrating over Rd we have that, after integrating by parts,∫
R
d

φ4φ dx = −
∫
R
d

∇φ · ∇φ dx ∈R−.

From this we can conclude that
∥∥∥φ(t,•)

∥∥∥
L2 is constant in time. �

. Exercise (Mass conservation in Schrödinger)
The computation in the above example is only formal, since it assumes that
∂tφ is well-defined and that the equation (.) is satisfied in the classical
sense. In this exercise, suppose that φ ∈ C([0,T ];L2(Rd)) solves the integral
equation (.), and F is such that F(φ(t),φ(t)) ∈ L2(Rd).

. Prove the identity

〈
φ(t),φ(t)

〉
=

〈
φ0,φ0

〉
−

t∫
0

〈
φ(s), iF(φ(s),φ(s))

〉
ds

−
t∫

0

〈
iF(φ(r),φ(r)),φ(r)

〉
dr. (.)

(Hint: You need to use that the solution operator for Schrödinger’s
equation, U (t), acts by isometry on L2.)
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. Using the identity to argue that if F(z,z)z ∈R, then
∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

L2 is constant
in time. �

. Remark
In general the assumption that F(φ,φ) ∈ L2 will not hold for φ ∈ L2, the
typical cases of a nonlinearity will have |F(z,z)| ≈ |z|α for some α > 1;
however, an integrated-in-time version of this statement will often still
hold as a consequence of Strichartz estimates, and so a similar identity can
in fact be justified. �

Strichartz estimates with inhomogeneity

One of the things we saw in the discussion of the case of the ordinary differ-
ential equations is that we need to also be able to control the contributions
from the inhomogeneities in (.). To this end we revisit the Strichartz
estimates from Corollary .. Observe that the Abstract Strichartz Theo-
rem . actually gives more information: writing U (t) the solution opera-
tor for the linear Schrödinger equation, the conclusion of the Corollary .,
together with our discussion of the endpoints, actually implies that for
every p ∈ (2, 2d

d−2 ) and r = 4p
d(p−2) , the estimates∥∥∥U (t)φ0

∥∥∥
LrtL

p
x
.

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 (.)∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

∫
R

U ∗(t)Φ(t,•) dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
L2

. ‖Φ‖
Lr
′
t L

p′
x

(.)

where p′ , r ′ are, as already defined many times, the Hölder conjugates of
p and r. Now, we can chain together two such estimates with different p
and r: let p0,p1 ∈ (2, 2d

d−2 ) and r0, r1 defined correspondingly, we in fact have
that ∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

∫
R

U (t)U ∗(t′)Φ(t′ ,•) dt′

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
L
r0
t L

p0
x

. ‖Φ‖
L
r′1
t L

p′1
x

. (.)

Furthermore, in view of (.), we also have∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
t∫

0

U (t)U ∗(t′)Φ(t′ ,•) dt′

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
L
r0
t L

p0
x

. ‖Φ‖
L
r′1
t L

p′1
x

. (.)
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We summarize these computations in the following proposition for solu-
tions of inhomogeneous linear Schrödinger equations.

. Proposition
Let φ : [0,T ]×Rd →C satisfy

i∂tφ = 4φ+F

where F is some function on [0,T ]×Rd , then for any p0,p1 ∈ (2, 2d
d−2 ) and

r0, r1 with ri = 4pi
d(pi−2) we have∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

Lr0 ([0,T ];Lp0 (Rd ))
.

∥∥∥φ(0,•)
∥∥∥
L2(Rd )

+ ‖F‖
Lr
′
1 ([0,T ];Lp

′
1 (Rd ))

. �

For convenience, we record the following technical lemma here:

. Lemma (Admissible powers)
Consider the system for r0, r1,p0,p1

K
r0
≤

(
1− 1

r1

)
=

1
r ′1

K
p0

=
(
1− 1

p1

)
=

1
p′1

r0 =
4p0

d(p0 − 2)

r1 =
4p1

d(p1 − 2)

(.)

where K,d are parameters.

. The system has no solutions when K > 1 + 4
d .

. When K = 1 + 4
d , for every p0, the system can be solved, with the first

inequality necessarily an equality.

. When K < 1 + 4
d , for every p0, the system can be solved, with the first

inequality necessarily strict.

Furthermore, in the latter two cases, if additionally K > 1, the solution
p0 and p1 can be chosen to lie within the admissible interval for Proposi-
tion .. �
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Proof The relation between ri and pi can be rewritten as

1
ri

=
d
4
− d

2pi
.

Using that 1
p1

= 1− k
p0

we get

1
r1

=
d
4
− d

2
+
d
2
k
p0

so that

1− 1
r1

= 1 +
d
4
− d

2
k
p0
.

Similarly we have
k
r0

=
kd
4
− d

2
k
p0
.

From this we conclude that the existence of a solution to the system forces,
by the first inequality, that k ≤ 1 + 4

d .
To show the existence of compatible solutions, it suffices to observe

that if p0,p1 ∈ (2, 2d
d−2 ), we have (p0)−1, (p1)−1 ∈ ( 1

2 −
1
d ,

1
2 ). And hence we can

arrange for [1− (p1)−1]/(p0)−1 to take any value between (1, ( 1
2 + 1

d )/( 1
2 −

1
d )).

The upper bound of this interval is strictly larger than 1 + 4
d . And hence for

any K ∈ (1,1 + 4
d ] we can find p0,p1 satisfying the second expression in the

system, for which our computations above indicate that the corresponding
r0 and r1 will satisfy the first inequality. �

Examples of wellposedness results

We will concentrate on the case of the semilinear Schrödinger equation
with power nonlinearity. These are the equations

i∂tφ = 4φ+ PK (φ,φ) (.)

where PK is a homogeneous polynomial of degree K . (For example, P3(φ,φ)
can be written in the form

a0φ
3 + a1φ

2φ+ a2φφ
2 + a3φ

3

where a0, . . . , a3 are complex constants.) As we will see, the wellposedness
of these equations depends on
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. the number of spatial dimensions d;

. the degree of the polynomial K ;

. in which function space are we considering the initial data and the
solution.

Let’s start with local wellposedness.

. Theorem (L2-LWP for Schrödinger; sub-critical case)
Suppose K ∈ (1,1 + 4

d ). Then for every M ≥ 0 there exists a T > 0 such that
for every initial data φ0 ∈ L2(Rd) with

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 <M, there exists a solution

φ ∈ C([0,T ];L2(Rd)) to (.) (in the sense of (.)) satisfying φ(0) = φ0. �

Proof We proceed by Picard iteration using Strichartz estimates.
By Lemma ., there exists p0,p1, r0, r1 with p0,p1 ∈ (2, 2d

d−2 ) such that
the system (.) can be solved with the first inequality strict. Let X =
C([0,T ];L2(Rd))∩Lr0([0,T ];Lp0(Rd)), where the T remains to be determined.
Consider the operator

Qψ(t) =U (t)φ0 +

t∫
0

U (t)U ∗(s)PK (ψ(s),ψ(s)) ds.

It suffices to show that Q is a contraction mapping. First we show that
Q : X→ X. By our Strichartz inequality Proposition . we have that∥∥∥Qψ∥∥∥

X
= max(

∥∥∥Qψ∥∥∥
L∞t L

2 ,
∥∥∥Qψ∥∥∥

L
r0
t L

p0
) .

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 +

∥∥∥PK (ψ,ψ)
∥∥∥
L
r′1
t L

p′1
.

Now, by definition of the inhomogeneity PK , we have∥∥∥PK (ψ,ψ)
∥∥∥
L
r′1
t L

p′1
.

∥∥∥ψ∥∥∥K
L
Kr′1
t LKp

′
1
.

Our original choice of p0,p1 satisfies (.) with the first inequality being
strict, and therefore Kp′1 = p0 and Kr ′1 < r0. Using that T <∞, by Hölder’s
inequality we then have that, for some ε > 0 depending on p0 and p1,∥∥∥PK (ψ,ψ)

∥∥∥
L
r′1
t L

p′1
. T εK ·

∥∥∥ψ∥∥∥K
L
r0
t L

p0
.

This shows that ∥∥∥Qψ∥∥∥
X
.

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 + T εK

∥∥∥ψ∥∥∥K
X
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and indeed Q maps X to itself. Furthermore, letting C denote the implicit
constant (which is independent ofφ0 or ψ, or the choice of T ) in the inequal-
ity above, and taking M̃ = 2CM, we see that for T such that T εKCM̃K−1 < 1

2 ,
that Q in fact maps the ball of radius M̃ in X to itself.

It remains to prove the contraction mapping property. Let ψ1,ψ2 ∈ X,
both with norm bounded by M̃. We have that

Qψ1 −Qψ2 =

t∫
0

U (t)U ∗(s) [PK (ψ1(s),ψ1(s))− PK (ψ2(s),ψ2(s))] dx.

So we also have, as above,∥∥∥Qψ1 −Qψ2

∥∥∥
X
.

∥∥∥PK (ψ1,ψ1)− PK (ψ2,ψ2)
∥∥∥
L
r′1
t L

p′1
. (.)

Since PK is a homogeneous polynomial of degree K , we have that∣∣∣PK (ψ1,ψ1)− PK (ψ2,ψ2)
∣∣∣ . (∣∣∣ψ1

∣∣∣K−1
+
∣∣∣ψ2

∣∣∣K−1
)
·
∣∣∣ψ1 −ψ2

∣∣∣.
And Hölder’s inequality implies∥∥∥PK (ψ1,ψ1)− PK (ψ2,ψ2)

∥∥∥
L
r′1
t L

p′1
.(∥∥∥ψ1

∥∥∥K−1

L
Kr′1
t LKp

′
1

+
∥∥∥ψ2

∥∥∥K−1

L
Kr′1
t LKp

′
1

)
·
∥∥∥ψ1 −ψ2

∥∥∥
L
Kr′1
t LKp

′
1
.

As before, the choice of p0,p1 allows us to write this in the form∥∥∥Qψ1 −Qψ2

∥∥∥
X
. T εKM̃K−1 ·

∥∥∥ψ1 −ψ2

∥∥∥
X

where the implicit constant is independent of T , ψ1, or ψ2. And hence
taking T sufficiently small (compared to structural constants and the value
M̃) we can guarantee that Q acts as a contraction mapping on the (closed)
ball of radius M̃ in X. This concludes our proof. �

Observe that as a consequence of our proof, we have that the solution

constructed is such that PK (φ,φ) ∈ Lr
′
1
t L

p′1 , while Proposition . implies
that φ ∈ Lr1t Lp1 (in addition to being in Lr0t L

p0 . This means that we can
interpret the identity (.) with the inhomogeneity coming in through the
space-time pairing of Lr1t L

p1 with its dual. And in particular, if PK (z,z)z ∈R
for all z ∈C, we can conclude that the L2 norm of the solution is constant
in time.
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. Corollary (Subcritical L2-GWP by mass conservation)
Let K ∈ (1,1 + 4

d ), and suppose PK is such that PK (z,z)z ∈ R for all z ∈ C.
Then for every φ0 ∈ L2(Rd), there exists a solution φ ∈ C(R;L2(Rd)) to (.)
satisfying φ(0) = φ0. �

Proof Let M >
∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 . By the previous theorem there exists T > 0 de-

pending on M such that a solution exists in C([0,T ];L2(Rd)). Note that for
this solution

∥∥∥φ(t)
∥∥∥
L2 < M still, and hence the solution can be extended

to one that exists on the time interval [0,2T ]. By time reversibility of the
Schrödinger equation and induction, we can cover the whole of R. �

Furthermore, note that for both of the above results, the same argument
given for the Picard theorem Theorem . and Thought . implies that the
solution is unique, and depends Lipschitz-continuously on the initial data.

Next let us treat the case K = 1 + 4
d . The main difference in this case is

that, whereas in the case K < 1 + 4
d we have a time of existence that depends

only on the L2 norm of the initial data, here the dependence is more subtle.
(When reading the theorem, pay attention to the order of quantifiers.)

. Theorem (L2-existence for Schrödinger; critical case)
Suppose K = 1 + 4

d . Then for every φ0 ∈ L2(Rd) there exists a T > 0 and a
solution φ ∈ C([0,T ];L2(Rd)) to (.) satisfying φ(0) = φ0. �

Proof We have to set-up and run our iteration slightly differently.
By Lemma ., there exists p0,p1, r0, r1 with p0,p1 ∈ (2, 2d

d−2 ) such that
the system (.) can be solved with the first inequality being an equal-
ity. Define as before X = C([0,T ];L2(Rd))∩Lr0([0,T ];Lp0(Rd)) with T to be
determined. This time we consider the operator

Qψ(t) =

t∫
0

U (t)U ∗(s)PK (U (s)φ0 +ψ(s),U (s)φ0 +ψ(s)) ds

then if ψ is a fixed point of Q we have U (t)φ0 +ψ(t) is the solution that we
seek.

By our Strichartz inequality we have that∥∥∥Qψ∥∥∥
X
.

∥∥∥PK (U (•)φ0 +ψ,U (•)φ0 +ψ)
∥∥∥
L
r′1
t L

p′1
.

Since PK is polynomial, we can bound, analogously to before,∥∥∥PK (U (•)φ0 +ψ,U (•)φ0 +ψ)
∥∥∥
L
r′1
t L

p′1
.

∥∥∥U (•)φ0

∥∥∥K
L
r0
t L

p0
+
∥∥∥ψ∥∥∥K

L
r0
t L

p0
,
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where we used the fact that by construction Kr ′1 = r0 and Kp′1 = p0. Now, by
Strichartz we know that

∥∥∥U (•)φ0

∥∥∥
Lr0 (R;Lp0 (Rd ))

.
∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 , so we know that by

taking T small we can make
∥∥∥U (•)φ0

∥∥∥
Lr0 ([0,T ];Lp0 (Rd ))

as small as we want.
Therefore examining the bound∥∥∥Qψ∥∥∥

X
≤ C

(∥∥∥U (•)φ0

∥∥∥K
L
r0
t L

p0
+
∥∥∥ψ∥∥∥K

L
r0
t L

p0

)
where the constant C depends on the universal constant in Strichartz
estimates (which depend on the dimension d, the powers r0, r1,p0,p1) as
well as the structural constants in the definition of PK , we can first choose ε0
sufficiently small such that (ε0)K−1C < 1

2 and then T sufficiently small such

that C
∥∥∥U (•)φ0

∥∥∥K
Lr0 ([0,T ];Lp0 (Rd ))

< 1
2ε0. Then the above inequality implies

that Q maps the ball of radius ε0 in X to itself.
A similar argument, starting from the fact that∥∥∥Qψ1 −Qψ2

∥∥∥
X
.(∥∥∥U (•)φ0

∥∥∥K−1
L
r0
t L

p0
+
∥∥∥ψ1

∥∥∥K−1
L
r0
t L

p0
+
∥∥∥ψ2

∥∥∥K−1
L
r0
t L

p0

)∥∥∥ψ1 −ψ2

∥∥∥
L
r0
t L

p0
,

shows we can choose ε0 small enough, and T small enough, such that Q
acts as a contraction mapping on the ball of radius ε0 in X, thereby proving
the theorem. �

. Remark
The fact that we used the Banach fixed-point theorem in the proof guaran-
tees that the solution is unique. However, unlike the previous subcritical
case, we do not have Lipschitz-dependence on the initial data. In fact, from
the proof given here it is not even guaranteed that the time of existence T
depends continuously on φ0 in the L2(Rd) topology! �

Observe the only limit on T is in making
∥∥∥U (•)φ0

∥∥∥
Lr0 ([0,T ];Lp0 (Rd ))

small
enough to run the contraction mapping argument. One can alternatively
make the norm

∥∥∥U (•)φ0

∥∥∥
Lr0 (R;Lp0 (Rd ))

sufficiently small by imposing a small-
ness condition on φ0. This implies the following global theorem:

. Theorem (Critical small data L2-GWP)
Suppose K = 1 + 4

d . There exists ε > 0 such that for every φ0 ∈ L2(Rd)
satisfying

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 < ε, there exists a solution φ ∈ C(R;L2(Rd)) to (.)

satisfying φ(0) = φ0. �
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. Remark
Note that in practice, for K ∈N, the case K = 1 + 4

d only occurs for K = 2
and d = 4, or K = 3 and d = 2, or K = 5 and d = 1. �

. Remark
The global theorem in the critical case, in contrast to the local theorem, is
indeed a wellposedness result. In addition to existence and uniqueness of
the solution, since the space in which the iteration argument is run is fixed
(by the small data limit ε) and does not depend on the choice of the data
(which is the case in the local theorem), the same argument as in the case of
the ordinary differential equation case Theorem . guarantees Lipschitz
dependence on the initial data.

Interestingly, the proof for Theorem . cannot easily go through
when K < 1 + 4

d . The fact that Kr ′1 < r0, which is useful in allowing us
to use a Hölder inequality to exploit the small time interval in the local
wellposedness theorem, turns out to be detrimental in proving any sort of
global existence. �

. Exercise
Prove Theorem .. �

As mentioned before, the wellposedness results depend on a choice of
Banach spaces. In the previous few theorems we have fixed L2(Rd) as the
basic space, but other choices are also possible. One particularly useful one
is that of H1(Rd). Start again with (.), we want to treat it as an evolution
equation in the space H1(Rd). For this purpose we will consider the system
of equations

i∂tφ = 4φ+ PK (φ,φ)

i∂t(∇φ) = 4(∇φ) +QK−1(φ,φ) · (∇φ,∇φ)
(.)

where the second equation is obtained from taking the spatial gradient
of the first one (and hence QK−1 is a vector-valued homogeneous poly-
nomial of degree K − 1 that is obtained by taking the derivative of PK ).
Treating Φ = (φ,∇φ) the vector, we can think of the evolution equation
for φ in C([0,T ];H1(Rd)) as the same as the evolution equation for Φ in
C([0,T ];L2(Rd)).

What we gain from the additional derivative inH1 is Sobolev’s inequality:
if we can measure both φ and ∇φ in the Strichartz norm Lr ([0,T ];Lp(Rd)),
then Sobolev’s inequality means that we can measure φ in the mixed norm
Lr ([0,T ];Lq(Rd)) for any q ∈ [p, dpd−p ] when p < d (and similarly for the
appropriate exponents when p ≥ d).
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Now let us examine the second of the equations in (.). Define the
mapping

Qψ(t) =U (t)φ0 +

t∫
0

U (t)U ∗(s)PK (ψ,ψ) ds.

We have as a consequence

∇Qψ(t) =U (t)(∇φ0) +

t∫
0

U (t)U ∗(s)QK−1(ψ,ψ) · (∇ψ,∇ψ) ds.

Applying Proposition . to it, we get the estimate∥∥∥∇Qψ∥∥∥
L
r0
t L

p0
.

∥∥∥∇φ∥∥∥
L2 +

∥∥∥QK−1(ψ,ψ) · (∇ψ,∇ψ)
∥∥∥
L
r′1
t L

p′1
. (.)

As in the proof of the theorems above, we seek to estimate the final term in
(.) in terms of the Strichartz norm on the left. Observe that∥∥∥QK−1(ψ,ψ) · (∇ψ,∇ψ)

∥∥∥
L
r′1
t L

p′1
.

∥∥∥∥∣∣∣ψ∣∣∣K−1 ·
∣∣∣∇ψ∣∣∣∥∥∥∥

L
r′1
t L

p′1
.

By the Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality we have that
∥∥∥ψ∥∥∥

L
dp0
d−p0 (Rd )

.∥∥∥∇ψ∥∥∥
Lp0

. So we have that, as long as

(K − 1) ·
(

1
p0
− 1
d

)
+

1
p0

=
1
p′1
, (.)

by Hölder’s inequality we have∥∥∥∥∣∣∣ψ∣∣∣K−1 ·
∣∣∣∇ψ∣∣∣∥∥∥∥

Lp
′
1
≤

∥∥∥ψ∥∥∥K−1

L

K−1
1/p′1−1/p0

∥∥∥∇ψ∥∥∥
Lp0
.

∥∥∥∇ψ∥∥∥K
Lp0
.

The relation (.) is the replacement of the second line of (.) for the
case where we work with H1 instead of L2.

Similarly, under (.) we can also check that∥∥∥φK∥∥∥
Lp
′
1
.

∥∥∥φ∥∥∥K
W 1,p0

.

Together we conclude that∥∥∥Qψ∥∥∥
L
r0
t W

1,p0
.

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
H1 +

∥∥∥ψ∥∥∥K
L
Kr′1
t W 1,p0

(.)
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and therefore as long as
Kr ′1 ≤ r0

(as in (.) also) we can run the argument exactly as in the L2 cases. The
solvability of the system of exponents can be summarised in the following
lemma, the analogue of Lemma ..

. Lemma
The system, for d ≥ 3,

K
r0
≤

(
1− 1

r1

)
=

1
r ′1

K
p0
− K − 1

d
=

(
1− 1

p1

)
=

1
p′1

r0 =
4p0

d(p0 − 2)

r1 =
4p1

d(p1 − 2)

can be solved if and only if K ≤ 1 + 4
d−2 = d+2

d−2 , with equality if and only
if the first line in the system above evaluates to equality. When K > 1
additionally, the solution can be chosen with p0,p1 ∈ (2, 2d

d−2 ). �

Putting together the above discussion and emulating the proofs in the
L2 case, we obtain the following theorems concerning the solvability of the
initial value problem for (.) with initial data in H1(Rd).

. Theorem (H1-LWP for Schrödinger; subcritical case)
Suppose K ∈ (1, d+2

d−2 ), and d ≥ 3. The for every M ≥ 0 there exists T > 0
such that for every initial data φ0 ∈H1(Rd) with

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
H1 <M, there exists

a solution φ ∈ C([0,T ];H1(Rd)) to (.) satisfying φ(0) = φ0. Furthermore,
the solution is unique, and depends Lipschitz-continuously on the initial
data. �

. Exercise
Prove Theorem .. �

. Exercise
Above we stated Theorem . only for d ≥ 3. Formulate and prove the
correct, analogous statements for d = 1,2. (Note: when d = 1,2, and p >
2, the Sobolev embedding theorem tells us that W 1,p ↪→ Lq for any q ∈
[p,∞).) �
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. Theorem (H1-existence for Schrödinger; critical case)
Suppose d ≥ 3 and K = d+2

d−2 . For every φ0 ∈H1(Rd), there exists a T > 0 and
a function φ ∈ C([0,T ];H1(Rd)) solving (.) and satisfying φ(0) = φ0. �

. Theorem (Critical small data H1-GWP)
Suppose d ≥ 3 and K = d+2

d−2 . There exists ε > 0 such that for every φ0 ∈
H1(Rd) with

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
H1 < ε, there exists a solution φ ∈ C(R;L2(Rd)) to (.)

satisfyingφ(0) = φ0. The solution is unique and depends Lipschitz-continuously
on the initial data. �

. Exercise
Prove Theorem . and Theorem .. �

We conclude this tour of the wellposedness results with a discussion
of the global wellposedness of (.) in the subcritical case of K ∈ (1, d+2

d−2 ).
Here the fact that the time of existence T in the local wellposedness Theo-
rem . depends only on the H1 norm of the initial data allows us to hope
for some sort of conservation law argument, similar to Corollary . in the
L2 case. In addition to the conservation of L2 norm as discussed in Exam-
ple ., we need the following additional structure on the nonlinearities.

. (Energy conservation; formal computations) Starting with (.), we
can multiply the equation with ∂tφ to obtain

i
∣∣∣∂tφ∣∣∣2 = 4φ∂tφ+ PK (φ,φ)∂tφ.

Adding to its complex conjugate we have

0 = 4φ∂tφ+4φ∂tφ+ PK (φ,φ)∂tφ+ PK (φ,φ)∂tφ.

Integrating by parts we get

0 = −
∫
R
d

∂t
∣∣∣∇φ∣∣∣2 + PK (φ,φ)∂tφ+ PK (φ,φ)∂tφ dx.

Now, if PK (z,z) dz+PK (z,z) dz is an exact form, we can find some V : C2→C

such that

0 = −
∫
R
d

∂t

[∣∣∣∇φ∣∣∣2 +V (φ,φ)
]

dx

and hence we can conclude that∫
R
d

∣∣∣∇φ∣∣∣2 +V (φ,φ) dx
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is a conserved quantity.
If additionally we have that V takes values only in R+, then this con-

servation law would give us a global a priori bound on
∥∥∥φ(t,•)

∥∥∥
H1 by the

initial data, which would allow us to conclude, as a corollary of our local
wellposedness statement Theorem . that the corresponding solution can
in fact extend globally to a function in C(R;H1(Rd)).

It is worth noting that the condition of PK (z,z) dz+ PK (z,z) dz being an
exact form is independent of the condition that PK (z,z)z ∈ R, which was
used in L2 conservation. To wit: the function (z,z) 7→ zz + z2 satisfy the
latter condition, but

d
[
(zz+ z2) dz+ (zz+ z2) dz

]
= (z − z) dz∧dz . 0.

Similarly, the function (z,z) 7→ 2zz+ z2 fails the condition for L2 conserva-
tion, but the corresponding one form

(2zz+ z2) dz+ (2zz+ z2) dz = d(z2z+ z2z)

is exact.
A particular family of nonlinearities that exhibit both conservation laws

is given by
PK (z,z) = λ|z|K−1z, λ ∈R. (.)

The corresponding potentials are

V = − 2λ
K + 1

|z|K+1. (.)

Note that when λ < 0 we have that the conserved energy is coercive. ¶

. Corollary (H1-GWP; subcritical defocussing)
Let d ≥ 3 and K ∈ (1, d+2

d−2 ). Then for every φ0 ∈ H1(Rd), there exists a
unique solution φ ∈ C(R;H1(Rd)) to the equation

i∂tφ = 4φ−
∣∣∣φ∣∣∣K−1

φ

with φ(0) = φ0. �

Proof Noting that 1 + d+2
d−2 = 2d

d−2 , we have that for initial data φ0 ∈H1(Rd),

both
∣∣∣∇φ0

∣∣∣2 and
∣∣∣φ0

∣∣∣K+1
are integrable, and so the conserved energy is finite

and well-defined, using also the computations in Thought .. Therefore,
by iterating Theorem . and using time reversibility of the equation, we
obtain a globally existing solution. �
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In the above corollary we used that the conserved energy is coercive
on the H̊1 norm of the solution φ. The next corollary shows that even in
the case where the conserved energy is not globally coercive, sometimes
one can still exploit some sort of “small data coercivity” to get the desired
result. In the statement a lower bound on the admissible K is given: this
is not too surprising as in the small data regime the higher the power of
the nonlinearity, the smaller the resulting perturbation. Notice however
that the lower endpoint of K = 1 + 4

d is precisely where we have small data
global existence using merely the L2 theory, and below that the L2 theory
give global existence for even large initial data by mass conservation.

. Corollary (Small data H1-GWP; subcritical focussing)
Let d ≥ 3 andK ∈ (1+ 4

d ,
d+2
d−2 ). Then there exists ε > 0 such that for everyφ0 ∈

H1(Rd) with
∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
H1 < ε, there exists a unique solution φ ∈ C(R;H1(Rd)) to

the equation

i∂tφ = 4φ+
∣∣∣φ∣∣∣K−1

φ

with φ(0) = φ0. �

Proof Denote by

E =
∫
R
d

∣∣∣∇φ∣∣∣2 − 2
K + 1

∣∣∣φ∣∣∣K+1
dx

the conserved energy for our equation. Note that this quantity is not
generally coercive on the H̊1 norm of φ. What we will prove, however,
is the small-data coercivity of the conserved energy. Observe that by the
Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality we have∥∥∥φ∥∥∥

LK+1 .
∥∥∥φ∥∥∥1−θ

L2

∥∥∥∇φ∥∥∥θ
L2

where
1

K + 1
=

1−θ
2

+θ ·
(1

2
− 1
d

)
=

1
2
− θ
d
.

When K ∈ (1 + 4
d ,1 + 4

d−2 ), we can check that θ · (K + 1) > 2 as a result. This
implies that for some η ∈ (2,K + 1) we have∫

R
d

∣∣∣φ∣∣∣K+1
dx .

∥∥∥φ∥∥∥K+1−η
L2

∥∥∥∇φ∥∥∥η
L2 .
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Now, by assumption the L2 norm of our solution is conserved. So for∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥
L2 sufficiently small, the above computation implies that

E ≥
∥∥∥∇φ∥∥∥2

L2 −
1
2

∥∥∥∇φ∥∥∥η
L2 .

Since E is conserved, for initial
∥∥∥∇φ∥∥∥

L2 small, E will remain small for all

time. When E ≈ 0, either
∥∥∥∇φ∥∥∥

L2 ≈ 0 or
∥∥∥∇φ∥∥∥η−2

L2 > 2 − δ. Since η > 2 the

two regimes are disjoint. So by continuity of
∥∥∥φ(t)

∥∥∥
H1 if the initial data is

such that
∥∥∥∇φ∥∥∥

L2 is small, the same holds for the solution. This established
the a priori boundedness of the H1 norm of the solution, and hence by our
previous results we obtain global existence of the solution. �

. Exercise
Formulate and prove the analogues of the two above corollaries for the
cases when d = 1,2. �

It turns out that the small-data assumption in the final corollary above
is necessary. In fact, for large initial data we can prove that solutions cannot
exist for all time. This final result is based on an argument originally due
to Glassey.

. Proposition (Glassey’s Virial Identity)
Let K ≥ 1 + 4

d , and let φ solve

i∂tφ = 4φ+
∣∣∣φ∣∣∣K−1

φ.

Denote by

V (t) =
∫
R
d

|x|2
∣∣∣φ∣∣∣2 dx;

then

∂2
ttV ≤ 8E

where E is the conserved energy. �
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Proof Directly taking the derivatives we get

∂tV =
∫
R
d

|x|2 [φ∂tφ+φ∂tφ] dx

= −i
∫
R
d

|x|2 [φ4φ−φ4φ] dx

= 2i
∫
R
d

x · [φ∇φ−φ∇φ] dx.

Now take another derivative and repeatedly integrate by parts

∂2
ttV = 2

∫
R
d

x · [iφt∇φ+φ∇iφt − iφt∇φ−φ∇iφt] dx

= 2
∫
R
d

x · [2iφt∇φ− 2iφt∇φ]− dφiφt + dφiφt dx

= −2
∫
R
d

2x ·
[
4φ∇φ+4φ∇φ+

∣∣∣φ∣∣∣K−1∇
∣∣∣φ∣∣∣2]

+ d
[
φ4φ+φ4φ+ 2

∣∣∣φ∣∣∣K+1
]

dx

= 4
∫
R
d

2
∣∣∣∇φ∣∣∣2 − d K − 1

K + 1

∣∣∣φ∣∣∣K+1
dx

= 8E −
4d[K − (1 + 4

d )]

K + 1

∫
R
d

∣∣∣φ∣∣∣K+1
dx.

The final term is signed when K ≥ 1 + 4
d . �

. Theorem
Let K ≥ 1 + 4

d , and suppose φ0 ∈ S (Rd) is such that the corresponding
energy

E[φ0] =
∫
R
d

∣∣∣∇φ0

∣∣∣2 − 2
K + 1

∣∣∣φ∣∣∣K+1
dx < 0.

Then there does not exist any global-in-time solution to

i∂tφ = 4φ+
∣∣∣φ∣∣∣K−1

φ
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with initial data φ(0) = φ0. �

Proof Consider the quantity V (t). By conservation of energy and the
Virial identity we have that V ′′ ≤ 8E < 0. Assume for contradiction that a
global-in-time solution exists. Then for some positive time T0 we have that
V (T0) < 0 by concavity. But by definition V is manifestly non-negative. �

. Remark
The assumption of the blow-up theorem is non-empty. Observe that for
any non-trivial initial data φ0, we have

E[λφ0] = λ2
∥∥∥∇φ0

∥∥∥2
L2 −λK+1 2

K + 1

∥∥∥φ0

∥∥∥K+1
LK+1 .

So taking λ↗ +∞ we can certainly find large initial data such that the
corresponding energy is negative. �
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